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Nov. 8, 1928 - Aug. 8, 1930

Nov. 9. Have anchored at 9 and procured our through lines. The passage of weeks were pleasant and still cool. Wind today variable. The land seen is now a mile off, but our course from the island is about 60°. Arrived and anchored off the side of Tanna is a small heap of some 1,000 feet high. The highest part is actually covered, but not others. There are great patches of grass. The island is, of course, the other is plain view, and another half mile out is exactly all seen. This kind of land suggests volcanic origin of Tanna. Noticeable. I notice that we had much here.
JOURNAL AND NOTES

TO

HAMILT HAMILT

WELTHER SOUL'S NEW EXPEDITION

Nov. 6, 1890 - Dec. 8, 1890
Nov. 8. Four of us landed at 7. I made a half day of it, coming out on board for lunch with M. Brudo, a French pearl-buyer. I intended taking photographs and movies today, but rain spoiled the program as it usually does. The natives were going to dance. I took very few birds. David shot two more "pulos", the big fruit-eaters, and I got another olive-bird, a female in moult. We have fair series of everything represented except the thickhead, which is certainly different, and this olive species. Small birds, excepting the honeyeaters and starlings are the most difficult to obtain. The terrain about here is a great swamp and acres of gardens and low scrub on old gardens. The best bush land could be reached by a march overland and a camp, which I do not consider worth while. Anchorage is the worst feature of the place; no deep draft vessel can get within three miles of the southern peninsular where I had originally planned to work.

Nov. 9. Hove anchor at 6 and proceeded out through the long passage of reefs under power and with sail. Wind today easterly; the first in over a week of any strength. Set our course for the Amphlett Group. Arrived and anchored off lee side of Wamea I., a sheer lump of rock 1500 feet high. The highest part is densely vegetated, but in others there are great patches of grass. The rest of the little group, in plain view, show similar bald spots; some are nearly all bare. This kind of land suggest volcanic origin of a more recent date. I doubt that we find much here.

Nov. 10. Four hunters landed at 7. Although the island is inhabited, the bush is all for goats, sheer and precipitous, mostly blackish rock. The only trails are brief,—up to gardens. We found climbing almost impossible. I wish we had gone on at dawn to the big islands. The Amphlett Group lies approximately 15 miles
H. of Fergusson Is. at Lat. 9'15'S., Long. 150°50'W. Wamea presents the only anchorage and measures about three miles by two. Urasi is of similar size and is very bare in appearance. Two other islands, Wawiwa and Yabwaia with a dozen tiny islets complete the group. The southernmost islet of the lot is only four miles from Fergusson. The few birds represented here will undoubtedly be migrants originally from the big D'Entrecasteaux Islands or from the mainland via this land chain. We took very few; crows and honeysuckers uniform with species already taken since Woodlark. Both the glossy and gray-headed flycatcher are present. We shot both. Starlings are plentiful; we did not take any. David contributes a small hawk. These islands, especially the little ones, are noted resorts of the two species of pigeons found in these parts; the gray "kooru" (Solomons) and the white "Torres Strait". I consider the group not of sufficient interest to merit a longer visit. I noticed the Tahitian swallow; I missed it somehow around Woodlark and the Trobriands.

I am sure that all three of the D'Entrecasteaux Islands, Goodenough (8000 ft.), Fergusson (6000-7000), and Normanby of similar elevation, will offer the same avifauna without intra-variation. None of the three are separated by more than three miles; hence the possibility of isolation of similar species leading to remarkable differences, as we found in the larger islands of the Solomons, seems impossible. Hence it should be worked as one land mass from the chief point of view of convenience. A large salt lake inland on Fergusson might give us some water birds or a rail, so we shall concentrate on this island. One species of paradise bird occurs, according to Russel,—*Paradisea decora*.

Nov. 11. Hove up at dawn in spite of its being the Sabbath. Midst rain squalls but with favoring wind we passed through
the Amphlett Islands and stood out for Cape Labadiere, the NW extremity of Fergusson I. Rounded the point and negotiated Moresby Strait. Flocks of terns, mostly noddies about; I could discern no shearwaters. Reached anchorage at 3 P.M. in a small unnamed bay about three miles south of the strait. High land is immediate but looks too steep to offer good camping possibilities. I saw a black and white duck, new to my cognizance, and a hornbill; crows, cockatoos, parrots and smaller birds are seen and heard.

"Fergusson I. is the central island of the D'Entrecasteaux Group, with Normanby to the southward and Goodenough to the northwest (Moresby Strait separating the latter is about four miles wide, interspersed with islands. Dawson Strait, separating the former, is about five to six miles wide); situated between Lats. 9'19'15" and 9'42'30" S., and Longs. 150°26' and 150°57'15" W. ", extract from geological report. The three are of undoubted volcanic origin, Fergusson only retaining active evidence of seismic activity, revealed in boiling sulphur springs, great steam vents, etc., located in the W. and SW. part inland from Seymour Bay. Here is found a rather large salt lake, "Rabua." There are several others.

Nov. 12. "Kara-Kara" is the name of this anchorage. It began raining before dawn and continued incessantly. With no sign of it alleviating, four of us landed at noon. Natives had been out and informed me that there are no trails into the adjacent mountains, but that villages around at Seymour Bay will give access by tracks to both the salt lake and the high land. We all took an abundance even in the half day. Of the Trobriand avifauna we have several representatives, the dark blue "Buli-Buli", magpie, "leather-neck"; and the thickhead fortunately is the same species. We should get a good series here. A new yellow (brilliant yellow
shoulders and head) small bird, a tiny wren that inhabits the long grass; we got a black type on the mainland near the slip. Two new doves, a rather larger long-tail, similar to the Solomon species, and a green aboreal dove. David got a "little-blue" kingfisher on a creek near the shore. Charlie produced a new pigeon, iris, red. As expected, the bird life is prolific and we can do well if the weather favors us at all. The blue "buli-buli" calls with a low melodic trill, evidently made by means of its peculiar convoluted windpipe. This species is by its rich plumage suggestive of the bird of paradise family. Parrots, cockatoos, and crows are the usual types. We have not yet gotten into the small birds. The terrain we shall hunt over here is mostly fore-shore between the beach and the high peaks, up to about 2500 feet, a linear distance inland of not more than two miles, very precipitous. The low land is not swampy, but very sandy until it rises where we encounter numerous patches of grass about shoulder-high. Here, the ground is inclined to get more rocky. Natives from a nearby village brought vegetables to sell and imparted good information concerning Seymour Bay.

Nov. 13. Four ashore at 7. David not too well; he was unable to skin birds last night. By following the shore trail, he and I found good hunting ground in a sandy mangrove area of considerable extent. A new honeysucker, a large cuckoo, another night-bawk and a duck were the prizes today. The duck is, perhaps a New Guinea species, a sort of albino; white head, neck, bill and feet; iris, yellow ochre. There should be plenty around the lake. Charles got a pair of blue-headed paroquets of a new sort. We put up 51 of Papua's precious pigeons today.

The native kids are very helpful here as retrievers.
Rain every day. This and periodic malaria amongst the hunters are the chief obstacles.

Nov. 14. David down with fever. Charlie, Teora, and I landed and experienced clear weather. We are concentrating on small birds. I took a new kind of honeysucker with a yellow eye ring and a white-eared kingfisher, which appears new, showing dark prussian blue back. A new ground dove with a white throat and breast; the larger species of ground dove has a white head here, which is a new variation. David ventured ashore in the late afternoon and got a very pretty new kingfisher, yellow bill and feet and rich brown back. There are two honeysuckers, the larger with the yellow rim and a smaller gray-headed short-billed fellow. Then there is the midget, rather highly colored; the grass wren, or whatever it is; and what I believe to be a white-eye. Flycatchers are not so common; the gray-headed seems hardest to get. His call is familiar, but the glossy species offers a new chirp before the typical chattering muted note. This is uttered with an upward perk of the tail and head thrust forward. The fantail tweets insignificantly and is quite common. I have not noted any song issuing from the little bird I call the "white-eye;" it only possesses the "eye-marks" of the species. As usual, the white-eared kingfisher haunts the rivers and creek mouths, the "little blue" the mangroves; the "yellow-bill" is the land species.

Heavy rain during the late afternoon.

Nov. 15. Rain again all day. Four hunters ashore about 9 A.M. and some success,—an owl, a small night hawk, female; and David brought in its two eggs, found laid in the sand close to the beach. We got three of the yellow-billed kingfishers. The female of this species has a brown patch on top of the head, which
is lacking in the male bird. Its habits emulate the "ee-ee" land
ingfisher of the Solomons. It is found around gardens; I believe
it nests in dead trees. We took a number of small birds, mostly
the highly-colored midget and both a long-billed (female, lacking
the yellow rim about the eye) and short-billed honeysucker. Two
of the large green, yellow-throated (more a buff color) doves were
taken. I have raised the flag on most of the larger birds.
Practically all these have raucous calls, except the beautiful
"buli-buli" with its mellow, low sort of a whinny. The "spread-
tail" utters a rasping high note, perking its tail downward.

Charlie down with fever this evening.

Nov. 16. Hove up at 7 and proceeded four miles across
Moresby Strait into Mud Bay, anchoring close to the Mission Station.
Four hunters landed. The three boys kept to the shore beach. It
is inevitably a long walk or climb into the best bush for birds.

Long slopes of grass, mostly kangaroo, abound everywhere along the
coast. These patches are productive of two species, a small brown
bird, a wren (I call it), and the long-tailed mottled brown fellow,
really a ground-runner, one of which I got on the mainland near
Samarai. I climbed about 1200 feet after a two mile walk to the
highest village in these parts. There were formerly plenty of
bush villages up around 2000 feet, but by government order they
have all been moved down. The locals will help us to get up high
if we want to camp. I took about 15 small birds, all around 1000
feet; thickheads, olive birds, and yellow-heads. Two species of
long-tailed doves were returned; a small, prettily mottled one
(iris orange), and a larger one having a glossy back and an unusual
iris,— orange with a whitish rim around the pupil. The glossy
blue-black honeysucker occurs here. In fact, we have found every-
thing here that was collected in Woodlark and the Trobriands, except the ground dove. Here the more common kind shows a white-head in the mature bird. A single specimen of a white-throated species has been added. On the whole, birds are coming in slowly. Curse the weather. Today it did not rain all the time, for some reason. An old Samoan missionary, countryman of David's and Charlie's informs that in 1925 a collector of birds and butterflies spent some time in the D'Entrecasteaux Group. He implied he though he was an American, but he was not sure.

Nov. 17. A fine day. I made it until noon so that the boys could finish by night to visit their countryman. We got the yellow, blue-throated honeysucker similar to the Solomons today. These and the long-legged "wren", so-called, and the finch (so called), inhabit the grass country. Undoubtedly most of the birds represented in this group are New Guinea species. Three kinds of long-tailed doves have been taken; the one from Fergusson showed a dark brown iris and the eyelid was red; Goodenough has yielded two kinds, a large, beautiful species with a gray, glossy head and shoulders, iris, orange with a whitish rim around the pupil; the third is a dark, mottled with black, brown, iris, orange.

The latter may be the smaller bird, previously taken, in different plumage. Small berries that grow on sparsely leaved trees is their food. Small birds, as expected, are similar to Fergusson I., and new species are the only additions of interest. Teora took a small cuckoo, previously registered from Bougainville, or like it. The call is a low, sweet whistle, repeated several times. Another tawny owl was added.

Snakes of two species have been brought in and one young phalanger today. Insects I am able to do little with except to
American, and as we pass along

...
pick up a few in cursory fashion. Birds keep us pretty busy. Our collection will not be complete, as we always tried for in the other groups visited. Our food is running short and we hunters are in our last ragged shoes.

Nov. 18. Sabbath and another clear day. Tomorrow when I plan to camp it will rain like hell, probably. I tried to make some color sketches with poor result. I am going stale.

Nov. 19-23. David and I went into camp with a fine clear sky and good weather continued through the week. We camped at 1900 feet in the same site used by the Brothers Eichorn four or five years ago, as far as I can make out from the natives. They stayed six weeks, collecting birds and butterflies. In the four days David and I put in we did not have much success. The terrain is typically steep and rocky, the only trail broken for us by the natives up creek bottoms and sheer razor back ridges.

There were a very interesting variety of small birds, a small sort of thickhead, a midget parrot, a green sharp-tail finch (I surmise), a warbler, and two species of white-eyes. Of these, excepting the so-called thickhead and the white-bellied white-eye, and the warbler (of which we got only three), one representative is all we can show. The more common white-eye had an unusual iris, a pale white, instead of the usual light brown. All the other species had the typical Van Dyke brown, even the little parrot. One yellow-bib dove in a new variation was included in David's bag. We got most of the single specimens, — a truly wonderful hunter. A black honeysucker in various interesting plumages is another addition. Invariably we found the small birds in the tops of the trees. I lost a good many; and considering their scarcity, collecting was most discouraging. I would go for hours without getting a bird. Of the
lower altitude species, the magpie and the big, blue "buli-buli", half-caste paradise bird are common right up to 4000 feet, the highest point reached. The thickhead and small, yellow-eared olive-bird are similarly distributed; they are the only two species of small birds that are seen near the ground, catching insects. The seed-eaters seek their food in the tree-tops. The brown kingfisher qwanks away anywhere up the mountain. I shot a white-capped ground dove, a prototype of the Solomons at about 3000 feet. And these are the only species I encountered. The large pigeon we heard, and, at night, owls and night-hawks. Near our camp we saw one of the "pulos" one day. Charlie took one of these lower down. It is different from the Trobriand variety. We saw not a flycatcher. I forgot the olive honeysucker and the fantail and the blackhead. These three are also omnipresent. Right on top I missed what looked like a black fantail. Having splendid weather we worked as best we could and I am discouraged at the results. Lack of food and footgear forced us to descend. We had plenty of native kai-kai, but the lads on the ship are all out of meat, flour, and a few other things. I found that Charlie and Teora did well, adding several new species. I shall examine and label these tomorrow. Now it is my hope to cadge a case of meat from the Samoan missionary so we can have a look at these lakes on Fergasson, and then back to Samarai and more trouble.

None of us have seen the decora paradise bird here on Goodenough. And only two hornbills. The natives, who frequented our camp continually, cited the hornbill, the bibbed dove, the little finch, and the midget parrot as rare; "one fella, one fella, that's all." David saw one bush kingfisher, similar to the one I got on the mainland near Samarai.
Nov. 24.  Move up at 6:30 and stood out under power for the Mission Station at the southern end of Seymour Bay, Fergusson I. Going over we grounded on a reef and spent all morning getting off. The anchorage at the Mission proved insecure and approach into the big bay with our draft is impossible. This makes the lakes inaccessible, the nearest being six miles away. The entire surrounding district, Iamalele, is a thermal region with hot springs, fumaroles, sulphur pits, and the rest. There are two lakes about six miles away and these are salt. The interesting one is over ten miles overland. Ducks are reported, undoubtedly similar to the white-headed species previously taken. An expedition into the lake is out of the question; David and I and Charlie have no foot-gear that can stand anything, and the ship is out of most of the stable food. Meat and sugar we have not got. We shall go to Samarai on Monday.

I had fever in the afternoon (Saturday), so the three boys went ashore and took a few birds. Teora got another large night hawk. During the camping trip, Teora and Charlie did very well, taking a crested pigeon, a large aboreal dove, and two purple ground doves, white-breasted. They reported the irides of all dark brown except the crested bird, dark carmine. The large dove looks like a ground bird but the natives say it always stays "on top." Much interesting material went into the tank; rats, the large bush species, flying squirrels, and snakes. I shall examine and label this collection before we ship in Samarai. A new species of small green paroquet is on hand and the larger gray-headed bird as well. Teora succeeded in shooting one of the pheasants or ground runners; bronzy brown with long tail and talons. It is remarkable to find the "little blue" Solomon kingfisher here and the white-eared fellow, too, practically unchanged.
Nov. 25. Sunday. The boys spent the day with the Samoans at the Mission Station (Kekonia). The short walk I had inland revealed little in bird life—too much open grass country and secondary bush.

Nov. 26. Move up before six and cleared harbor when the engine was stopped and all sail set. Wind variable. Off Cape Frere at 7 P.M. No sea birds sighted. Started engine during night.

Nov. 27. Rain and calm. Passed East Cape (between E. Cape and Mei-Mei-Ara Is.) at 8:45 A.M. Arrived and anchored at Samarai about 1:30 P.M.

Nov. 28 - Dec. 4. During this time I changed my program many times, finally deciding to go all the way to Port Moresby to properly identify myself and to obtain permission to collect protected birds. Mr. Lyons, the Res. Mag. at Samarai, showed me some of the correspondence between himself and the Government Secretary. In the letter from Port Moresby I read that Mr. Crandall, procuring live birds for the New York Zoo, when queried about the Whitney Expedition said he knew Beck well but had never heard of H. Hamlin (quite obvious), and that he had been told before he left N.Y. that the expedition was finished and the 'France' sold. "It may be all right. I don't know." To which the Gov't Sec. adds, "This suggests that he (meaning H.H.) may be collecting for commercial purposes." The Bird Protection Ordinance is drawn up precisely on these grounds. I consider the statement a dirty impeachment, especially as Lyons wrote fully on the subject. Add to this the pleasant information that our engine will not be here until the middle of March, and an opportunity offered me to go inland with a Gov't. man up in
...
the Northern Division,—I shall go to Fort Moresby, conclusively identify myself and obtain permits to collect protected birds.

Burns Philip & Co. have an arrangement with the N.Y.K. Line whereby all cargo handled by their London office for these parts is shipped on the Japanese freighters to Singapore, where BP's ship picks it up for another connection at Sydney or Brisbane.

I wired about our engine and the reply was "shipped Dec. 12 on the Tajima Maru." It was f.o.b. at Antwerp on Oct. 20, and could have been out here at least eight or ten weeks sooner direct to Sydney on a German boat to Australia. The local manager thought it six weeks at least on the way by this time.

About the invitation—-a Mr. McNamara, who remembers the expedition in Fiji is supervising a sort of experimental farm thirty miles inland from Buna in the Northern Division. He can get the carriers to take me inland and offers to provide all tucker and accommodation for David and myself. From his place (1400 ft.) I can reach high land in two or three days. It looks like a good opportunity if I can get back before the 'Veimauri' leaves Samarai on Dec. 15 at one A.M. The whole business entails risk, since the rainy season sets in about January and until April any collecting inland would be impossible.

Having drawn stores and concluded all Samarai business (including the shipment of two cases of birds and one case of material in pickle—duly inspected and bonded by H.M. Customs), the captain and I (his wife remained in port) left for Fort Moresby at 4 o'clock, passed Brumer Islands at 7 and were outside the barrier reef by 9 when the engine was stopped. Winds variable and light.
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Dec. 5-9. The trip was a slow one with no favoring wind and little land breeze. While we were in Samarai the SE blew strong every day. Today (Sunday) we arrived in Port Moresby at noon and anchored near H.M.V. Laurabada. S.S. 'Morinda' came in from Yule Island with Dr. Crandall and his birds on board. I shall see him tomorrow.

Dec. 10. I found Crandall quite affable and apologetic when informed that he had been the root of the Government's suspicious attitude toward us. Ward, of Balmain, Sydney, was with him; evidently they have a fine collection, including 7 birds of paradise and many others. He showed them all, indicating their generic names and gave me much information about the Mekeo District and the problems of collecting there. He said the best time to go in was between April and August when the birds are dancing and the fruit trees are in bearing. During January, February, and March the big rain on the main range falls and makes any activity inadvisable for the entire rainy season.

He accompanied me up to the Government Secretary's office and introduced me to the Honorable the Honorable, following it by an apology for his previous aspersions in reference to the Whitney Expedition. A long conversation with Mr. Champion straightened everything out. If permission is granted he will wire Samarai in time for me to catch the 'Veimauri', Dec. 15th, one A.M.

The rest of my time I spent scouring local stores for hunting shoes and talking with Crandall. We drew two tons of water from the government reservoir and set sail for Samarai, which we must reach before the 15th--4 days, at 6 P.M. SS 'Morinda' passed us about 10 o'clock. Wind dead against us, showing its usual perversity.
The list was a good one with no revision.
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Dec. 11-13. En route to Samarai with head wind all the way. We were forced to use the engine continuously except an interval for repair and during the night of the 12th, when we made ten miles beating against a light wind. This trip, which could not have been necessary, has taken all our reserve of fuel, 496 gallons of benzine. Net result—a half-hour's conversation with the G.S.

We reached Samarai this afternoon about 3 P.M. and learned that the SS 'Morinda' is aground up the west coast. We passed her on the evening of the 11th. I wired to Crandall inquiring if we could help him, but he replied he was being fixed up O.K. The 'Montoro' is being hurried to her relief. Samarai is in an uproar about it—twice in succession in the same place seems to be a record in shipping annals.

Everything is ready for the Buna expedition. The only thing lacking is the official wire from Port Moresby.

Dec. 14. Waiting. No wire came today. Apparently everybody is off their base over the 'Morinda' mishap. I wired the G.S. "Please wire permission" at 2 o'clock, so it can reach him by tomorrow morning, reminding him that I must have the telegram before the 'Veimauri' sails. In the ordinary course of events I should be on the short end now because the 'Veimauri' is due to sail tomorrow morning at 1 A.M., but she must wait for the mail from the 'Morinda.' BP's have sent their local schooner to her assistance. Had we only known she was on a reef when we sighted her in the twilight, we could have rendered invaluable aid, taking off passengers and mail.

Dec. 15. A wire granting permission came this morning. "Hamlin—yes". The mail arrived from the wreck later, so David and I got all our gear on board the 'Veimauri' preparatory to
leaving at 1 A.M. tomorrow morning.

Dec. 16. David and I sailed and the 'France' will leave on Monday morning with instructions to visit Sewa Bay, Normanby Is., Salamo, Fergusson Is., and then the mainland, if possible, around Goodenough Bay. Coming to Baniara to pick us up about Jan. 25th.

The 'Veimauri' passed East Cape at 7 A.M.—Baniara at 10 P.M., where we spent the night beside the wharf. Now in the NE Division—the A.R.M. — Mr. Atkinson.

Dec. 17. Left early, stopped at Menapi (10 A.M.) and proceeded to Mukawa, where we spent part of the night, being forced out about midnight by a strong NW wind. Mr. Atkinson accompanied us to this anchorage. He, McNamara, and I had supper at the Anglican Mission station, guests of the Rev. Mr. Chittleborough.

A decided change is noticeable in the coastal terrain from Baniara north. From Samarai to East Cape, rough wooded hills of no great altitude; all Goodenough Bay appears to be a distinctly different geologic formation: bare, serrated peaks, concertina'd together, the only vegetation being the secondary bush immediately in back of the beach which soon gives way to large areas of kangaroo grass. The steep peaks rise as high as 3,000 feet—grass does not grow above 500—and from here up vegetation is patchy. The innumerable ravines that cut the sides of the range give it a most gaunt and wrinkled appearance. This is due to the shale character of the higher land which lends itself to very rapid erosion. A large percentage of clay in the strata of the lowland makes the land agriculturally poor. The salt water natives have to pick garden sites with care, sometimes going great distances. This rough, barren country extends inland as far as thirty miles.
and is quite uninhabited. Indications of oil have been found.

Bird life in this district is nil.

Collingwood Bay, the next great indentation, presents again the usual aspect of low foothills fronting the high inland ranges. Big swamps are typical of the coast from Baniara north to the old German border.

Dec. 18. We arrived at Tufi (Cape Nelson), the seat of the government station of the NE Division. I met Mr. Humphries, the Magistrate. He is very interesting and has done a lot of inland work in Papua. He will help me all he can if I come his way. One can reach 6000 feet in two or three day's walk here. I almost wish I could get off. The vessel made an anchorage at Foua for the night, 20 miles north of the cape. From here to Buna, and beyond, swamps and mosquitoes abound along the coast. Mr. Humphries is with us as far as the border of his division (Tufi mark), where he will start tax-collecting. He tells me of seeing very few birds of paradise in the mountains in back of his station, which extend in rugged chains to the main Owen Stanley range. The tops of the ridges above 6000 feet are covered with low scrub. Big areas of tall timber are lacking apparently because of the steepness of the terrain. No fruit trees, probably, and hence none of the paradise family. He mentions noting bower-bird playgrounds while ascending Mt. Sisilip in the Doriri district. Birds of paradise are found in the area around the headwaters of the Musa River.

The *intermedia* and the *cincinnurus regius* are the only ones I have heard mentioned so far. A knowledge of the birds' feeding habits and consequently the location of feeding areas is the prime factor in collecting them.
Dec. 19. All day at sea, arriving at Buna Bay about 4 P.M. Along this entire coast from Samarai to the Mambare River there are only three safe anchorages—Milne Bay, Annie Inlet, and Baniara. All the others are "hang-ons"; but small craft can find plenty of creeks and rivers to run up safely out of bad weather. The presence of these rivers makes the water very dirty and the reefs consequently more treacherous. This condition is particularly bad from Cape Nelson north. Cape Nelson is one of a number of promontories in the vicinity (the southern portion of Dyke Ackland Bay) which form regular fiords. Between two of these high spurs that come down to the sea and suddenly drop off, an indentation occurs often winding about, sheer walls on either side like a canyon; the sea here is typically deep. These strange formations are only found in this bay. Passing the northern half we came in clear view of the Hydrographer's range.

I found the Resident Magistrate ill and all hands around the station busy with mail and cargo. David and I slept under a borrowed net in a rest house along with McNamara and a be-whiskered miner. Mosquitoes are bad; we should have brought our own nets.

Dec. 20. I conferred with Mr. Wurth. He was non-plussed at my not having permits in my possession, but acquiesced kindly. Another case of a magistrate suddenly confronted by a bird-collector; he is puzzled over the legality of my using David. But he told me to go ahead, he would not run me in.

Carriers are not as plentiful and willing as McNamara would have me believe. He had to pinch nine belonging to somebody else to carry my gear—leaving all his stores behind. We set off at 9:30. At the Giruma River McNamara was taken with fever (about one o'clock - 10 miles from Buna) and we camped.
Dec. 19. I can't get a feel of the pace, don't seem to like the temperature. I've only made about 10 miles. Alf the other one's running a lot. Alf, you're right. I'm not as neat as I could be. This pace, the breezes, the sights are making me sort of hungry. I've only eaten one of those little boxes of food. I've got to make some sort of a decision. I'm not sure what to do. Alf, we've got to decide what to do. We've got to decide what to do. We've got to decide what to do.
David shot a young male *raggiana*.

Dec. 21. Left early (Saputa V.). Weather continues fine. This is always liable to be a precarious factor—two or three days of heavy rainfall renders the Giruma River uncrossable (with any baggage). At Kakandetta V. Mr. Headon met us; he has been relieving McNamara and it happened to be his carriers that were appropriated to bring my stuff inland. He took it good-naturedly. At Sangara we stopped at the Mission for tea, then proceeded to Imanaturu V., McNamara's home (?); in the house he appears to keep a bed, a typewriter, and beer. Very little food on hand—when Mr. Headon leaves tomorrow there will be my sardines and biscuits. The elevation is 1400 feet; and my chances of getting higher seem dubious. Mt. Lamington the natives are superstitious of, and the Hydrographer's are miles away.

Dec. 22. David and I out after breakfast with two small boys of the village. The *intermedia* taken in young plumage yesterday was again shot. Both were male, small, and showed brown irides. The native name in Orakaiva dialect is "samba", and it is the only well-known *paradisea* in these parts, although David reports missing a small red bird, which may be the *regius*. A very striking dove-gray head and carmine breast and belly is fairly common; it has a low, two-note call. The Myna is much smaller than the Solomon types and calls raucously without the usual shrill whistle. David returned a brownish-red bird which I cannot recognize. In fact, most of the Papuan species are entirely new to me. A small orange-breasted dove reminds me of the Rennell Island type remotely. Two old friends related to the Solomons turned up—the brown-eyed graybird and the white-throated pigeon. "Sahara" is the Orakaiva name for a common species that
occurs in two distinct plumages—dull brown with speckled breast and dark green with brownish mottling. The latter is smaller, has lighter and more fragile bill, and may be the young bird.

Three species I recognize as represented in the D'Entrecasteaux Islands and the Trobriands—the black and white magpie (a pure black type, juvenal perhaps, occurs here on the mainland), the yellow-billed kingfisher, and the little yellow-head.

I shall make a map of this district showing altitudes and the relative topography. In general, the twenty-eight mile walk inland from Buna Roads typifies the North Div.: two or three miles of swamps, ten or fifteen miles of grass plains; then a sort of mixed terrain of secondary bush (low and dense) and primary bush (big trees and less undergrowth). Here the drainage starts asserting itself and we begin to cross gullies and wade creeks as we penetrate the foothills of the higher mountains thirty to forty miles inland. Imanaturu village, where our host's house is located, is in the foothills of the Mt. Lamington range, which goes up 6000 feet. All the natives of this area respect a great superstition about the mountain, though it is not a volcano. So there are no trails up to its heights. To the southward the Hydrographer's Range attains 6000 feet and may be climbed. The famous Managallas tribe must cross this range to reach their villages. In my present situation I have a great stretch of land on the slopes of Mt. Lamington—between 1400 and 2000 feet. Our host unfortunately has rather misrepresented the collecting possibilities of the area he knows. Mr. McNamara assisted Dr. Lea of Adelaide in searching for a parasite to eliminate the _levuana iridiscens_ from the coconuts of Viti Leon, Fiji. He is an experienced insect collector and I was inclined to trust his descriptions of this district.
I am writing a letter to you with regard to the recent accidents that have taken place in our factory. These accidents have been very disturbing and have caused a lot of concern among the workers. It is important that we take steps to prevent such incidents from happening again in the future.

I understand that there have been discussions about the implementation of new safety measures. I support these efforts and believe that they are necessary to ensure the safety of our workers.

I have also informed the management about the need for regular safety inspections and training sessions for the workers. It is crucial that we maintain a safe working environment to prevent accidents from occurring.

I hope that we can work together to ensure that our factory operates smoothly and safely. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Now I am certain that he desired company more than anything else. The facilities of his house and the food supply are not adequate. I have been misled in a good-hearted sort of way. All white residents out here acquire the habit of casual exaggeration; I have been victim to it before. However, we shall do what we can.

Dec. 23. Sunday. The weather continues fine. We hunted again all day and added some new material—two species of small birds, a black and a yellow honeysucker, I think. Two new lorries, one beautifully marked with orange, the other black and red with a long tail. The former I shot from a hole in a tree where it was nesting; the Orakaiva name is "asingie." I have seen three kinds of ground birds but have not had a decent shot offered as yet. The goura pigeon is not present. Walking along much-used trails I hear a rapid whirr of wings and the bird is lost in the heavy bush before one realizes it. The *stephani* dove is one of the species. And I have noted in addition a green dove with yellow breast and a small dark-colored bird of some description. Hornbills we have seen but not yet acquired. I shot the peculiar light-colored crow, known as "pulo" in the D'Entrecasteaux Group. The common red-breast dove is present. I had counted on the natives catching for me, but they are of no use, though they do kill the *ragiana*, hornbills, parrots and cockatoos to make head-dresses. The natives of the Mekeo district where all the bird collectors have been, make a profession of catching. Here, the Orakaiva promises everything and brings in nothing. It is perhaps explained by the fact that these natives respect the wishes of no white man except the Resident Magistrate. The small boys of the Imaanaturu village go out with us and retrieve, so I have no real kick.
The policy of the company was poor service.

The problem I have seen mainly in a high-percentage of the employees.

We have also seen a growth of the employees in the past.

However, as an employee of the company, I have seen a decline in the attitude of some employees.

In addition, our company has experienced a decline in profits.

The decline in profits has been due to the high per-cent of the employees.

I have seen a decline in the attitude of some employees.

In conclusion, I believe that our company has not been able to maintain a high level of service.

I believe that the solution lies in the training of our employees.

I have seen a decline in the attitude of some employees.

In conclusion, I believe that our company has not been able to maintain a high level of service.

I believe that the solution lies in the training of our employees.

I have seen a decline in the attitude of some employees.

In conclusion, I believe that our company has not been able to maintain a high level of service.

I believe that the solution lies in the training of our employees.

I have seen a decline in the attitude of some employees.

In conclusion, I believe that our company has not been able to maintain a high level of service.

I believe that the solution lies in the training of our employees.

I have seen a decline in the attitude of some employees.
Dec. 24. Mr. McNamara has very few stores on hand, which makes the living rather hard, but still worse, delays us in our hunting. Breakfast cannot be rustled up until after nine and the two best hours of the day are lost. I should not write such things in a journal. Our friend is truly well-intentioned and kind, but hare-brained.

Today I shot the first true intermedia, a young male coming into plumage. It is going to be difficult to get full-feathered completely moulted males at this time of year. The specimen mentioned is the true species. The ones described hitherto, I think, are the young of the species—decidedly smaller than the plumed bird, and lacking the yellow head and back and the green throat; the iris of the bird taken today is yellow. Both types have similar calls—a high kwak-kwak-kwak; but I have seen none of the plumed variety feeding or in company with the smaller birds. The latter feed in a heavily vined tree at this time of year. The foliage is so thick that one has to stand for a long time with crook-neck awaiting a shot, though the birds are moving about and calling continuously. We have taken both types described and found all to be male small. A new species was taken today—a brown bird—resembling the female graybird; this one has a yellow iris and a tough skin. Orakawa name, "hoba". The best returns were the racquet-tailed kingfisher on David's part and a small ground bird, dark blue with white throat by myself. This may be a large species of pitta. It walks about in the thickest low scrub uttering a single-noted, staccato chirp. I got amongst a number of them but could only shoot one, which I damaged badly. The local dialect for this bird is "sosota." Both the bald flycatcher and the brown fantail have been taken; the latter appears to be much the same
Today I was the first time experimenting a new meal.

I combined into a mixture to make a cake.


I mixed the ingredients together until they were well combined. I placed the batter into a prepared cake pan. I baked the cake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 30 minutes. I let the cake cool for 10 minutes before removing it from the pan.

I served the cake with a cup of ice cream and a cup of whipped cream. It was delicious!
throughout this part of the world. We are getting very few small birds; indeed we should be pressed to put them up. I missed one of the little orange-breasted kingfishers, similar to the lone representative taken inland from Samarai. A great many of the aux shells misfire, which pushes the action of chance still further against us. In three hunting days we have turned out 47 skins.

Mr. McNamara's house is on piles and we have rigged up a work-bench underneath.

Dec. 25. I hunted in the morning, taking a new aboreal pigeon—small and of drab blue and brown. We all were invited to the nearby Anglican Mission station for the festive meal, which was very welcome; it is the first relishing bit of tucker David and I have had since leaving Samarai.

An official letter arrives from the Resident Magistrate at Buna, pointing out that although a letter from the Magistrate at Samarai declares that "all fees in connection with the Whitney Expedition have been paid", I must hold for David, 1. A "Shooting" Assistant's License. 2. An Arms Permit. Of course, the same applies to Teora and Charlie. Nothing was said about these requirements either at Samarai or at Port Moresby. I am liable, but protected by the Samarai Magistrate's commitment, "All fees paid." A discussion later in the evening with McNamara adds more disconcerting information, all the villages are departing for the Christmas dance given by the Magistrate at Buna; and no carriers will be available until Jan. 3 or 4. In view of these facts, I shall leave tomorrow, try to adjust my legal status with the Magistrate, and then either get on to the North Eastern Division where the Magistrate has promised to help me, or return to the bush of this district.
Dec. 28. I entered the moraine, finding a new

spared through—meanly of granite and gray. The whole was

alight to the nearby American Mission station for the evening meal.

which was very welcome. It was the first reflection of the moraine.

having any I have seen before February 1892.

An official letter arrived from the hospital director,

of some concern and other important matters,

as General Secretary said, "I see your letter in connection with the

Exhibition have been lost." I went back to "waiting.

Assistant's pleasure. . . On your return I hope that you will go to

appreciate to Tepee and Chotee. Noting your reply, your plan

rearrangement after departing at Fort Ross. I am pleased

and promptly of the General Manager's comment. I will not

but I have not seen the savanna with helmets when we

opportunity given to the Secretary of State; and see no

will be available until later. So, I am to remain at these places.

will not leave tomorrow, the to reach the Great Basin with the

secretaries may send entries to the North Basin Division

where the reflections and bright key to hold to as many to the

of the Secretary.
David had fever this evening.

Dec. 26. Natives en route to the Buna dance were tapped for carriers and we left about 9 A.M. after thanking Mr. McNemara for his hospitality. He presented me with a good collection of insects and a few mammals and snakes. I am indeed grateful to him. He has misled me unintentionally. If I remain I run two risks—that of courting the disfavor of the Magistrate, and of getting stuck up here longer than advisable under the circumstances.

We reached Saputa by 4 o'clock, cooked our rations, and slept while the mosquitoes had theirs.

Dec. 27. Arrived at Buna at 10 o'clock and found the place teeming with natives. Many were on the road with us. The braves are sporting their finest head-gear, ornaments, and paint. I put up in a rest house with Mr. Headon, who had been at Imanaturu. After lunch I talked with Mr. Wurth, the Resident Magistrate. He will issue me a General Arms Permit to cover David, and I am writing the Gov't. Secretary for Shooting Assistants' Licenses for all three hunters. I can either go back into the bush here or make tracks for Tufi.

Huge contingents of natives from as far as sixty miles inland have been coming in all day. Upon arrival each bunch is directed to the parade ground or playing field where they fall to dancing furiously; for they are beating their drums and going through the motions long before they reach the open space. The dances are all one kind—Orakaiva—and are very crude. The men are ranged in two columns facing one another. In time with the drum beats (all possessing this instrument) they do a side-step followed by a shuffle. This is the theme; the only variations I could observe are the formation of squares, far from geometric
perfection, and a double rank parade up and down, like the children's "London Bridge." The groups vary from a dozen to fifty, according to the size of the village represented. Both bush and salt water go through much the same motions; the variation, I find, is in the songs chanted. Different districts have different chants and the native will confuse you by telling you "This is another kind of dance", when he really means another kind of song. These songs have to do with the fundamental occupations of the people—taro planting or fishing. Many of them are sexual.

I took some photographs while we were watching the circus. The magistrate held races, jumping and pole-climbing contests.

Dec. 28. The salt water people staged a very interesting pageant this morning, depicting part of the life history of their totem, the sea-hawk. A platform on piles has been erected at one end of the playing field; it has four walls made of coconut fronds and an entrance and pole-steps leading to the ground at one end. A man dressed as the sea-hawk rushes out and imitates the flight of the bird searching for fish. Inside the enclosed platform are twenty men arrayed in head-dresses of hornbill beaks, red Paradise plumes, tapa capes, and strips of cus-cus fur; and one fellow costumed to represent the young sea-hawk with just his pin feathers. These actors shout and jump, shaking the platform; evidently the nest, while the old bird is out foraging. The latter wheels about the field and finally spears what appears to be a fish, which he brings up to the nest and throws to the fledgling. Then, after a great chorus of yells, all emerge and form a double rank, the two birds at one end and one man, evidently the leader of the show at the other. Now they strike their
The sentences are missing or garbled. It is difficult to make sense of the text.
drums in a series of staccato tattoos and execute remarkable gyrations of shoulders and hips, the two ranks facing each other about a yard apart. They sit down in these same positions, swaying and beating the drums. They form a ring around the two bird-actors and circle them shaking their decorations. These three formations are executed a number of times and the drama is ended. During the ceremony performed on the field after leaving the nest, there is no shouting or chanting.

I tried to take motion pictures of parts of this but the mechanism of my cheap camera went out of order, tangling the film; before I could have adjusted it the play would have ended. So I rushed about taking stills. I developed in the evening and turned out not a single good negative. Many were no good at all, some hopelessly blurred, all over-developed.

Dec. 29. Mr. Wurth, the magistrate, secured carriers for me and made me a map by which he thinks I can reach three to four thousand feet in the Hydrographer Range. Rather than wait a week for the 'McClaren King', the Mission ship which would probably take me on to Tufi, I shall make another attempt here. We got under way after lunch and reached Inonta village about six. I paid the carriers three sticks of tobacco each and gave them a rice ration. The mosquitoes again reminded me of the nets I left on board the 'France'. Our friend McNamara declared "he had nets to burn, only bring the bare necessities."

Dec. 30. Trouble almost before we begin—the carriers refused to move on today, saying they wanted sleep. So I had to remain in Inonta all day. It is discouraging beyond expression; I feel that the whole trip up to this division is to be an entire failure.
It seems to take motion pictures of parts of films, but
the mechanism of the deep camera may not be too
sympathetic. Even before, I could have suspected if
the film were changed, but I let it develop in the
lane and printed out a single copy negative. Many more
were enough.

For 20. With the weather, I made some
cartoons of the back of two
your prominent feet. In the Graveyard House, I
made a picture for the "Museum Like," the Mission earth with a
heep.

I had the curiosity to use a film and
the negative many different ways. 
I feel the passion to make the print a
The letter on the floor in the
the letter. "Can the Public and
only attract the press注意到

To finish, only attract the press.

December 30. Take the first place. We pass the
horizon. I relented to make a table. Enlarge your
society. So I may to

As a result, it became to

I feel great to make a trip to this exhibition to
be an observer.
Dec. 31. The carriers being so disposed, we hiked on to Sewa, which proved to be of no relative altitude—1300 feet. The rest house is a wreck and it took all kinds of cursing to get some sago leaves to patch the roof. David took a gun out for two hours and brought in a few birds, nothing new. We put them up with a failing light. A part of our benzine lamp has been lost in transit and gives a weak ray only with the constant attendance of a small boy who must hold his finger continuously over the pressure valve. I am so depressed I cannot write.

Jan. 1. Both David and I started out in the morning. I returned at noon with a dose of fever, and my partner toward evening with a number of birds including the noted black cockatoo. We skinned them and turned in. I am getting out of this place tomorrow. Upon inquiry I feel certain that we cannot get up above 2000 feet at the most around here. The carriers are sulky and if I could drive them to take me up into the Hydrographers, they would probably dump me. I have neither rice enough to feed them nor sufficient tobacco to pay them. My mental anxiety is my worst foe; every move I make turns out to be the wrong one.

Jan. 2. Left in the morning and reached Inonta for another restless night. We shot nothing on the way. If I can only catch the Mission boat I can get to Tufi, Cape Nelson, in a day, where are mountains 6000 feet and native trails lie five miles inland. Mr. Humphries, the Magistrate of this division, urged me to come for the Christmas dancing. If I miss the 'McClaren-King' it means about 100 miles by canoe or on foot or somehow. Oh Lord! I paid and fed the carriers; they all have a grievance about something or other. The Orakadva is a great sponger. The people of every village I have visited have dunned me for.
quinine and tobacco. On the other hand, I am absolutely at their mercy. If I did not have the Magistrate's word behind me I would be helpless indeed.

Jan. 3. Started as early as possible for Buna; David and I far ahead of the carriers. On the road a runner bound for Sewa with a message for me met us. The Mission ship came north on the 1st and passed back south yesterday. So I have completed another mistake. On the road I missed some quail in the grass country. They are not plentiful. But I shot my first pitta. Is it compensation? We got to Buna about 1 P.M. and the kind Magistrate—as helpful and hospitable a man as I have met—gave me a luncheon of ham and eggs. He puts his whale-boat at my disposal; it will take me about 1/3 of the distance, after which I shall have to depend upon canoe transport from place to place. The fore-shore is one long swamp; if anyone walks, it is on the narrow, surf-pounded beach. We prepared the boat and roused a crew out of the nearby salt-water village toward an early start before the wind gets up. This should be the NW season and we shall be at the pleasure of wind and wave for progress. My good host gave me another splendid meal. (David wangled a decent feed off the Doctor's orderly); then the use of a comfortable stretcher for the night with a net.

Jan. 4. We shoved off about 5:30. Reached Fongani village—25 miles down coast—by evening. Mr. Humphries' whale-boat left this place today en route to Tufi. Most of the people have left for the celebration; it will certainly be entirely finished by the time we get there. All these days we are collecting nothing. My spirit has never been lower. David turns up this evening with an ulcerated tooth—the side of his face greatly swollen and all the glands of his throat affected. He spent the night in considerable
The text appears to be a letter discussing the author's struggles and challenges. The document is not completely legible due to the quality of the image, but it seems to be focused on personal or health-related issues. The author mentions difficulties with daily tasks and possibly mental or physical health concerns. The document contains fragmented sentences and unclear phrases, indicating it might be a personal letter or a rough draft.
pain. Additional fruits to the tree of my genius as a leader.

Jan. 5. The Village Constable of Pongani has departed with his cohorts and the vacillating retainers who abstained from Christmas were not anxious to do anything for me. Last night not a canoe was on the shore; but one was produced after much talk on the part of the corporal and myself. With a crew of kids we reached Yahouli Village in two hours (about 11 A.M.). The whaleboat spent the night here. A number of husky gents are around and a host of stragglers from the Christmas crusade. But it took three hours to persuade them to make up a canoe and crew. This truculent crowd wanted to dump me at a five shanty turn-out called Furo, where I found five old inhabitants and some children, and decidedly no canoe large enough to transport us and all our gear. With more irritating argument, the Yahouli crew agreed to take me to the next place where I might catch a canoe that has not already started for the Christmas. We got to this village, Bendorada, about dark. No rest house, on the edge of a swamp, and swarms of mosquitoes. I learned what a misery these insects can impart. The Bendoroda argosy leaves for Tufi in the morning. If I had not driven the Yahouli men to take me on to this place, I should have been truly stranded on the beach of New Guinea with no means of getting in either direction for probably a week. All this time we are collecting nothing, and our time is flying.

Jan. 6-8. These three days were spent in canoe passage under the sun. Bad weather detained the fleet 36 hours at a place called Ako. David has been unwell but took it all splendidly. The sea calmed and the rain ceased on the morning of the 8th, when the five canoes pushed off for Tufi. We reached our destination in the
. . .

The Village Council had recently taken action to clear the land of overgrown vegetation and encroaching trees, leading to a perceived improvement in the village's appearance. With the council's approval, the project was set to proceed, and the overview plan for the area was presented to the village residents in a meeting held last week.

A number of residents expressed concern over the proposed changes, fearing that the village's character might be altered. The council reassured the community that the development was aimed at enhancing the village's aesthetics and not at compromising its historical and cultural significance.

The meeting concluded with an agreement to proceed with the project, subject to further review and community feedback. The council thanked the residents for their input and promised to keep them updated on the progress.

End of the note.
pouring rain about 4 P.M. I missed the best day of the yearly dancing and festivity yesterday. An opportunity to get priceless photographs gone. What a poor attempt this trip has been.

The Magistrate, Mr. Humphries, gave us a splendid reception--dinner, baths, and beds. And he is going to help us collecting what occurs around here. We can get gouras anyway and make the best of our remaining time, until the 22nd, when the A.V. 'Veimsuri' will take us to Baniara, a hundred miles down the coast where the 'France' will meet us.

Jan. 9th. Spent the day resting and preparing for a trip to Tumari, where goura pigeons are supposed to be plentiful.

Jan. 10. On to Tumari by whale-boat. We arrived about 2 P.M. and set up in the rest house. David and I set out for the afternoon hoping to return at least a couple of the pigeons that are supposed to be so plentiful. We returned to camp at six, neither of us having seen a bird. David added a little yellow-breasted kingfisher. I think, as I half suspected, that the gouras have been seen here by the natives casually and they inevitably tell you "plenty 'bu-bu' he stop." The distribution of these birds, and, in fact, all birds, I suppose, in this country is almost a closed book. The gouras occur at places along this coast and away up in the gulf on the delta plains of the Fly River. Dr. Crandall obtained none on the great swamps, grassy slopes, and secondary bush-land he crossed in the Mekeo district, although he was of the opinion that the birds were there. He said the natives were undoubtedly exterminating the species by killing them, principally for food; for even on this side where the goura occurs in patches I have never seen the plume worn. Along this eastern seaboard, from what I have been able to learn from local
I have been told that the problem of 
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knowledge, the goura is plentiful in about four different localities within a distance of about 150 miles. Certainly the species is comparatively scarce around Tumari. If we do not take one tomorrow, I shall feel compelled to return to Tufi. If we rely on the possibilities of the future and remain, I shall have to send for more food; mosquitoes are bad; it is not worth while.

Jan. 11. David and I traversed the low-lying areas behind the village inland about three miles. I returned about 4 P.M., David about 6, neither of us having seen or heard a goura. Mr. Humphries' sergeant had planned to put out this afternoon, but I persuaded him to wait until the morning so that we may accompany him.

Jan. 12. Shoved off with all hands--sergeant, four police, and six boats' crew plus the sergeant's wife and two daughters. The realization of failure, mostly through my propensity to follow my instinct, clutching at straws (like McNamara's invitation), instead of concentrating on the best future course with reason as the sole guide, has depressed me terribly. This entire trip has been a badly planned mistake. Yet there have been circumstances, but I should have foreseen them. We reached Tufi about 2 P.M., where Mr. Humphries and Patrol Officer Hides greeted us.

Jan. 13. Sunday. Rest. We discussed the future. I have concluded that the best plan is to make a final attempt to secure gouras. When I leave this part of Papua, if I have not obtained them, I never shall. For paradise birds, this is the poor plumage season and the bad weather season. Crandall told me that wherever you find sago swamps, you get the 12 wire selencedes. There are plenty of such swamps about Buna. I saw none of these birds when crossing them; and the natives did not seem to know
the bird. The only species encountered were the intermedia and the cincinnurus regius—the latter on David's report. I never saw one. If I could have reached 4000 feet I might have found other kinds. Talking to the outside men here who have patrolled the Hydrographers, they profess to no knowledge of paradise birds in this range. I might have stayed with McNamara at 1400 feet and returned a lot of good unprotected material; but under the conditions I simply could not remain with that man as his "guest." Well, I shall make a stab for gouras in the flat bush country around the Musa River where, according to the reports of all natives and whites who have been through that country, the pigeons are exceptionally common. I can hire a trader's launch to take us there; and it will mean another arduous trip back. I contracted a nasty deal of sunburn in a canoa navigating a river near Tumari the other day. The inner sides of both thighs are painfully blistered where my short trousers exposed the unweathered skin as I sat cross-legged. David is better, thank Heaven. We shall leave Tuesday morning.

Jan. 14. Heavy rain all day makes me think of the swamps we are planning to penetrate. I spent a quiet day easing my legs and trying to overcome my praecox of depression.

Jan. 15. Left Tufi at 7 A.M. in a launch and experienced a rough passage to Gobi Village, where we arrived about 2 P.M. I met the usual difficulties with carriers and could not make a start inland. The locals, as usual, say there are "plenty bu-bu" near at hand. The mosquitoes are not bad here on the coast. It has rained continuously all day. No collecting done.
Jan. 16. Although I spoke for carriers they did not show up and in view of this difficulty on the coast I am not going to chance an 18 mile trip inland when I must be back at Cape Nelson (Tufi) to catch the 'Veimauri' south. So David and I set out in the rain. The track is in abominable condition, wading sometimes waist-deep for the first few miles; the heavy rain has made a great swamp of the lower Musa River basin. I secured only one bird, a land rail. I saw two gouras, however, one I failed to bring down and the other I lost in the scrub after an aggravating stalk. These birds feed in the early morning. The oval, blue, plum-like fruit which litters the ground at the foot of the large bearing trees is their chief food. They also eat small berries that grow on the three pyramided roots of a small species of pandanus, which is common in this area. During the heat of the day they sit quietly in the tops of the tallest trees. Toward evening they may again be found feeding. When foraging the goura calls with its deep "bu-bu", which sounds like the dull beat of a bass drum.

David secured two gouras in his ramble, plus a strange, plover-like bird having yellow lobes about its eyes and a peculiar claw-like appendage at the tip of the ulna; and a racquet-tailed kingfisher in mature plumage. The ones of the latter species taken inland from Buna were smaller in every proportion and had red breast feathers. The pigeons proved most difficult to skin, possessing about as much fat as the larger Tubinares, but not so tough a hide. We finished by lamp-light about 10 P.M. Bad weather, bad food, bad everything.

Jan. 17. We made as early a start as possible.

This in itself entails the difficulty of rousing out a canoe
for passage up a creek to the "road" landing. The rain on this day was intermittent. I walked about six miles to the Musa River flats which only allowed me about two hours hunting time. Fortunately I got two males to complement yesterday's duet. The mosquitoes were vicious (and I was wearing short trousers). I saw very few small birds on the flats—parrots and cockatoos in abundance. The Musa is a typical New Guinea river, draining an immense area; its head-waters reach inland as far as the bases of such lofty peaks as Mt. McGregor and Mt. Suckling; on the way to the coast many smaller ranges pour their stream into its course. Where I crossed it near the coast it is a five knot current from fifty to eighty yards across, dirty-brown, sediment laden. The extensive flats are a vast swamp during the rainy months (Jan., Feb., March). The surface soil is for the most part a fine, gray clay. Tall cane grows on the banks, some patches of considerable extent. Behind this or directly on the river's edge grow great, tall trees with light secondary undergrowth (for the jungle). This is the home of the goura pigeon.

It was all we could do to get back to Gobi before dark. David found no pigeons today, but took two more "lobe-eyed plover," or marsh-waders. He says a shag also occurs but I have seen neither species during the past two days.

Jan. 18. Sighted the 'Veimeuri' this morning going North. After much haranging I managed to get a "boat's crew" to man a canoe and we pushed off. The lull in the wind giving us a fairly easy sea made me jump at the chance. Some people coming from the Christmas dance at Cape Nelson have been held up here at Gobi for over a week waiting for the wind and swell to abate so they can proceed. I cannot take the risk of the
weather, which might cause us to miss connecting with the
'France'. Rain but not much wind,- we reached Tumari for the
night.

Jan. 19. Much argument to obtain a canoe and to
persuade the paddlers to take us to Cape Nelson. We reached
our base at 4 o'clock. It rained heavily all night. The
average for the past few readings here has been 5 inches in
24 hours.

Jan. 20. Sunday. Rained intermittently all day.

Jan. 21. David went out in the morning and I later
on. We found nothing along the tracks leading inland. Knobby
ground bird (Orakaiva "sosota"). Rain all night.

Jan. 22. David hunted part of the day but returned
discouraged before noon. We are getting packed up and ready to
leave. The boat is expected shortly. The 'Veimauri' did not
arrive. Rain afternoon and most of the night.

Jan. 23. Sighted the 'Veimauri' about 2 P.M. after
a very wet morning. Mr. Wurth has put all the things I left at
Buna on board, so nothing is lost. The boat will spend the night
here and sail before dawn.

Jan. 24. Great hustle to get on board at 5 A.M. A
35 ton schooner--3 whites and 40 natives besides the boat's crew.
Left amid the wails of the relatives of recruited boys. The sea
is considerably calmer. Fortunately we made the day's run to
Menapi, only a few miles from Baniara.
Jan. 25. Arrived at Baniara and boarded the France at 11 A.M. Everything in good order. Teora has been laid up for over a fortnight with two ugly "New Guinea sores," one on each leg. Philip has just healed a bad one. The ship has been here since Jan. 20th. The only record I can give of the vessel's activities comes from the log.

The France sailed from Samarai on Dec. 17, David and I having departed the day before. Shortage of benzine, caused by the trip to Port Moresby, made all passages in this venture slow. They arrived at Sewa Bay, Normanby I., on Dec. 18 at 5 P.M. Here Teora and Charlie went up over 2000 feet to camp (being Wednesday). They intended to remain until Sunday, but one night's wetting sent them down the next day. Hunting was continued from the ship throughout the week-end. The vessel was shifted on Monday, Dec. 24 to Dobu I., where they spent Christmas. Collecting was carried on here with little result until Friday, Dec. 28. On the following day the Captain shifted to Salamo, the only safe anchorage on the western coast of Fergusson I. Here Charlie and Teora went inland to Salakahahi, where a large lake is located. The journey took two days. From the boys' description I should estimate the altitude at about 1500 feet. Many remarkable birds were taken here,—shags, ducks, and a most peculiar long-toed wader. During their first night in the village dogs ran off with many of their birds; rain was another obstacle reported. They were fairly comfortable in a government rest-house and plenty of native food was obtainable. The actual collecting period extended from Jan. 4-11, three days being spent in transit. The hunters worked from the ship during the first two days put in at this anchorage. Collecting was resumed from the ship on Jan. 14 until Jan. 17. Teora contracted
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his sores in the bush and was unable to walk about. Unga, the
ccoal-black Isabel boy, carried on in his stead. The captain
was forced to send to Samarai for additional benzine and stores,
when a fortunate opportunity availed,— the local mission launch
was making a round trip. This craft returned on Friday, Jan. 18,
and on this day the France left Salamo and drifted under light airs
to Baniara, where anchor was made in 14 fathoms of the "Mosquito" Island. Here, very fortunately, the Res. Mag. from Samarai happened
to be stopping en route in the government launch to land a patrol officer to collect taxes. We discussed my predicament with the
Asst. Res. Mag., who had a letter from me regarding the licenses for
my assistants, and kindly countenanced the "breach", telling the
captain they could continue shooting until I arrived. I directed Atkinson (A.R.M.) to hold up all collecting until I could explain matters. The gracious act on the part of Mr. Lyons, who took entire responsibility, enabled Charlie and Unga to continue shooting from Jan. 21-25, when I arrived with David on the 'Veimauri.'

When I went over the collection I found that in every case, without exception, the male sign had been substituted for the female, and vice versa. I made sure of this, as I could not help but notice that the labels were wrong. Both the captain and Charlie made this mistake consistently from the start. I changed every one when I entered the skins in the field book and numbered them. Also, it is important to note that the description of iris colors is misleading in most cases where the captain and Charlie permitted themselves the interpretation. The locality and date is correct, of course. I tried to rectify these errors as far as possibly, changing all the sex signs and guessing at the iris colors on occasions when I could accurately surmise from
The above is a copy of a letter sent to the President of the Women's Equal Rights Association.

Dear Sir,

I am writing to express my support for the recent efforts to promote equal rights for women. As a member of the Association, I believe it is crucial that women are given the same opportunities and rights as men.

I recently attended a seminar on gender equality and was struck by the statistics and data presented. It is clear that there is still a long way to go in achieving true gender equality. Women continue to face discrimination and prejudice in many aspects of life, from education to employment.

I urge the Association to continue its advocacy work and to work closely with government bodies and other organizations to implement policies that promote gender equality. We must work towards a future where men and women have equal opportunities and rights.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]
past experience in examining related species. There are about 250 skins, which include some very desirable material,—the *Paradisea decora* from Normanby I. (this species was encountered on Fergusson but was not taken); they found it difficult to secure full-plumaged birds, most of the specimens being young males or females. A new edition of the *nasiterna* pigmy parrot was taken on Normanby. Fantails, thickheads, weaver-birds, flycatchers were found to be quite common. The unusual aquatic birds from the lake on Fergusson make me wish I had never gone to Buna. From the boys' reports they missed a good deal. Grebes were reported and there should be a rail in this kind of country. The natives had canoes on the lake, which helped the hunters. Camping on these islands during this time of year when it rains so consistently is very difficult. No trails or rest-houses. At present we have no fly, but I hope to obtain something of the nature from the government store; the patrol officers use strips of unbleached calico which are light to carry. We are indeed the victims of maladjustment here, restricted by the government, lack of equipment, low funds, sickness, and bad weather. And having to make these places under sail wastes so many five days. The distances are tremendous compared to the short runs between islands in a group like the Solomons. The only satisfaction is that we are accomplishing something, whereas, if we had gone to Sydney, we should have been unable to work and the ship-yard sharps would have appropriated the France for the cost of installing a new engine.

Charlie and Unga returned at 4 P. M. of this day; the latter is evidently a good hunter. We returned a pitta among other things. They have had fair success here but find the going
very rough on the mainland. One goura has been taken and the
king-bird reported. Considering our lack of benzine I shall
push on to "Annie" Inlet, closer to Samarai where I must catch
the 'Montoro' in order to ship the birds.

Jan. 26. Weighed anchor and went along side the
wharf to obtain water, which took most of the morning. Mr.
Atkinson, with great kindness, lends us a case of meat to carry
on with. We made our farewells after noon and got under way at
2 P.M. There are about 24 gallons of fuel in the tanks, so we
must be content to drift along under light airs.

Jan. 27. Little progress. Close to Cape Frere at
2 P.M. I went over the birds, remarking and arranging. It is
discouraging to find so many skins affected by mould and chewed by
cockroaches and insects.

Jan. 28. Passed our objective during the night,
so forced to beat back; used engine to get into Annie Inlet.
Anchored at 2 P.M. Rainy during afternoon. We did not land.

Jan. 29. Four of us landed. I found the country
comparatively barren of bird-life. Low and swampy for a mile, then
the rise of grassy knolls leading to hills, wooded above 500 feet.
The summits, about 2000 feet are about six miles away; the only
trails lead up gorges between them. I shot another pitta and a
grackle; the boys failed to return anything startling, a few
doves and a kingfisher. All the birds taken to date in this
Territory of Papua are low altitude species except for those
collected by David and me when we camped on Goodenough Island.

Jan. 30. Hove up at 6:15 and proceeded out of the
harbor (Annie Inlet and Baniara are the only truly decent anchor-
ages along the entire coast). Stopped the engine as soon as
the vessel was clear of the passage. Made enough progress to pass East Cape, where the engine had to be used. Wind variable, favorable occasionally. Restarted engine at 1:30 A.M. and arrived off Samarai I. to anchor about 3:30 A.M.

Jan. 31. Busy getting birds inspected and packed and shipped on the 'Montoro', which arrived at noon and departed at 10 P.M. This took a great load off my mind. Had a long conference with Mr. Lyons, who assured me that all complications would be straightened out. None of my permits have yet arrived. In the afternoon I took Teora and Unga to the hospital. One had two tropical ulcers, the other a large and painful boil on the knee-cap. Outside these casualties all on board have kept well. Wired New York and concluded much business ashore.

Feb. 1-11. During this period the France was inactive, anchored off Samarai. I gained additional information about the engine. It should be here about March 22. We drew stores preparatory to our next trip. It was impossible to leave until the convalescent Teora had his last shot of Neo Salvarsan on Sunday, February 10. Unga was discharged on Feb. 7, well-healed.

On the 7th and 8th we landed to collect, the first day on the mainland and the next on Sariba I. We found very few birds and none desirable. All the country round about has been made into gardens or timber tracts. The bush that is reachable seems to harbor very few fruit trees,-- doves and pigeons are decidedly lacking. But for the common magpies, flycatchers, and kingfishers, the forest is as silent as a tomb. The key to collecting on the mainland is the distribution of the flora which controls the range of birds. The greatest feeding areas are to be found in and beyond the Mekeo District. We can find very little of interest
near Samarai; and the strong tides make the row back to the ship a matter of hours. Just at present it flows just the wrong way every afternoon. The slip, located at Bellesana, about 6 miles away, offers some good hunting land; but it is impossible to reach it unless a launch is chartered, which is too expensive. All the boys have kept busy about the ship, polishing up details. The rigging (except for several chain-plates) is in fine order; also the sails and all tackle aloft.

I informed the Museum that I wished to be relieved during the summer. In his reply, Dr. Murphy wanted to know the "conditions of the expedition." I answered that we were "hampered by government restrictions and the existing engine; that better conditions would follow after leaving Papua about the middle of May; was there any likelihood of his joining in early June."

All my difficulties are expounded in my last voluminous letter. Here is a list of complaints:

1. Government Restriction -- The regulations as applied to me force me to break the law. I am allowed 10 of each unprotected species and 60 protected birds (all species included). No native (Polynesians are so considered) can use a gun without an 'Arms Permit' under the direct control of the holder (me). So if I leave the ship to extend our collecting range, directing two hunters to work apart in some other district of the territory, I am overstepping the bounds of the ordinance. This I did when I took David up to Buna. Unfortunately I encountered a Magistrate who queried the action, which could only have been concealed by luck, and I received official communication about it from the Government Secretary. Fortunately, the Magistrate at Samarai had shouldered all responsibility, so I was innocent. I should consider
it a coup if we had made a good haul in the Buna Division. Then, there was the question of "shooting Assistants' Licenses," which had not been procured; these were officially issued on my application from Buna. The total cost of all licenses, permits, etc., amounts to $23-7-6, for a limited number of birds, which the rules make it nigh impossible to secure with any degree of satisfaction. The only sensible conclusion is to disregard the rules as far as possible; if the customs chap is reasonable, there is no great risk entailed.

2. Expense -- All expenditure has been jacked up since coming to Papua; trans-shipment of stores, customs and government charges, fuel to take us the necessary distances we have been forced to run. Compared to our past production, the cost of collecting in Papua has not been commensurate with the results achieved. There is one satisfaction.-- had we gone to Australia for a new engine and overhaul we should have had the same long wait and probably no results whatever. Had I known the engine was to be six months on the way, I might have returned to the Solomons; but that course would have entailed complications about taking the four Solomon boys employed as boat's crew out of the group.

3. Sickness and bad weather -- From December to April constitutes the wet and sickly season. Fever and tropical ulcers have smote us. I have suffered definitely from a distinct mental malady, tropical depression which has undermined my energy and efficiency as a leader.

Teora, with two bad legs, I left in the hospital to fully recover while we are out on this trip. When he is discharged from the hospital, he will live with a Samoan. Having drawn all stores and completed all business, the France sailed
at 5 P.M. on February 11th for Tagula I. of the Louisiade Archipelago, via the Calvados Chain, a long series of fairly high islets (up to 1000 feet) that lead up to its western extremity. We shall not have time to accomplish much since the vessel must be back by March 20 to meet the steamer that will bring the engine. It will save much time and trouble if we can go alongside and have the whole works hoisted on board with the donkey engines.

At sea. The night was quiet with light variable winds and rain. We made about twenty miles.

Feb. 12. Drifting all morning and forced to use the engine to keep away from the reefs around one group of small islands. A good northerly breeze put us in sight of the Conflict Group by evening (60 miles to Tagula). Frigate birds and sooty terns sighted, but only one large flock. The collecting dinghy has been left with the Kivato Extension Inc., a Mission that indulges in boat-building among other things. Most of their contributors are Americans. Rev. Abel has kindly offered either to repair the collecting dinghy or build one like it, which I do not have to accept if I should not like it. The canvas boat sent by Dr. Murphy is hopeless for the purposes intended for a collapsible boat. It is far too heavy folded up to be portable, and being fitted throughout with iron will last only a short life in this climate.

Feb. 13. Off Cormorant Entrance at 8 A.M., which leads into the great enclosed lagoon that extends sixty miles westward of Tagula I. It is bounded on the south by a barrier of reef with occasional entrances and on the north by the peculiar line of irregular, rugged Calvados Islands, all fringed with reef, stones and islets. This is a favorite beche-de-mer fishing
ground. "Fauta Tiuani" (Joennet I.), the largest, measures about 10 miles E. by W. and 2 to 3 N. by S.; it lies only 2 1/2 miles NW of Tagula. "Hemenahei" (Flat I.) and "Fauta Wina" (Kaluma I.) are close at hand to the westward across a narrow passage. "Fauta Tiuani" rises to 1100 feet at its eastern end, being the highest of the chain. The rest of the Calvados extend directly westward for about forty miles. Six are of considerably more area than the others, which are very numerous and invariably of small individual size. The chain itself lies in the middle of a still larger body of water than that of which it forms a natural northern boundary. The "Tawa Tawa-Mal" reef lies from five to fifteen miles to the northward. The whole of this forms an irregular ellipse around Tagula and the Calvados, and is a conglomeration of cays, reefs, islets, and rocks awash. The islands we passed during today's 50 mile passage (with a very lucky SW breeze) appeared most barren and inhospitable in topographical aspect. Due to lack of time and the advisability of hastening to a safe anchorage for the night while the fair wind lasts, discouraged the idea I had of landing. The possibilities of anything unusual in bird life on such a chain that connects up with a big land mass like Tagula seem to me doubtful. Some of the smaller ones showed uniform coverings of bush; but most of them have patches of vegetation near the shore, the rest being either bare, black volcanic buff or grass-covered (the grass here looks short, not the kangaroo species of the D'Entrecasteaux and the mainland). The only way to ascertain the avifauna of these islands is to land and investigate; but this is inadvisable as well as nigh impossible.

We anchored in the lee of Abagagahea I. at 6:30 P.M. This one is typical,—a few coconuts and low scrub near the
shore and the main area bald knobs and ridges of grass. The northern shores of some of the Calvados islands are reported inhabited in the sailing directions.

Feb. 14. I landed for a short reconnaissance at 5:30 to see whether the island might be worth spending some time over. It proved desolate of anything beyond the ordinary in bird life. The sheen honey sucker (female yellow and gray), white cockatoos, parrots, crows, and a hawk were the only land birds encountered. I took a young golden plover. The dark bluish reef heron also present. I returned about eight o'clock. All these isles of the Calvados Chain I believe to be unworthy of attention. Some of them are densely wooded and may support enough endemic flora to harbor a variety of fruit and seed-eaters. But considering the time we have to put in among the Louisiades, it is the big land areas that should yield us returns of any interest. The chain is somewhat like the numerous small islands in and about the Marovo Lagoon along the eastern coast of New Georgia in the Solomons; these were invariably all coral base and low. The strata and soil of the Calvados is mainly volcanic, which perhaps explains the lack of vegetation. From Faua Tiuani I. right through (over fifty miles of islands of all sizes and shapes), the chain truly links up with the mainland of Tagula I.

Move up and proceeded under sail around Gigila I., south through Uli-bonna-bonna Pass, then E. by S. and between Wanim I. and an unnamed islet off Faua Tiuani. Finally into Gold Rush Channel until Mr. Arbouin's place was located near Griffin Pt. He is the only resident on this coast and we rely on him for information about continuing along amongst these omnipresent reefs to the foot of Mr. Rattlesnake.
Anchored about 6 P.M. after five quaking miles in dirty water that shadowed the foul ground. I took Mr. Arbourin's mail ashore and he informs me that full tides and heavy rains have discolored the water all around Tagula. Good weather might clear it up in a few days, and the new moon promises improvement.

Feb. 15. David, Charlie, and Unga ventured up a nearby river in the canvas boat. Ashore before 7 A.M. I walked inland about five miles. The terrain all along this coast is constituted mostly of grass country with patches of secondary bush and small timber. None of the trees are high and there are many species of hardy woods,—two or three kinds of pines, ironwoods, a peculiar kind of gum tree not found elsewhere except on Rossel I. nearby (the gum is gathered and exported), and many other trees that are not typical of New Guinea or the D'Entrecasteaux. Indeed, the whole flora impresses one as signifying quite a decided change. One should expect a concurrent variation in the avifauna. However, most of the birds shot today are counterparts of species previously taken in the D'Entrecasteaux Islands and others. New additions include a brilliant blue-headed lorry (iris, pale yellow), a larger type of "flat-head", a gray bird with a striped breast and belly. I shot a pigmy parrot which looks similar to those taken by the boys on Normanby. The iris in this specimen was whitish; on reaching maturity this changes to a brown, I believe. I have not yet seen a mature specimen. All the labels of the Normanby specimens are marked iris, black, which is, of course, erroneous. I shot one of a number of golden plover; there are plenty resting on these islands, feeding in the grass. I also saw one small quail, a midget species, previously taken by R.H.B. in the Guadalcanar grass country. Lack of bush makes bird pockets few
and far between. The grass is short, often leaving spots of
open red clay soil and shale rock. The island does not go above
1200 feet in this southwestern part; the topography is rough and
there are numerous streams. At present the population numbers
about 2000, supposedly on the increase,—no missions and very
little of the government. The fantail here is different.

Feb. 16. Three hunters ashore by 7. The cocking cam
on one gun was broken yesterday. I told the boys to watch for
quail, but both reported seeing none. I spent most of the day to
no profit searching for them. Today we got another "spread-tail"
in young plumage. I collected several pigmy parrots; the iris
is definitely pale brown. Therefore, some of the Normanby
specimens were mis-marked, either orange or black. A black
honesucker similar to the Woodlark type was taken, and Charlie
shot a female dove showing yellow under-tail feathers. The species,
I think, is white-bibbed in the male, as represented in the Bon-
vouloir Group. The white-eye has not been heard or taken as yet,
but a small olive-bird with a faint white rim around the eye occurs
as in the D'Entrecasteaux (iris, light brown). None of us have
seen any ground birds up to date. I obtained a young possum for
4 shillings from a woman.

The majority of the natives here live inland and are
in small villages composed of a few families, agriculturally
nomadic. Their location persists in spite of being ordered to
move down to the coast by the government, for convenience of the
tax collection. There are just two white men on the island
for whom they work sporadically. Most of the natives make some-
thing out of gold-panning.
Feb. 17 (Sunday). I went ashore about 5:30 again in hopes of securing quail. I flushed two and fired at both without success. One I thought I hit but could not find it in the grass. Mr. Arbouin gave me breakfast. Later the captain, his wife, and I had lunch with the old gentleman. "I can run this place sitting in this chair," he said, "which suits me down to the ground."

Rain squalls all day.

Feb. 18. Ashore before dawn after quail with similar results as those of yesterday; shot at two and missed both. The local boys tell me they often flush covies of from two to six, but I have not yet seen them otherwise than singly. The boys followed me after having breakfast and brought in several good birds. The long-tail dove appears similar to the D'Entrecasteaux species. The magpie and fantail show variation, I think. All the avifauna of these islands, as in the case of the D'Entrecasteaux, seems to me to be dominated by the mainland of New Guinea. Duplication occurs everywhere with certain species favoring different localities. One does not encounter the intra-island variation so pronounced as it is in an isolated group like the Solomons.

Hoist up at 11:30 A.M. with the sun high and reefs showing well. Proceeded under power through a tortuous passage about six miles in length along the coast to Bowla Village. This place offers a track in to Mt. Rattlesnake (2800 feet). Eichorn and Meek spent six weeks or so on one of its ridges, something like fourteen years ago. Rothschild--Tring. We anchored off the mouth of a river at 2 P.M. I went ashore with a local boy who came with us from Griffin Pt. as pilot to negotiate for carriers. There are four villages close at hand on the salt water. A number of
the citizens came on board at nightfall. The "councillor" (government representative) promised ten carriers for tomorrow morning.

Feb. 19. David and I assembled camping gear (a patched and ragged fly serves as a tent) and got ashore by 8 A.M. but found no carriers on hand at Bowla, as expected. The only explanation from the councillor was, "New Guinea fashion." Fortunately, I met an old man who did some work for Eichorn when he camped on Rattlesnake. He imparted some extremely valuable information, which made me abandon our proposed trip. The weather during this month is unspeakably awful. The height of the NW monsoon, which blows SW here and brings nothing but rain squalls. There used to be a village half-way inland to Eichorn's former camp, but that was abandoned years ago and the trail has completely grown over. I would have to take ten carriers and additional bush-cutters, provide food and shelter for them at a first stage camp at the old village. If the weather favored we could get on to the old camp the next day, clear the bush and put up our fly. In all events the carriers would have to put in another night here in order to have a day to get back to the coast. We could stay only five days and what would we get with daily wind and rain? Former experiences in such a situation make me eschew any idea of success. Eichorn spent three weeks at Bowla while the track was being cleared, his camp set up, and supplies carried in. He had twelve boys with him all the time and he paid locals to carry food up continuously. Old 'Jack' tells me he employed four boys to shoot and assist him with skinning, and six collected butterflies and insects. At this time Meek was more interested in the latter. They had three tents and used over a ton of rice for their boys. It was accomplished
before the Bird Ordinance, during the fair SE season, and with thorough preparation. One native has a yarn about a very rare bird Eichorn failed to get. The male possesses a comb "all a same rooster", a golden bill and throat, and a long tail—a rather lurid description. He took a female, but not the male. This creature inhabits two small hills on the slope of the big mountain; these are supposed to be impossible to climb. The natives are right about the terrain I think; they describe it as being "very bad for walk about," which probably means shale rock and clay. Man-loving leeches are in abundance. But the cancelling feature for me is the weather.

Two boys that I sent out to start cutting trail returned and reported the track heavily overgrown and everything "too much wet." A strong dose of fever took me to bed without any supper. The boys returned a few birds, the stephenae ground dove and the green-backed land kingfisher among them. Compared to what we used to put up in the Solomons our output here is ridiculous. It is better than nothing which would have represented our achievement had we gone to Australia. Bird-collecting on the mainland and in these islands is a seasonal proposition. We can accomplish very little from the ship which is the only possible base; and the birds seem hard to obtain, probably on account of feeding conditions. The lack of big patches of bush on this side of Tagula explains a good deal. All heavy timber is on the weather coast of the island. We may be able to do better at Rossel I., which is all wooded and supports plenty of bush villages and trails.

Feb. 20. Three hunters landed early. I started out in the canvas boat to reach grass-land reported to harbor quail further down the coast, but had to put back with recurring fever. Heavy rain squalls continually. The vessel dragged about 200 yards
during one yesterday. She had to be brought to and both anchors let go. The hunters brought back five birds. Among them a "buli-buli" or rifle bird, I suspect, having heard it described since our captures in the Trobriands and D'Entrecasteaux.

Feb. 21. All out at 6:30 in hope of getting quail. I shot and successfully retrieved one. It was my fifth try and the first that flew to offer me decent aim. Squalls of rain descended and continued intermittent for the rest of the day from about 3 o'clock on. The other collectors returned drenched with nothing about 11 except another magpie and rifle bird. Both these species appear different here; in the main, the size of each is smaller.

The chances of the ANMN collecting on Tagula I. again are certainly slim. It is a pity that I have not the equipment, time, or weather to make a stand inland. None of our camps on the islands visited in this territory of Papua have been thorough to any degree. A week up on Goodenough; Charlie and Teora spent one night in the rain on Normanby, and a week at the lake on Fergusson (about 1500 feet, above 3000 would have yielded different material), and the Buna venture, the major portion of which was spent in travel.

Feb. 22. The locals having reported an abundance of quail over in the extensive grassland of Yeina I., which lies due north from our present anchorage about 6 miles, I took all the hunters over in the whale boat, a three hour pull with strong NW wind and intermittent squalls of rain. Our efforts were rewarded by three of the dusives, two males (one in young plumage, much lighter than the mature in a mottled gray; iris, whitish), and a female ready to lay. I flushed two coves of paired birds. Shooting was rendered difficult by the strong, gusty wind and occasional rain. David spent most of the day in a native humpy with fever.
The boys tell me that the nesting bird lays either one or two eggs, set in the short, clumpy grass. Sometimes they are able to capture the setting bird. The island measures about 6 x 2 miles and is all grass up from mangroves and coconut groves, rising 250 feet in two places. It is all hilly and bare except for a few lone trees, a kind of pine. Nothing else of interest. I think I heard a white-eye singing in a patch of bush, but to date I have not seen one in this group. The island harbors three villages of salt-water citizens who survive with hordes of mosquitoes and sand-flies. At present they live on sago and bananas and some fish, taro and yams not being due for three months.

We sailed back across to the ship in jig time with the strong wind.

Feb. 23. Two hours pulling up two foul anchors, a testimony to the unsheltered state of this coast. Without the protecting reef we should have been a wreck. Finally under way about 8 o'clock with a fair wind. This increased in strength during the day with rain squalls and overcast, murky sky. Noddies, sooties, and sumatras about, the latter nearer the land. One blinding squall that whipped the sea white came upon us off the weather end of Rossel and drove us at about 8 knots. Lucky we were running before it. The velocity of the wind increased as we began running past the island. Not locating Yela Gili, our destined harbor, by 4 P.M. we took refuge from the weather in behind the big breaking reef; two fishing luggers at anchor called the passage to our notice. It was a night of wind and rain.

Feb. 24. Sunday. Weather still foul from the NW. Spent the day snugly riding it out. I found some natives ashore who gave us the location of the place we are seeking. A few miles
further on, still to leeward, thank Heaven.

Feb. 25. Under way by 7 A.M. Anchored at Yela Gill harbor at 8:30. Four hunters ashore until 5 P.M. In spite of the heavy rain from noon on we managed to get about thirty birds. Several new species appear: The white-eye again, white-bibbed thickhead, and the gray-backed flycatcher. A new long-tailed kingfisher occurs; I remember one similar taken in young plumage on the mainland. A new gray thickhead was brought in, and a smaller kind of "lesser" thickhead, which we have found elsewhere. Small birds are apparently numerous. No crows, no large parrots. The blue "kooru" Solomon Is. pigeons and the brown fantail occur as old friends. Everyone in the field today got a thorough soaking, which with the wind made it unpleasant.

Rossel I. is the smallest of the three main islands of the Louisiades. 20 miles E x W and 10 miles N x S. Its terrain is quite different from the rest of the group, supporting no grass land; the interior is rocky, well-drained, and densely wooded, more like the islands of the Solomons than any I have yet seen in this territory. The flora struck one at once when coming here from Sudest. Orchids and other flowers are said to grow here that grow nowhere else. The fauna should follow suit.

Eichorn collected here over 12 years ago, putting in about 6 weeks curing the fair-weather season. From camp he collected up to the 2700 foot summit. I am not prepared to make a camp here during such beastly weather. Will simply try to get as high as possible and down again from the ship.

Feb. 26. Four hunters ashore at 7 and back at 3 P.M. after another terrible day. Plenty of birds, however, Unga, the Solomon boy, is a star hunter. A number of the racquet-tailed
Kingfishers were taken today. Small birds are found more easily in the lowland around the river area,—white-eyes, widgeos, flycatchers, an olive honeysucker, and a tiny sort of wren. There is not much variety here and most of the species are represented elsewhere. I am quite content that we are safely anchored in shelter. This is the longest stretch of strong NW weather they have seen here in years. The population of the island is estimated at 1200 and most of them are on the other side. The villages consist of only two or three houses harboring family communities. Mr. Osborne here is the only white resident.

Feb. 27. Four of us ashore again to be drenched in a blinding squall before landing up the river. Rain all day. The boys returned about 20 small birds. This weather is nothing else but shocking. I have been concentrating on white-eyes and the small gray thickheads, which appear to be the only certain new editions. Practically all the birds have been taken around the river flat in secondary bushes between or rather among the heavy showers.

Feb. 23. Similar program as yesterday. We landed just in time to get caught in a heavy squall. Nothing new today. The land “ee-ee” kingfisher seems to show considerable variation from Solomon types; here, there is only one size. Only two species of lorry occur, the common red and black which frequents the coconuts and the blue-headed chap. No larger parrots except the white cockatoo, which has not yet been taken. The honeysucker is represented in only one type and similarly the fantail. On the whole a great paucity compared to Tagula I.

March 1. The bad weather broke today and we had a decent time in the bush, but still no astounding results.
The text is not legible due to the quality of the image.
David very ill with malaria all day. I climbed to about 2000 feet but saw nothing new. The yellow thickhead is more common above 1000 feet. I heard the white-bib dove but saw none. What few avian forms Rossel does contribute show decided variation from Tagula. Considering the time remaining and the distance we are from Samarai, I shall not attempt a camp here. It is questionable whether I should get anything new with a maximum altitude of only 2700. This is about the same as Tagula. Eichorn, from what I can gather, was after insects principally in the Louisiades, collecting birds as well; the former would require a longer stay with thorough investigation of the high land. I feel certain that a camp on Tagula at Mt. Rattlesnake would have yielded a great deal. Had the vessel been anchored at Bowla during the past week, she would have gone on the beach. It has been no sure-thing here on the lee side of Rossel in a well-protected bay, and the big anchor down with plenty of chain in 2 1/2 fathoms.

March 2. Three hunters ashore until noon. I took a few photographs. Shortage of people both here and on Tagula offers little in this line. Finished the birds in the afternoon. Mr. Osborne came on board for dinner.


March 4. Hove up about 9 A.M. and proceeded clear of reefs, setting sail, if possible, for Misima I., the third of the Louisiade Group. Made about ten miles with southerly wind. Fell calm toward evening.

March 5-6. Be calmed. Light winds at night. We grounded on the famous Rossel I. reef on the night of the 6th
and hedged off very luckily by quick action; fortunately the engine started and took the vessel clear.

March 7-9. Wind southerly, helping us toward Samarai. I have given up all hope of visiting Misima because of lack of time. Very few sea birds about. Anchored in Hoop-Iron Bay, Basilaki I., for the night of the 9th.

March 10. Weighed anchor at 8 A. M. and made Samarai by 4 P. M. The new engine came on the Montoro about weeks ago, much sooner than anticipated. Found Teora with healed sores ready to leave the hospital tomorrow.

March 11. Teora was discharged from the hospital and rejoined the ship—one sore completely healed and the other nearly so. We proceeded along side the wharf when opportunity availed during the afternoon and embarked part of the engine. It is necessary to dismantle the cylinder heads and take it down generally in order to hoist it on board with our own tackle. Returned to anchorage at 6 P. M.

March 12. Along side wharf again early this morning. We had the pieces all on board by 4 P. M. Returned to anchorage. Had Tagula and Rossel Island birds inspected by the customs—packed and in B. P.'s hands for shipment. One case.

any faculty or work faculty during the summer.

Despite the delay and lack of results, I have reviewed all the notes on all faculty during the summer.

Method 1: With the faculty's help, the faculty captioned the faculty.

Method 2: With the faculty's help, the faculty captioned the faculty.

Despite the delay and lack of results, I have reviewed all the notes on all faculty during the summer.

Method 3: With the faculty's help, the faculty captioned the faculty.

Despite the delay and lack of results, I have reviewed all the notes on all faculty during the summer.
March 14. Impossible to lift the ship today because of the remarkably insufficient tide compared to yesterday— an eleven inch difference. Nothing to do but wait. All sails were unbent and the vessel generally stripped for convenience while on the slip. The decks and hold are a great glabberhutch of engine parts.

March 15. We took the old engine to pieces and lifted its mildewed parts out of the engine-room and on to the decks, adding to the present pile.

March 16. Not enough tide yet. A small local ketch was slipped for a brief repair. We can do nothing but wait. Most of the old engine parts were landed by boat and dumped beside the slipway.

March 17. Sunday.

March 18. S. S. Montoro and S. S. Marsina arrived and departed, the one for Sydney, the other for Rabaul. I went out shooting and found the country at hand as barren as usual.


March 20. The France went up successfully this morning. The crew moved ashore in a leaf house. All have to use mosquito nets— the anopheles are plentiful at night. Mrs. Cruickshank departed for Australia on the "Montoro." Intermittent showers all this day continuing into the night.

March 21-28. During this period the shipwrights and their native gang worked steadily putting on a new false keel, cutting out a species of teak for new engine
Many of the improvements to the ship today are a result of the experience gained from tests prior to the recent war. All research was made and the lessons learned by the experimenters and commanders of the warship were hoped to be applicable to the present question.

Many thought that a small local force of the fleet could have sufficient effect. We could go unnoticed, much of the world could have been taken by force and gained possible bases for the future.

Many have written to the president, the present time.

Many to the President on the subject of the short fuse.

Many on the President, now to assemble the fleet.

Many, to the President, to a last response. All wanted the same manner to a last course. All had to go maximu for the use of the Republic on the past. Were the great sacrifices made for the months or the years only for a new situation? It seems our nation is a better or for our new attempts.
beds, (the old machine rested on two cross-beamers and the cutaway keelson); and our crew busy red-leading iron-work and cleaning inside ship for painting. On Thursday afternoon (the 28th) a number of launch parties left Samarai for Easter picnics. I took advantage of this exodus to transport David, Charlie, and myself over to Milne Bay where we should be able to reach good collecting ground. I went to Dawa Dawa creek with the manager of the slip. The two boys were dropped at a place called Waga Waga; both on the south side of the bay (about 30 miles indentation), the latter being nearer the head which offers a good trail up to a ridge-top and over into the Sagari Valley, a big fertile stretch of indigenous forest. I joined them on Sunday, March 31 (Easter Day). All transportation by water was gratis, which is always costly by charter; I had to go 8 miles, half walk half canoe, from Dawa Dawa to Waga Waga. All the natives here are along the coast, London Missionary Society exponents with parted hair.

April 1. We left with six carriers at 7 A. M., our objective being Doabu, on the ridge of hills that flanks the Bay to the southward. Walked about four miles along the foreshore arriving at the track leading inland and proceeded up the slope— a thousand feet of it being a steep climb. We reached the top about 1 P. M. and found a splendid Mission Station. All the boys and girls with parted hair and Oxford accents. They put a very comfortable house at our disposal and we went out shooting. From the top of this hill one can see all of
The only meaningful gesture on two Wage-Payers page is the original Keeney question: why do we pay so many people for so little? And the answer is that we need to re-examine the economic structure of society and make it fairer. On the one hand, we are trying to transfer power and resources to the working class, but on the other, we are maintaining an economic structure that is inherently unfair. The solution is not to simply transfer power, but to fundamentally change the way we distribute resources and power in society.
Milne Bay to the north and the fertile stretch of the Sagari Valley in the opposite direction. We descended into the valley for collecting. In prolonged periods of rainy weather it is wet in many places, but with the fine dry stretch recently the tracks are found in excellent condition. The timber is well-filled with tall trees, rendering the lower bush less dense so that one can see a bit into it. All the flora is indigenous, plenty of fruit-bearing trees, well-watered by numerous creeks.

My principal hope here was full-plumaged cock Raggianas and the cincinnuruss regius. In both cases we were successful, acquiring good specimens. The results of this brief bush trip accentuate the imbecility of the long and unfruitful Buna venture. We obtained six un-taken species— the "king," a new sort of sharp-winged honey-eater, ground pigeon, pitta (Nova guiniensis, I suspect), another rifle bird (iris bright orange), and a large leatherneck with a grey breast, black stripes. Weavers, flycatchers, and kingfishers were duplicated. The local natives put me on to the king bird, which they call "he-a-hea," evidently an invitation of its high rasping call which is not nearly as loud and clear as that of the paradisea. The young male and female are distinctly different from the mature bird, the only relating characteristics being the cobalt blue legs and general size. All specimens proved "male small." The natives tell me that the Raggianas are just commencing their dancing. They are plentiful in the Sagari but
full-plumed males are difficult to find. We did not shoot the common species of fantail, flycatcher, or thickhead. I urged concentration on ground birds. The locals report the presence of gouras but none were encountered. Nor any doves. David describes what I think must be another kind of land rail. Several species of small birds were taken which I cannot recognize. My faulty knowledge is a handicap as well as the Damocletian attitude of the Papuan Government—apparently strict, vigilant, and unyielding; but, in truth (judged from my association with them), bluffing, pompous, and impotent. It has a deeply deterring affect, nevertheless, which is perhaps their hope and purpose in being so restrictive—to check even if they cannot properly enforce. Certainly it is cheap to victimize Museum collectors, who are expressly provided for in the Bird Ordinance, by charging so much for licenses, limiting the number to be secured, if possible, and doing all they can with inane red tape to illegalize any collecting of birds except by the use of salt on the tail or gassing with phosgene. Every time I shoot, it occurs to me that I am breaking the law.

Our four days work produced about seventy skins (two days work in the Solomons). The smaller birds are found according to their feed; seed and fruit eaters like the pigmy parrot and the honeysuckers in the tree tops, the insect-catchers nearer the ground. The black fantail and the thickhead usually call from the thickets, often searching on the floor of the forest for food. Brown
I am not familiar with the specific term or context you are referring to. Could you please provide more information or clarify your question?
fantails seem surprizingly uncommon. Graybirds (young males and females), apparently similar to the Solomon species, are present and two kinds of medium-sized blackbirds, the "spreadtail" and a shorter straight-tailed fellow. The former utters an unusual buzzing sound followed by a couple shrill chirps. Yellow-ears or weavers, as I suppose them, are a puzzling family, represented on the mainland and all of the larger islands—the three big D'Entrecasteaux and Sudest (Tagula) by a number of species, the principal difference being size. A large greyish white ground pigeon occurs in the Sagari Valley (which extends from behind the Doabu saddle to Mullins Harbor) and other ground birds of interest. The pitta Mak. is the only other species secured; the natives report what must be a land rail. Kingfishers (racquet-tails, "ee-ee," the small orange-breasted bush variety, and the larger blue-back, mynas and doves are fairly common. We saw no black cockatoos.

The three of us worked from Monday, April 1st to Friday, April 5th. We descended with a few local carriers to the coast of Milne Bay and walked along the marge to Mr. Kruger's plantation and found that he had departed the day previous for Samarai, not to be back until Sunday (he had promised to bring us back). We were fortunate in catching a small cutter over to the other side of the bay whence we walked to Gili Gili and obtained passage into Samarai that same evening in company with the bi-weekly supply of fresh meat.
April 6. Arrived Samarai early A. M. and met the captain who has been away on A. K. Veimauri for five days, substituting for the sick skipper (L. Austin). Reached Belesana via launch with all baggage at 10 A. M. S. S. Morinda arrived.

April 7. (Sunday). The France was put into the water this morning, keel, hull, etc., engine-beds complete. There remains the whole engine to set up and assemble and the main-sheet hawse to be repaired. A big cross beam just under the quarter-deck over the stern is rotten and will ultimately have to be replaced.

April 8. Rainy; crew assisting engineers. No collecting done.

April 9. Rain all day. Engineer Izod at work with crew assisting.

April 10-25. During this period we were in the hands of the engineers, who took unnecessarily long as they always do. The chief was ill for four days and left our job on another occasion to tinker with a Mission launch. No collecting could be accomplished during this period because of the distance to suitable country and such strong tides and currents. It is "contra la loi" to shoot a gun on Samarai island. We finally got a start out of the Deutz on the afternoon of the 25th, and cruised around Samarai island. Success at last after such a period of ennui and waiting.

Since more delay is unavoidable I have decided to make a trial run out to the Conflict group. Burns Philp and
Company's local schooner is broken down and we can carry freight both ways. I must wait for money from New York and word to continue the work of the expedition; if forthcoming I must wire to the Solomon Island Government for another extension of time on the four boys employed on board. All willing I shall proceed to Yule Island and make a short inland search for mainland birds.

April 26. Proceeded along side wharf and cleared hold as much as possible for loading cargo. We have two guests on board for the trip, Messrs. Fletcher and Fowler, managers of the slip (dry-dock) and bank respectively. Mr. Izod accompanies us in his launch; one of his men is on board to drive the engine and to teach Philip, who is already adept.

Left Samarai 9:15 P. M. in clear moonlight. Wind strong S. S. E.

April 27. Arrived and anchored off Panasesa Island of Conflict Group 1 P. M. Heavy roll, wind increasing. Discharged cargo.

April 28. David and I landed for collecting. The others busy loading copra. We found white-eyes and the dark grey honeysuckers, kingfishers, midgets, and little else. There is some sparse bush on the foreshore of the island, but mostly bare or grassy with the plantation coconuts. This atoll on group is between the island Basilaki that leads up to Samarai (with other islands following) and the Calvados chain leading to Sudest. The small birds resemble
those found on Hastings and East Islands, and I think, the white-eye is the same.

April 29. Hunted again this A. M. until the loading was completed. Then weighed anchor and proceeded with sail and engine (8 1/2 kts.) to Nari I., where we anchored to load 5 more tons of copra; then on to Samarai where we "dropped the pick" at 10 P. M.


May 5 (Sunday). Weekend spent at Flynn Bay, Baselaki Is., for diversion and engine trial with Philip driving; the machine has given a good account of itself to date.

May 6-10. Waiting in Samarai. At the end of the week the desired message came from A. M. N. H. and the Solomon Is. Government kindly gave me until July 1 to return the four natives employed on board. They are very kind to grant this second extension. We drew as many stores as I could afford and watered ship.

May 11. Up anchor and proceeded out of Samarai harbor setting all sail as soon as possible.

May 12 (Sunday). At sea all day doing 8 1/2 kts. to reach Port Moresby this same night 9 P. M., a record run.

May 13-14. Conferring with the government, purchasing more stores and trade goods for bush trip.

May 15. Port Moresby to Yule Island (Hall Sound) where we anchored at 5:30 off the famous R. C.
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May 16. Met Mr. Thompson A.R.M. (Cent. Div.) who offered assistance in securing carriers. This is always the worst problem. He is going off on a short patrol this week (Friday, May 17) and will take 20 potential carriers away from me. He sent to three nearby coastal villages and 16 young men interviewed me after supper. I hope to be ready to leave to accompany the magistrate. Brother George goes up the Ethel Creek on Friday which will give us an excellent kick-off, 15 miles by water to Aropokina.

May 17. This morning I signed on 8 carriers from Chiria Village, Yule Islands, an expensive business but the only way they can be guaranteed to stick to their job; if they run away the magistrate must return them or award three months jail. My plan is to send other auxiliary carriers back from Deva Deva, keeping the 8 signed-on to bring us down with the assistance of mountain boys. Cost of signing on a native, 6 shillings; he must have a blanket and rami, 2 1/2 lbs. rice per day, 1 1/2 sticks tobacco, and a tin of meat per week, and a kick in the pants about every five minutes. I feel certain that if I can get into the mountains, I can get out without much difficulty. The natives of this area have the worst reputation in Papua for thieving and lying and general blackguardism. However, this Mission Road is the only one that can get us inland quickly so we must take our chances.
May 19.

The meeting I spoke of earlier was a meeting of a committee to discuss the plans for the next few months. The meeting took place on the 9th of May.

I hope to have a copy of the minutes of the meeting by next week. In the meantime, I suggest we proceed with the preparations for the upcoming meeting.

I'm looking forward to hearing your thoughts on the matter.

Best wishes,

[Signature]

[Name]
May 18. Left the France at 6 A. M. in the mission launch (towing 2 big punts) in company with Brother George and Mr. Thompson. David and Charlie are my companions. Along the banks of Ethel Creek we saw en route 6 alligators. Reached Arapokina about 1 P. M. and made camp at the Government mule station. The Gov't uses this road to caravan supplies up to the police camp at Kambisi; it is invariably referred to as the Gov't road although the brothers of Sacre Coeur took over 20 years to complete the task of grading and building. Saw herons, ibis, and plover along the creek. For about 15 miles in this district (Mekeo) the littoral is a maze of creeks, rivers, and swamps (not sago). Then begins a rather strange sort of grassland with patches of shrub and large groves of gum trees (widely interspaced); the soil is rocky and full of clay. Acres of thick secondary bush are found here and there; but the real forest begins about 6 or 8 miles further inland.

Thompson sent for more carriers to Bioto and Inawabui Villages.

May 19. Sufficient carriers for the H.R.M. turned up about 11 A. M. and he took his pick. This included most of a number from Inawabui that had been recruited for me by a local wise guy. More from Bioto came along later expecting to find the Gov't to carry for and finding me. With the greatest amount of persuading and cajoling and jiggling of loads we managed to get off at 2 P. M. I leave a goodly amount of stuff at Arapokina with Brother Peto. I can send the signed-on
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boys down later for more food, if necessary. Thirty-six carriers in all, Chiria (Yule Islands), signed on 8, Pokamo (mainland) 7, Inawabui (mainland) 10, Bioto (mainland) 10.

Reached Kubuna, the first stage at 5 P. M. Camped in Gov't barracks, Called on the Mission where I met the Bishop de Boismenu and was invited to supper and a bed. No collecting done. Heard many common coastal calls while walking and saw several new kinds of small birds.

May 20. One Bioto carrier quits with a sore knee-joint. The ones from this village seem particularly sulky. But for Thompson going on patrol I could have had them all from one village which is much to be recommended since all villages of Mekeo and Roro hate one another. Proceeded after some wrangling about 10 A. M. The road in awful condition, mud and water knee deep most of the way. It is supposedly the end of the rainy season. One of Chiria boys passed out under the terrific strain of a 25 lb. bag of flour. Arriving at Diene at 5 P. M. I found another Chiria with a swollen instep; the two refuse to go on tomorrow. We spent a fairly good night—plenty of rain.

May 21. The two deserters (and signed-on at that) left early and were followed after much futile pleading and cursing on my part by nine Bioto and seven Pokamo. The others promise to carry after a day's rest. Mission's horse caravan passed through about 2 P. M.
May 22. Contrary to their promise 7 Chirias and 3 Inawabuis desert this A. M., so I am left with only nine carriers. The two remaining Chiria sign-ons I use to carry my swag back to Kubuna where more boys may be obtainable from nearby villages. David and Charlie left in camp at Diene. Made Kubuna about 3 P. M. and am informed by the Fathers that the only villages in the vicinity are small families of weak invalids. I visited one village and shouted up the local policeman who said he would rustle up what he could. Returned to sleep at the Mission. I met the Gov't. mule train on the road and arranged that three mules available from Diene to Matsika should take what loads they could, leaving the locked boxes behind for me to pick up, if possible. Rainy in the morning.

May 23. The last two Chirias desert but fortunately for me two other carriers turn up so that I can get to Diene. Here I find some of the mule boys at work on the paddock and am informed that Charlie and David have gone on ahead with 7 carriers, 3 mules and what they could manage.

May 24. Two of the mule boys were induced to carry my swag to Fo-fo Fo-fo where I spent the night. It is a way station for the mission caravan and the local attendant promised to get two carriers for me in the morning. Rain in the afternoon.

May 25. No carriers. I proceed to Dilava, leaving my bad and clothes for the summoned carriers to bring after me. It is very difficult to get any
may be contrary to your previous advice. in almost all cases, the two remaining options after one year is to cancel the present trip or to return to your home country where more people may be able to contribute from various allies. Having only three letters left in each袋, the remaining letters in the only possible ally, if I have another ally like this other option, I might increase the possibility of having more service. I have been told to look at the mission for a solution at one point. I see you have done so with a congratulation & maybe any other things you mentioned.

May SE. two of the whole people were inclined to carry my welfare to go-to-do-to where I present the night.

If it is a very important for the mission carriers and the local attorneys, I would appreciate it if you would let the carriers know in the afternoon, keep in the afternoon. I would appreciate it if you were able to provide me with any assistance for the remaining carriers.

May 23rd. no assistance. I propose to leave.
carriers in this vicinity, between the coast and the mountains where two distinct types live there is always a belt very sparsely populated. From Dilava I reached Matsika where I found David and Charlie skinning birds. Rainy today.

May 26 (Sunday). The local boys will carry our stuff on to Deva Deva, the coastal boys having left. My swag does not turn up. No rain.

May 27. Up and back to Fo-fo Fo-fo where I found no sign of my swag. The look-out boy returns and informs that it has been carried to Matsika via some bush track. I return to Dilava for the night, arriving about 8 P. M. avec a lamp. Rainy.

May 28. Up and on to Matsika where I find my coveted bag in the rest-house. No carriers to be had so I tie it on my back and make weary tracks for Deva Deva. Arrived about 7 P. M. Charlie and David had been out shooting. Rainy all day.


May 30. I attempt to reach Mondo in a day to catch Ivan Champion, in charge of the police camp. Pass through Mafulu and Bella Vista and at Fané I learn that he has already left on patrol. Two Canadians at the Fané R. C. Mission station. Here I shall remain to collect a day or two. They will provide good guides and a practised shooting-boy.

May 31. Out collecting. Climbed to 7,000 feet on the mountain in back of the mission spur, called
Koge, meaning in Mafulu bird of paradise. Shot two Astrapias.

June 1. Collecting all day. Two Parotia. The Paradisiae rudolfi are lower than this altitude. The rainy weather seems to have broken; yesterday and today were fine throughout.

June 2 (Sunday). I returned to Deva Deva with my few skins and much information. I found that a bunch of carriers arrived with some cargo, having been sent from Arapokina by one of the mule-boys whom I had sent vaguely after more carriers into the Mekeo from Diene. They consumed most of the food on the road, stole practically all food in camp (David and Charlie were out collecting when they arrived) except rice, native sweet potatoes, and a few sundry tins. No meat, butter or milk. All my trade stuff was stolen along with about 10 pounds in cash. David went over to Iola yesterday with the fly to camp, 4,000-5,000 feet. Charlie is out shooting locally and when skinning in camp he sends a native out (absolutely forbidden by the Government).

June 3. Yesterday the signed-on boys returned in company with a policeman. I despatched them for more food from Arapokina. Charlie out shooting, myself later.

June 4. Charlie with fever. I cannot yet persuade two carriers to take my gear up to Fané for me. Rainy most all day.

June 5. Back to Fané with one Deva Deva boy as porter. Heavy rain.
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June 11. Back to Mafulu. Here I found a note from the captain who writes that he is forced to go to Port Moresby for stores.

June 12. To Deva Deva where I find David just returned from Iola with a fine collection. Charlie has been unable to hunt since June 6 on account of a terribly swollen arm, some sort of lymphatic infection. He has been giving his gun to a native but with disappointing returns. I have asked for live birds but the locals do not seem interested. Having lost most of my "trade" I am somewhat embarrassed. But the Deva Deva policeman tells me they are taking advantage of the fine weather to burn over their gardens.

June 13. Carriers arrive with some meat, butter and milk. The captain writes that Teora and Unga have been shooting both on Yule Is., (during the A.R.M.'s patrol) and on the mainland. Charlie has fever again. I have contracted a miserable cold and the sores on my feet are not improving.

June 14. David changes his little fly over to another ridge. Charlie's arm still bad; my condition no better. Two bushmen out hunting with meager success. David seems to be the hope of the expedition at this stage.

June 15. I hike back to the Mafulu Valley for
a last attempt. Reached Bella Vista in heavy rain. It is my hope to get up to Ononge for a day or two. Our time is very too limited, but we can cover as much ground as possible. About six months instead of three weeks is what this kind of country requires.

June 16 (Sunday). Reached Pané about 8 A.M., having left Bella Vista at daylight. Rain all day.

June 17, 18, 19. Heavy rain discourages the proposed short trip to Ononge. On Tuesday, the 18th, I returned to Mafulu and continued on to Deva Deva the next day. Feet very painful. Charlie still suffering from the arm, worse if anything. David had no luck with rain every day.

June 20-24. The march down to the coast. Very little trouble with carriers, the mountain people bringing our gear as far as Kubuna where coastal boys were found for the last stretch to Arapokina. Charlie suffered a great deal endeavoring to keep up on the track, developing fever on two occasions. We reached the "France" anchored off the government station Kairuku in the shelter of Yule Is., by canoe from Arapokina on Monday, June 24 at 3 P.M. I learned that collecting had been done both on Yule Is., (when the A.R.M. was out on patrol) and on the mainland. The vessel spent some time at anchor off Delena, a coastal village in Hall Sound; from here Teora and Unga made a camp 8 miles inland at Vanumai Village. They managed to turn out well over 200 skins representing various localities—swamp, mangrove creeks, low secondary bush and grass steppes.
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Reptiles and a few birds were secured from local natives. No mammals were brought in.

Actual collecting time in the mountains, 21 days. This includes bad weather and Charlie's sickness. On the coast two hunters put in approximately the same number of days hunting. But during our absence all the decks were caulked; the trip to Port Moresby for stores depleted valuable time.

In conclusion I declare that we accomplished as much as we could. From the 18th of May, when we were landed for the start inland, until our return on June 24th was a very inadequate period to work the district properly and to produce creditable specimens.

June 25-26. At Yule Island. Preparing for departure. In going over the collection I find a grub has destroyed the feathers of some skins much to my chagrin since the collection as a whole is certainly poor. Upon reflection I think I can trace the cause to lack of arsenic. The alum was dumped in a tin on top of the poison and not mixed so that the skins dipped during the first few days only received the drying agent.

June 27. Weighed anchor at midnight and reached Port Moresby about noon. Proceeded about business of paying debts to B. P.'s. I learn that all my mail passed us on the way out to Yule Is. against my tacit instructions to B. P.'s as my agents that all mail for the ship was to be held in this port after June 20, the typical efficiency of this burglar's corporation. All big-wig government officials away on the
The inclusion of a new calculator at the beginning of the section.

In conclusion, I feel that we have been able to

prepare for the future years in a way that will help us to

achieve our goals.

The final chapter of this book will discuss the

future of our society and the challenges we may face.

I hope that you find this book useful and that it helps you

achieve your goals.

Thank you for reading.
H.M.S. "Laurabada"—thank the Lord.

June 28. Anchored in Port Moresby. Charlie visited the hospital and pronounced well enough to sail. Treatment with bread poultices by the Sisters at the R. C. Mission at Yule Is. have proved effective; an ulcer near the armpit opened the other day and seems to be draining well.

June 29. Hove up at 6:30 A. M. and proceeded through reefs for Samarai via inside passage (inside barrier reef) due to probable strength of S.E. trades. Dropped anchor off Kappa Kappa coastal village at noon. Two hunters ashore, Charlie still laid up with the infected arm and unable to work.

I visited Mr. English, a former collector who has a small estate a few miles inland. He had two tree kangaroos but would not part with one, hoping for a big price from zoological gardens. The boys found a few good birds. The country here as inland for about ten miles from Hall Sound is mostly low, secondary bush, grassland, and small patches of heavy timber—-not very swampy except after heavy rains.

My dog was killed on the road by a motor lorry.

June 30 (Sunday). Hove up at 8:20 A. M. and proceeded as required for Samarai going outside barrier reef at the Wolverine Entrance and using sails as well as engine power during the night. Saw some black shearwaters at dusk.

July 1. Continued to Millport Harbor where we anchored for the night. Only terns sighted occasionally.
June 28. Have no at 8:30. A.M. any prospect.
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July 2-3. Weighed anchor at 6:20 and made fair progress arriving off Samarai Is. at 12:20 A. M. on Wednesday, July 3. Dr. Ernst Mayr of the Berlin Museum, having come from Rabaul per S. S. Montoro, joined the expedition today.

July 4-5. Packed birds after customs inspection and placed open case in the government fumigation shack for cyanide.

July 6-7. Ran from Samarai out to Sideia Is. for a crab-bake with some of the local citizens on board (fuel provided). Collected two black cockatoos.

July 8. Still awaiting arrival of "Morinda" with important mail that was sent to Yule Is. by Burns Philp—Port Moresby after we had left (contrary to instructions, tacit and written). By permission of the Samarai R. Magis. I collected several specimens of a Meliphaga that is very common here. Business with Burns Philp and other useless occupation.

July 9. Both Montoro and Morinda arrived in the morning. Secured mail, clearance papers, shipped one case of birds and prepared for departure tomorrow.

July 10. Hove up at 7 A. M. and away for the Solomons, probably Faisi with the prevailing trade, hoping to make Cannae Is. on the way, a reported sea bird rookery.

July 11. Uncertain weather. Cannac Is. in sight by 5 P. M. Strong squalls during night.

July 12. Abandoned intention of anchoring at Cannac Is., due to heavy weather, thick squalls, and
variable wind. Set only possible course-- for Faisi-- using engine to clear this vortex of storms, the Woodlark group.


July 14. Becalmed all day. Chased cursory sea birds in the dinghy. Shot two young dougallii and saw nothing of interest. Resolved to engine into Faisi early tomorrow, if doldrums continues. Started engine at midnight. Arrived and anchored off Faisi I. at 7 A.M. Granted pratique. Conferred with Mr. Miller, the District Officer of the Shortlands.

July 15 (Sunday). It seems there is an epidemic of infantile paralysis in the group; all infected areas are under quarantine and no natives at present in employment may be returned to their villages, having finished time or for any reason or sent anywhere. So we must keep all the Solomon boys for the present (which jibes very nicely). Two signed on by me finished time in February and have been kind enough not to insist on being sent home; the other two (cabin boys) are under contract to the captain and are not due until September.

No fuel obtainable here. I did not purchase a big supply before leaving Samarai, lacking funds and also in hopes of avoiding importation duty into the Solomons. Here at Faisi I learn that the duty on
Note: This text is not clearly translatable into English.
crude oil was lifted three months ago to alleviate the bad times caused by the falling price of copra (about two crude oil engines in the territory). To work Choiseul en route to Tulagi the only plan is to clear for Kieta (Terr. of New Guinea), wire Tulagi to ship oil on the steamer which arrives at Fasi toward the end of the month. We may not be permitted to land since there is one recent case of acute paliomiantis on Lofung plantation across from Fasi.

July 16. Purchased a few stores at the local B. P. branch and paid customs duty on taxable supplies brought in from Papua. Clearance granted and anchor weighed at 11 A. M. Anchored in Kieta harbor at 11:20 P. M.

July 17, 18. Wired Tulagi, pratique granted although the doctor should have quarantined us until he had word from Rabaul since he telegraphed headquarters about the new case at Fasi, a port much-used by Bougainville shipping. I decide to collect in the Buin district at the South end of the island; it is the only considerable area of lowland and should yield birds not resident in the places already visited. Permission has to come through Rabaul.

July 19. Permission granted by cable today. Left Kieta at 8:50 P. M. under power.

July 20. Arrived and anchored off government station Buin at 6 A. M. Ashore after breakfast to meet Mr. Warde, noted patrol officer. Due to his work the
roads round about are exceptional for this territory. On bicycles provided by him Dr. Mayr and I visited Father Poncelet of the Marists, a naturalist (insects chiefly) who has been at a place about 8 miles inland for nearly 20 years. We collected along the road. Three hunters sent out to meet the vessel three miles down the coast at a safer anchorage. All ground hereabouts is untenable in foul weather.

July 21 (Sunday). No work done. Mr. Warde on board. Yesterday Father Poncelet imparted much information about the district; he promised to advertise my desire for ground birds (pitta, land rail, etc.), bush rats and mammals. He offers excellent collections of insects perfectly preserved "at a much reduced price".

July 22. Mayr, myself, and four other hunters ashore for the day with fair results.

July 23. Six hunters ashore for the day. Two "finds" returned—pitta (meeki) and a land rail, the first taken on Bougainville. Charlie found it near one of the numerous streams inland; the vegetation in such a locality is typically "secondary", low trees, dense undergrowth much variegated with big tracts of a sort of high, green cane having elongated leaves on opposite sides of the stalk right to the ground. I got the pitta not far from the beach by stalking the characteristic low, slowly-ascending whistle. We have chased a dozen before getting this one. He calls during the first hours of the morning and toward evening. It
is difficult to follow this note through the dense bush as it moves about; one has to make frantic attempts to see the bird when the call sounds close. The pitta is quite chary of any noise. 

July 24. Three more pittas today and a shining cuckoo (Chalcites malayanus). The most common species are the starlings (Apl. cantaroides; Apl. metallicus; Apl. (giganteus)), the white-eye (Zost. chryolaema), and flycatcher (Monarcha (leucophthalmus)). The brown fantail is uncommon compared with the black (Rhipidura rufifrons woodf., and (albapunctata)). We have taken five species of kingfishers--Alcedo (pallidus), a tiny bush kingfisher found also at higher altitudes (has a representative on Choiseul I.); Alcyone (sibilans), which inhabits mangrove littoral and creeks, rivers, etc.; Alcedo atthis, the one with white ear coverts that is invariably found on rivers and small tributaries frequently with Alcy. (sibilans). The two last-mentioned are invariably coastal or lowland species. Halcyon (kaloproktos) has the exquisite blue back and violet-lavender rump and nests in the forest up to 2,500 or 3,000 feet. There is certainly one other species of indigenous land kingfisher--Halcyon anachoraeta, formerly noted as the "ee-ee"; we are having a discussion about Halcyon sancta, this interesting migrant. (Names in parenthesis provisional by Dr. E. Mayr).

July 25. Six collectors ashore until mid-afternoon. Nothing unusual taken today. Returning to the ship toward evening I have heard the black cuckoo calling
It is difficult to follow the course of events in the region. We are not aware of any recent developments. The situation is complex and a detailed analysis would be required to understand the full implications. We have gathered some preliminary information, but more comprehensive data is needed to make informed decisions. The context is crucial, and without a clear understanding of the underlying factors, it is hard to anticipate outcomes. The stakes are high, and it is essential to consider all possible scenarios thoroughly.

We have also received reports from various sources, including eyewitness accounts and intelligence briefings. These reports vary in reliability and should be cross-referenced to ensure accuracy. It is important to distinguish between speculative hypotheses and concrete evidence. We will continue to monitor the situation closely and provide updates as new information becomes available. The situation is evolving rapidly, and it is imperative to stay informed and adaptable.
and it continues during the night. This is the species noted so many times in the Solomons, particularly the western New Georgia group but so seldom taken. The only specimen I shot was on Tetipari I. over a year back. Very seldom does one hear its call during the day; I have instructed everyone to chase it when they do. Natives brought in some phalangers; most of them seem to know the bush rats that I am anxious to get (two skins of two species, the smaller aboreal, sent in salt-cured from the district behind Numa Numa); but the Buin citizens are noted for sloth. They tell me they can catch the pitta with their hands; what they actually produce is the slow-moving opossum or some uninteresting snake.

July 26. The Doctor remained on board to make mammal skins. The rest of the party ashore with rather poor results due to rainy weather.

July 27. Five hunters ashore, Dr. Mayr on board. A second owl of the usual Bougainville species (Ninox sp.) taken today and the elusive cuckoo—Eudynamis scolopacea subsp., having missed one yesterday. Most of the Buin birds, as may be supposed, are duplications of the expedition's former visits. However, the present work has yielded some fine additions to small series, Micropsitta, for example. In six weeks camping behind Arawa Bay only a single specimen was returned (and this had only one eye). I especially noted the absence. Later visits on the west coast (Pukuito vicinity)
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and behind Tiop gave us a few more of the green species (up to 3,000 feet) and another mountain species (highly colored head—Guadalcanal and Kulambangra). This leads one to the conclusion that these little parrots are not uniformly distributed. I have noted the same sporadic occurrence in the yellow-bib dove, Ptilinopus rivellii subsp., on Bougainville. And it bears out the experience of Mr. Beck's collecting on other large islands (Guadalcanal).

Two more small, shining cuckoos were taken today. This species, Chalcites malayanus is breeding here, feeding parents probably Cinnyris frenata; of Chalcites lucidus (plagosus) we have one specimen. The absence of Pachycephala and Myzomela is noteworthy in the lowland Buin area, both species preferring terrain of higher elevation or coastal country near the mountains.

July 28. Hove up anchor and proceeded out for Kieta at 10 A. M. Arrived in port 7:30 P. M. Before leaving Buin I received an offer from Father Poncelet for the purchase of finely-preserved insects of many varieties. Considering it advantageous for the Museum to obtain these collections I bought them. I find two radios here for me, one to the effect that no Diesel oil is obtainable in the Solomons; and the other from Mr. Coultas who is to join the expedition shortly, arriving on the S. S. Marsina from Sydney.

July 29. My only course is to wire Rabaul for oil. We must wait for the arrival of Mr. Coultas and his associate, forecasted for late August. I can have
Two more small,民警的产量要稳住，我们的人手也不少，如果能将这帮人全部歼灭，对我们来说，是极大的好处。在这些事情上，我们不能有丝毫的松懈，要继续保持高压态势，让这些人在我们面前没有一点机会。
the oil landed at Soraken by the S. S. Mirani in two weeks time. From the government and the Catholic mission I can borrow enough fuel to take us to Nissan I., and possibly other isolated groups that should be examined around N. E. of New Ireland. Then, returning, we can collect the fuel en route to Kieta.

The D. O., Major Mac Adam contributes ten cases of kerosene and the Mission four and one 40 gal. drum of Diesel oil. My itinerary can be of service to the Fathers by taking Father Wade (Providence, R. I.) out for a visit to Nissan and by towing a small ketch back to N. Buka. Thus, the Mission agrees to supply almost enough fuel to make the trip out and assumes risk of weather or mishap.

July 30. Have up at 10:15 and proceeded out of Kieta harbor. 11:30 stopped the engine and made sail. Wind shifting and light but we made considerable progress. A few common terns about; no shearwaters or petrels sighted. I hope to encounter some of these uncommon migrants north of Buka where R. H. B. first collected Pterodroma becki.

July 31. Land breeze under the big ranges of Bougainville is reliable. Wind came out of the N. E. about noon and took us into Tiop anchorage by 5:30 P. M.; under motor power through the passage. Here I met Mr. Faulkner who was so hospitable before when I camped near the bush pond up in the hills behind his place last year.
August 1. Anchored in Buka Passage about 7:30, having left Tiop under power at 2 P. M. Delivered mail and proceeded on our way. Father Le Breton, a Bretagne stationed on Tiop I. is with us for Buronotui, Father Wade's station in Queen Carola Harbor, N. Buka. Sighted flocks of noddies with some petrels intermixed near Sel I. off the W. coast of Buka and lowered the dinghy to give chase. Heavy swell; missed three highly desirable birds, two black shearwaters, apparently of the same species and a petrel that certainly looked like Beck's bird. Returned to the ship about noon very weary and fed up. Proceeded to Suronotui where we anchored at 2:50 P. M. Philip had to stop the motor for a while due to an overheated mid-bearing. The vessel is making water badly around the inner stern gland. I am constantly in fear of salt-water getting into the oil from the high bilge-level. We met Father Conley as well as Wade; the former is from Philadelphia. Both Father Wade and Father Le Breton will take passage with us to Nissan. And the usual regiment of natives that always accompany missionaries on journeys.

August 2. Unable to start the engine our brilliant engineer having lost his head of compressed air completely. Made sail and cleared Kessa Passage with the aid of light S. E. and southerly winds. All day trying to start auxiliary compressor to pump up the big containers. Lowered dinghy to chase sea birds during afternoon getting only two shots at very desirable storm petrels.
In addition I was violently seasick for some reason; but the consequent bait did not bring birds around. Heavy swell and rain squalls from all directions.

August 3. Hove to at 5:30 A. M. Winds light and variable until noon when we encountered a series of N. W. and S. W. squalls accompanied by heavy rain. Fortunately one from the S. W. gave us a dead fair wind to enter a very narrow but straight passage into the Nissan lagoon where we were glad to drop anchor in calm water. Continuous rain into the night.

August 4 (Sunday). We have been continuously at work on the small compressor engine without success. Fathers and I visited Mr. Evensen, the owner of the coconut plantation here across the lagoon.

August 5. Six hunters ashore. Nissan promises a good collection: Zosterops eichorni and Aplonis longipennis quite common. A very fine little ground dove is here, a representative of the species previously taken in parts of the Solomons, Santa Anna, and other small islands, and Rennell I.

August 6. The doctor ashore with the four boys. I remained on board to work at the compressor engine. Sailors repairing headsails damaged on the way up by squalls. Put up one Phalanger which appears to be different to the Bougainville variety. The local natives will bring all we require. There are about 500 inhabitants here. Two more ground doves today, (Nesophaps). The thickhead (Pachycephala (pactoralis)) is very similar to the type taken on some of the
eastern Papuan Islands, notably, Rossel I. and the Bon-vouloir group (East and Hastings Is.). Two land kingfishers are represented, Halcyon anachoraeta and the other evidently Halcyon sancta, a migratory species. The big white-headed Halcyon albicilla is also present, of course. Islands like Nissan seem to be its favorite habitat. I recall that I collected one on a small islet famed for pigeons in Guasopa harbor, Woodlark I., and this is the farthest point east of the Solomons that I have encountered the species.

August 7. At 9 A. M. hove up and made sail standing out for the plantation across the lagoon where we anchored after a dozen tacks at 1 P. M. Four hunters landed before we sailed, walking around the southern ring of the horseshoe to rejoin the ship in the afternoon. The Doctor and I put up four opossums; my time is spent principally in vain efforts to make the small engine go. I took the thing off its base after lunch and transported it ashore where Mr. Evensen set it up on a work bench on his back veranda. The working space in the ship's engine room is very cramped; now we have plenty of room to pull the thing to pieces. If we do not succeed with the thing we cannot pump up our air; hence, we cannot use the big Diesel and it means sail all the way back to N. Bougainville with no wind or contrary winds. In such event I could not fulfill my contract with the Catholic Mission, to two an 8 ton ketch back to Buka; after having received so much fuel
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from them gratis.

Both Mr. Evensen and his assistant Mr. Tichenor have been caught by the obstinacy of this petit machine; this makes a staff of five, counting Fathers Wade and Le Breton and myself.

August 8. The two plantation men and I worked all night with a result that the engine ran for about twenty minutes but refused to start again after it had been stopped.

Meanwhile the collecting has been progressing. The ground dove series is increasing and a fine aboreal dove added, a representative of Ptilinopus rivolii, the only tree dove found here. The four skulls of the Phalangers put up yesterday were dumped overboard inadvertently by the cook after we had boiled them to soften the meat. The natives will bring more; small swifts are caught while they are sleeping in caves at night, Collocalia esculenta, which saves much time and ammunition. A fine specimen of the white "barn" owl was brought in today by Charlie, Strix alba.

August 9. Five collectors ashore including the Doctor; I continued to work at the engine. The Nicoban ground pigeon is here on Nissan, Caloenas nicobaricus. It is another species like the gray-headed flycatcher, Monarcha (inornatus) that prefers small islands. This has been invariably the case when we have collected on small islets quite close to the larger ones, perhaps separated by a lagoon, a barrier reef outside. One specimen of this pigeon came in today in juvenal plumage
I am quite pleased.

The only thing I have done today is to study the chemistry of food. I have observed the reactions of various substances when exposed to different conditions. I have also experimented with different combinations of ingredients to see how they affect the final product. These observations are quite fascinating and I am looking forward to further research in this area.

In summary, I find that knowledge of food science and chemistry is essential for understanding the processes that occur during cooking and food preparation. This knowledge can be applied to many different fields, including agriculture, nutrition, and cuisine.

I believe that the future of food science lies in the development of new technologies that can improve the efficiency and sustainability of food production. I am excited about the potential of this field and look forward to contributing to its growth and development.
which made it almost unrecognizable. Other good birds—we are sure of fine series of the local variety of Zosterops, Monarcha, three species of Aplonis, and Trichoglossus.

August 10. The Doctor worked on Phalangers yesterday afternoon and today. The four boys ashore collecting with excellent results; a specimen of Eudynamis taitensis, the long-tailed cuckoo, also a migratory visitor. We have taken a few in the Solomons (the last from Oema I.); the species always favors small islands.

The five-man scratch team of engineers, having labored most persistently even to the point of taking the little engine completely down five times, achieved success; on three occasions we pumped enough air for a start only to have the big engine balk every time, and to cap the climax of ill luck three teeth broke out of the gearing between the engine and the compressor. The case seems hopeless; we shall have to abandon the Mission's ketch and make Soraken somehow under sail. The leak around the stern gland has increased to alarming proportions; the vessel must be pumped out three times daily or more to keep the water below the reversing gear and bed-plate. We should be able to locate the trouble at Soraken.

Made sail with all on board, including the two Fathers and their 15 black retainers, and just cleared the passage in daylight. Wind E. S. E.

August 11. Light airs and shifting breezes from E. and N.E. Saw two flocks of noddy terns, a few
shearwaters intermixed. Did not give chase because of
the big swell and the rate at which the birds were moving.

August 12-13. Variable winds and currents brought
the vessel outside the passage between Tojoch and Medehas
Is., into Soraken harbor where we waited all night for a
breeze to get in with.

August 14. Wind came out of the east enabling
us to tack through the channel; then creeping up the bay
at the rate of 1/4 knot. At 11 A. M. the two Fathers de-
parted with their boys in a big Buka "mon", a special type
of sea-going canoe balanced by its underwater shape
instead of an outrigger. Before leaving Father Le Breton
assisted me in a brilliant repair job on the broken teeth
of the compressor gearing—mostly his idea.

Philip, the Filipino engineer who is responsible
for most of this travail has been of very little assis-
tance. He started off well on the France, could have
been a good bird preparator, etc., and showed himself
handy with tools. Of late he has turned sulky, sullen,
and slothful. The day we arrived at Faisi from Samarai
he got drunk somehow and led a round robin of the crew
in protest; "no tinned fruit any more," was the leading
cry. Everybody wanted to go home. I think I shall bounce
this young man, if he doesn't beat me to it and resign.

Mr. Phil Palmer sighted us becalmed with a
kedge anchor down and came to the rescue from Soraken
in the cutter "Saposa", towing us to an anchorage. He
is the splendid gentleman who gave me the magneto when
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we called here 15 months ago on route to the west coast of Bougainville, thus saving a very serious situation with the old engine. He promises every assistance for our present distress.

August 15. S. S. Marsina arrived with Messrs. Coultas and Eyerdam on board. They will disembark at Kieta since their baggage cannot be passed through the customs here. Discharged two Solomon Island boys (Timothy Eenai and Unga) for Tulagi; they are seven months over their time. Philip left on the S. S. Maiwara for Rabaul.

Four faithful Polynesians remain -- Manuel, Teora (Tahiti), David, and Charlie (Samoa). And the two Malaita kids of Captain Cruickshank who administer the requirements of the cabin.

August 16, 17, 18 (Sunday). I worked on the big engine with Teora's assistance. A spark plug was the only thing needed to make the small compressor engine run to perfection; in two hour's time we had enough air for four starts. With the aid of a diving suit we have been able to locate the seat of all the trouble. A big nut on the outside of the underwater gland, that screws up on the stern tube has come off completely. It has been whirling around on the shaft between the end of the tube and the boss of the propeller. Consequently the thread is pounded flat so that it cannot be screwed back; the outer tube bearing is chipped and worn and serious damage might be inflicted on the shaft itself in time. This nut has been off ever since the vessel has been making water; because
there always has been a small space all around the periphery of the stern-tube between it and the circumference of the gland opening, the gland in question being from the old stern gear and this has an opening for a shaft of larger diameter than the new stern-tube. The nut came off because it was not locked as directed in the installment plans.

It was the last thing to go on before the ship was to be put down off the slip at Samarai. We could not find the locking key and I wanted another made, but the engineer assured me that the big nut could not possibly move, that it required no locking. I took his word like a fool. He did not realize the possibilities of his error; I feel partly responsible for not persisting in my logic; the key was supposed to lock the nut— if it was not absolutely necessary, the makers would not have sent it.
To say the least, I have no patience for it. I was the first to go out of my way to make something happen, not just sit around "looking for something to do." I looked for it, found it, and got it working. I feel pretty confident that it will be a tool, not just a gizmo in a bag. The problem is that I have not yet learned how to use it effectively in my practice. I was never trained to look for opportunities, but I believe that it is not necessary for success.
All this explanation is extraneous and the drawings probably unintelligible. However, it may throw some light on the sort of difficulties that have to be overcome.

On Sunday Teora removed the propeller and took off the loose nut, replacing the propeller afterwards. Later we started the big engine but had to stop it immediately because the second main bearing began to heat up. Changed oil and cleaned the filter, which was unbelievably dirty, showing that sediment-laden water must have been getting into the sump from the bilge, and gave the motor a trial run pumping up the air-bottles to capacity. By caulking around the inside gland we have been able to check the leak considerably. Mr. Palmer thinks it quite all right to run the engine; but the advice of a competent engineer at this time would be indispensable.

August 19. The Doctor ashore shooting in the plantation. He found two very fine species of paroquets in good numbers. One has been taken previously (Charmosynopsis sp.); the other (Charmosyna sp.) was not noted at any time during collecting on Bougainville last year. I recall writing about a red paroquet I saw in the bush behind Numa Numa; but I compared it with the yellow-bibbed species taken on Guadalcanal by R. H. B. The smaller Charmosynopsis (green) we have taken and seen at nearly every port visited except Buin; Charmosyna is a new species for Bougainville (we have never collected at Scraken before). I worked all day with Teora's help and
The explanation is attention grabbing. However, I may know some light on the next of the implications that have yet to be overcome.
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Mr. Palmer's advice cleaning engine parts, left filthy for weeks by our ex-engineer.

August 20. More work on the engine. It is very instructive. The Doctor out shooting paroquets. Endeavored to run the engine with the intention of leaving but could not get the oil to circulate properly. Stopped after a few minutes about 3:30 P. M. and dismantled the oil pump again.

August 21. Weighed anchor at 7:30 and stood out under power for Buka Passage, but had to stop the engine due to increasing leak and other troubles. The oil circulation is still out of order; as the oil flows it seems to leak away somehow—only when the motor is going. We could not get a true fit on the two flanges of the intermediate shaft, so we refitted it to perfection. Mr. Palmer has departed in the A.S. Sideia, removing thereby the most reliable source of advice here. We returned to anchor under sail. By 3:30 Teora and I had the engine running well; so up anchor and another try; this time successful, clearing Buka Passage at 6 o'clock. Stopped engine and made sail at 7:45 with light land breeze.

August 22. Anchored at Tiopasina at 6 A. M. where Mr. Palmer is unloading cargo with the A. S. Sideia. He thinks something is radically wrong with the oiling system and advises that we get to Numa Numa to consult Yotoshi, the Japanese captain of the plantation's schooner, who is rather an expert on the Diesel type.
Mr. Edgehill, the manager of Tiopasina plantation tells me of a pigmy Phalanger that occurs here. He says he had one alive for many weeks and later gave it away to one of the matrons on the coast. On oath he declares it was not over six inches long and could not possibly have been a young opossum of the common species. I thought it might have been either this or a little flying squirrel, although we have not found the latter to my knowledge yet in the Solomons. The flying squirrel is reported to be on Malaita; and Ysabel—possibly R.H.B. or Dr. Drowne got some there. The natives substantiated Mr. Edgehill's statements and had another name for it, "kapun" or "kapul" is the name for the ordinary Phalanger.

August 23. Weighed anchor and proceeded under power, coasting to Numa Numa where we anchored at 11:45, the A. S. Sideia just ahead. Here we met Mr. Thompson and the Numa plantation staff who were so kind to me when I visited them on three occasions last year. He will do everything he can to help us.

I took down the main bearings for the first time with Mr. Palmer's help and found every section badly serrated and "run" with white metal. Yet we could detect no knock while the engine was running. It is most serious and means that the engine is out of action. Yotoshi is due back from the Carteret Is. tomorrow; he will know whether or not the damage can be repaired here.

Numerous natives on board, many of them old friends of mine. They promise Phalangers, rats (I got two of two
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species of this rare mammal near Numa Numa); but they seem a bit hazy about this pigmy possum. No collecting done.

August 24. We spent another half day taking the engine down and cleaning dirty parts. Numerous Phalangers brought on board, one a very beautiful black variety. We are kept busy putting them up.

August 25. (Sunday). Extremely pleasant sojourn with the Thompsons. They have loaded us with fresh vegetables and fish. The A. S. Malaguna arrived this evening and acquaintance renewed with Yotoshi.

August 26. Yotoshi and I went over the engine carefully and came to the conclusion that the whole tail gear (stern-tube and shaft) has dropped down slightly; ever since the big nut has been off, the weight of the shaft has tended to bring stern-tube and all downward. It soon reached its limit with the excessive vibration and the ends being packed with cement and white lead; the limit being the lower midpoint of the peripheral opening in the outer gland (this being for the old shaft is larger than is required). Hence, the entire alignment is out and the bearings were worn out, only the lower sections are badly affected—rather than burnt away by lack of oil, although this has certainly occurred to some degree. Fortunately the crank shaft is not damaged, nor the pistons and cylinder walls, as far as we could determine. The only possible remedy is to get the ship out of water, the propeller would be enough, remove all tail-end gear, plug up the shaft hole in the dead wood at both ends with hardwood, and rebore for true align-
ment. The only engineering part of the job is the re-
metalling of the bearings. Everything can be traced back
to the omission of the locking key on the big nut that came
off its thread on the outside of the stern-tube.

As soon as I learned the facts of our condition
I decided to go to Kieta by canoe in order to get radios
off to Tulagi before the steamer arrives so that our mail
and cargo can be forwarded to Faisi. The France must sail
to Kieta where we can find out about slips and shipwrights
by wire.

Two arboreal rats, a male and a female, were brought
in by the kukurai of Euvapauwia, the same bush village that
produced the specimens I got last year.

I was able to charter a canoe on which I departed
at 11 P. M. by moonlight, reclining on the slats of a broken
benzine case.

August 27. Arrived at Arawa bay at 4 P. M. The
outrigger having gone bust and the crew very tired, we
spent the night at the plantation. The France left this
morning.

August 28. Walked over to Kieta over the familiar
road and arrived in time for the morning watch at the radio
station. Dispatched my messages and had breakfast with the
operator. Coultas and Eyerdam have been boarding with Tom
Ebery, local magnate; they have been collecting shells. I
accepted the hospitality of Mrs. Tutty for the night—wife
of the 7th Day Adventist Missionary—nothing carnal.

August 29. The schooner arrived after lunch,
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having made a very good passage. Our present experience shows the advantage of auxiliary craft; she is no "Shamrock" but can go anywhere under sail and certainly as quickly as any ship I have seen out here of the same tonnage. Since I must wait for replies to radios the new men will have plenty of time to embark.

August 30. Radios have been sent to the only three places where we can get the repairs needed—Rabaul, Samarai, and Tulagi. Either of the first two can do the job but it means another irksome period of trouble and complication. If the Chinaman at Tulagi can get the propeller out of water I shall have it done there; it would save much time and money compared with the others. Reply came from the Japanese swindler of Rabaul giving an estimate of 120 pounds to lift the ship, which reduces the possibilities to either Samarai or Tulagi.

Eyerdam is packing shells. No other collecting done.

August 31. Word came from Samarai that the slip is available; and also from Mr. Chang Chong—"Yes, I can fix the France, provided tide suitable." The estimates of draft that I gave him were quite generous, so I shall depend on him. No reply to the radio I sent to N. Y. asking for money; I have been borrowing from Dr. Mayr ever since he came aboard. No collecting done.

September 1 (Sunday). Embarked some of Coultas and Eyerdam's gear. No radio service today. The Captain and I went out fishing with the Doctor.
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from Mr. Ebery, who is trying to sell out and offers a lot of good stuff cheap. Whether a reply comes from N. Y. or not we must sail tomorrow in order to connect with the steamer. It is the only opportunity to send mail for six weeks; and if one has to radio it can be done on the steamer. The A. S. Malaguna comes through Kieta on September 6 and can pick up anything that might arrive for me.

No collecting done. Eyerdam and Coultas out shelling.

September 3. All morning securing clearance and winding up business. No radios. Hove up at 3 P. M. and were towed out of Kieta harbor by the A. S. Saucy Polly, kindness of Mr. Ebery. Made good progress with land breeze.

September 4. Wind light and shifting; the current seems to be helping us. Flocks of terns sighted near the outside barrier reefs. By midnight we were off the Louei river and nearly clear of Bougainville.

September 5. Made considerable during the night. Wind fell after 12 A. M. Lowered the dinghy later and collected some terns. Large flocks about—Sterna dougalli, St. sumatrana, and St. fuscata, the latter a moulting specimen of the "lesser sooty" a few noddies intermixed but I could get nothing but the species named. Labeled "Bougainville Strait".

September 6. Anchored in Faisi harbor at 6 A. M. Pratique granted by Mr. Miller. The S. S. Mataram is due on Sunday, the 8th.

Addenda: Dr. Mayr insists that I note that he
We are extremely pleased that we have the opportunity to bring you an update on the latest developments. According to reliable sources, we are confident that we will be able to achieve our goals within the specified timeframe. It is our hope that this information will be of interest to you.

We would also like to update you on the current status of our project. As of today, we have completed 70% of the necessary tasks. We are currently focusing on the final stages of the project, and we expect to complete it within the next two weeks.

In addition, we have received some positive feedback from our clients. They have expressed satisfaction with the progress we have made so far. We are grateful for their support and look forward to continuing our work in the future.

Thank you for your continued support. We will keep you updated on any further developments.
observed a peregrin falcon while collecting paroquets on Soraken Plantation, Bougainville, on August 20th.

September 7-8 (Sunday). No collecting done, this being a very poor locality to penetrate the bush. The steamer arrived on Sunday morning, bringing our mail and cargo from Sydney. The A. S. Malaguna delivered a radio from Dr. Chapman to the effect that $1500 was being cabled and that another wire would follow when Dr. Murphy arrived in New York from Europe on September 15. No mail from A.M.N.H. at all.

September 9. Although the invoices for Sydney were in the mail, B. P.'s Makambo-Tulagi have failed to transship the supplies as I specially directed them to do by wire from Kieta. The local manager suggests that there might not have been time to get them off on the steamer at Tulagi; that they will be arriving either on the H.M.S. Ranadi, which is due in two days' time, or by the A. S. Myopa, a wreck of a schooner belonging to the Makambo branch-- also due sometime.

Everyone busy getting mail away. I shipped one large case of birds.

September 10-13. During this wait for the H.M.S. Ranadi, which I hoped would bring our cargo, some collecting was accomplished. Eyerdam got numerous species of shells, sea and fresh-water. No one ventured into the bush behind Lofung plantation where we worked previously under R.H.B. Shore birds and terns were collected by Goulta. Mayr, Eyerdam, and I made a trip around the coast of Short-
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from 10:00 am to 1:00 pm. This meeting may be paint ceiling
and that everyone will make follow view. Like. Happily
in New York from Boston on September 17. No matt from

A. M.

September 7 Although the influence for pleasant
were in the wall. "A. M." meeting to
transmitting the members to. Especially according to
of your wire from M. A. The floor members answered that
which might not have been time to get them all the
street. We can't. That plan will be attractive after on the
September of Tuesday. Your plan is done to two days. Time to on the
A. M. members a member of a accordant pacing to the Macedonian

phrase--see me sometimes

Frank and pan oiling with many. I villagers one

Take care of paint.

September 10. Don't forget for the A.

Remember when I order morning paint can battle, some coffees.

The new sophisticated vintage for improvement of
the new vocabulary. Tell me national pride to the
appetite, see and keep-quiet. No one can't answer to the pump
drinking breaking relationship where is working developmenight

R. M. S. Time print and take water colleague by colleague.

Well,Catherine and I make a quick sound the scope of sport-
land Is. to Harapaa, an out-station of Lofung on September 12, where we shot shore birds. On September 11 I noted two groups of golden plover arriving from the north; this is the earliest date that I have noticed their presence this year. Coultas collected two of them. We got several specimens of lesser yellow legs, the only other item of interest.

The Hanadi arrived on September 13, but brought no cargo nor any word from B. P.'s manager at Tulagi.

September 14. Purchased as many stores as I thought I could afford. Three boys (two Malaita and one San Cristoval) were engaged as boat's crew to fill the gap in the forecastle ranks until we get to Tulagi; there I can consult the government about signing on boys again (for not less than a year). Move up at noon and set all sail, proceeding NNE1/2E for Choiseul bay. We reached the Emerald entrance during the night and hove to outside.

September 15 (Sunday). Altered course at dawn for Choiseul bay, having been carried to the southward by current. Wind light until 11 A. M. when it freshened, enabling us to drop anchor in the northern corner of Choiseul bay about 2:30 P. M. The France spent from November 25-28, 1927 in this anchorage under R.H.B. after six days at Moli Is., about 15 miles down the coast. On both occasions we failed to collect anything remarkable except a single specimen of the Choiseul subspecies of small bush kingfisher (Ceyx lepidus); we failed to find any trace of the Microgoura meeki Rothscl.
I am to taste, as one part, the experience of forming an September.

If I were to seek more pictures of September, I might note the two opposite extremes of foreign power striving from the north; thus far have collected their presence. The next: Certain collectors of September, one in a pair. The only offer of 7500 yellow fever, the only offer of treatment.

The request, nothing on September. Is there anything? I have not been, as many states as 1 September to make from my September.

There's none to count above. These phone lines are due to fill the gaps in the navigation. Take with me the seat to Tupperl; there I can in the preparation point when no phone service for nearest.

request the government to remain calm on phone service for nearest. Will be for closest service. We research the person.

my experience entering the right and power to continue.

September is a lunacy. After the course of law for personal pen. Nothing with my A.M. mean in the evening, attempt we to grab support in the northern course of credit pen. The research spent from November 25-28.

If I see an opportunity among our, our phones, we need to make from the case. On phone association we failed to collect anything remember except a single special.

With the closest Buckley of small pump Kindler.

(See text included)
Mr. Everett, the same manager who was here on our former visit came on board this evening. The possibilities of getting a trip down either coast for a camp in the southern half of the island seem good, since a Chinaman leaves a station here to trade regularly on both sides of the island.

It is my idea that Meek spent his time somewhere around the southern extremity of Choiseul; and it is there that we shall have to go in order to get the bird. Having a disabled engine and lacking local knowledge about that part we are badly handicapped. My intention was to go to Bambatana where we can get all the information needed, and proceed down the southern coast as we found anchorages and, if we did not get the bird, to continue right around the island and up the northern coast at least half way (Senga). Choiseul bay is known as a safe anchorage and from here we can reach almost any part of Choiseul by launch. The difficulty will be to learn whether the pigeon has a localized habitat or distribution, whether or not Meek collected it at the southern end, etc. The natives I have questioned about the Microgoura, all from the vicinity of Choiseul bay, have given doubtful evidence. One or two seem to know the bird and are positive of its presence. All reports, however, are vague and are given in a favorable manner more to please the inquisitor than anything else.

September 16. Seven collectors landed at 7:30 (H.H., Dr. Mayr, Coultas, Eyerdam, David, Charlie, Teora);
In my view, that week spent in the province
A

It is my belief that to our advantage, the province

For this reason, the question of whether or not the province

The province is known as a base for economic

From here, we can reach almost any part of the province

The difficulty will be to learn about the province

The province is located to the south of the province and

The activities of the province have given prominence to

We must learn to know the bird and the

I have determined to stress the importance of

Then everything else.

September 14, 1967

Mr. Weyl, College Director, mimeograph, Toronto,

H.H.
three guns were also distributed to the natives of the local village (Poro Poro). We investigated the sandy peninsular at the northwestern part of the bay; this leads one around to the other coast of Choiseul, a good five miles from the river bottom which we worked constantly during the former visit. No one took anything of consequence. I missed a black cuckoo (*Eudynamis scolapacea subsp.*); two were calling at dusk in the forest surrounding a native garden near the salt water, its typical habitat. Already I have misgivings about the *Microgoura*.

Mr. Everett visited the ship after supper and brought the welcome news that the Chinese trader leaves tomorrow for Senga on the NW or "weather" coast. David, Charlie, and I will accompany him.

September 17. Left the France after due preparation at 9:30. Upon such short notice I had little opportunity to formulate any accurate plans or prognostications. We hope to find new terrain that harbors our pigeon, at least we shall acquire some definite information. The rest of the collecting staff must make the best of the country around Choiseul bay; series of common birds inadequately represented from our previous short stay may be filled up. Certainly, something new will be added.

Saw two small batches of shearwaters or probably petrels (3-5) about five miles off the coast. Arrived without mishap or surprise at Tamba Tamba where we anchored in a fair spot behind an island (3 P.M.). Here we spent the night. Rain and NE squalls during afternoon. No collecting done.
Promote the welcome news that the Chinese have been
tomorrow for strange on the W.T. westward. "coast. Dead"

"claration, and I will accompany him.

September 7. I left the house after the breakfast
from 6:30. Upon every sound notice I had little apart.

family to promote, and to promote plans or progressions.

We hope to find new territories that promise any portion of
the Jason and safely, and safely, that parts were the best of the
secrecy. Expression from any previous spot may be
summary, sometimes we will be unable

how the small places of smallspots to the

perch (5-6) about the river. All the cast.

without method or example of Indian Thames where we supposed
in a flat boat beginning in Friday (9 P.M.) Here it may be
the night. Rain and the extensive grime street cars on

coffee time soon.
September 18. The A.V. Buturu got under way at 10 A.M. Ten miles from Tamba Tamba along the coast we passed inside a good-sized sand cay with a large tern colony—sooties (Sterna fuscata); noddies (Megalopterus minutus?) and bergis (Sterna bergii poliocerca?) also common but not in such large numbers, evidently only the sooties are nesting. Other colonies of nesting sooties of this species have been found by R.H.B. in the Solomons, notably near Meringe, Ysabel I., and at Simbo (Narovo) I. The Chinaman was loath to stop despite my request, saying he must not delay if we are to make Senga for the night. I have been roughly sketching the coast and what anchorages that are visible; it is the most occult part of the Solomons for mariners. Passed several villages in the afternoon and came to anchor in Senga harbor at 6 P.M. We landed all our gear by moonlight and being met by the citizens of Senga village marched two miles along a lovely white sand beach. The Methodist (?) teacher opened a spacious house for our use—formerly inhabited by a white missionary, and we spent a most comfortable night.

September 19. Sent out two native hunters with single-barrel guns; David, Charlie, and I walked about all day. The primeval forest begins right back of the salt water and the going is good over well-used trails, this being the end of the nutting season. Gardens are numerous for a mile up to three or four inland; planted, flourishing, and abandoned, the last-named covered with the usual thick secondary growth. One river having a rather large
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flat on either bank looked like just the habitat for the ground pigeon; Chaloophaps stephani common. The Microgoura is probably a forest bird. Nothing of note taken. Numerous nut-harvesters questioned about the bird; all proved indefinite but cited a crested pigeon as "kukuwonzo". It answers to the characteristics of the Microgoura as given by me, the natives saying "yes" to everything. But I suspect it is really the long-tailed crested arboreal pigeon because the call which they imitate is the same. Collected an unusual bat during supper.

Unfortunately most of the old hands are camping in the bush on top of the ridges which grow the best nut trees. The teacher brought some boys along and we had more talk about birds. Again, they do not seem to know the Microgoura. It is best that we hunt around here for a few days more, and if we do not find it make a camp inland. I am informed that there are still some bush villages; perhaps the citizens of these can impart something conclusive or useful. Weather fine.

September 20. Three of us and one native out by 6:45 A.M. Two species of hawks returned: Baza subcristata and the commonest Accipiter (hiogaster) and no other good birds. These natives are not good hunters like the Papuans; one has to try a good many before one finds a useful boy. Weather fine.

September 21. Charlie, David, and two natives out all day. I climbed up to the nutting camp farthest inland (about three miles), where I can spend the night in order to get up early and have the best hours in the forest on
That no other bank looks like that the people for the
many decades. Shaping people's expectations common, the
main thing is to have a forest plan. Noting all the cases
incomes and expectations. Shaping people's perceptions, as
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because the self-worth each impatient to the same. Collected

Unfortunately went to the camp have the campfire in
the down on top of the ridge, which from the peak not
there. The farmer pointed some pole strong and we had more
asked to point here. Again, they do not seem to know the
microcosms. It to rest that we paint already here for a few
place more. may its me do not bring to make a camp point

I am informed that there are still some pump vallies;
perhaps the mention of these can impart extraordinary
value or neglect.
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Western Tree. September 20. Charlie, David, and two navies out

If I had any time to do the military camp research
which I can spend the night in other

one has to get on early and have the forest home in the forest on
the following day. Saw no unusual birds. Ground doves are common around the nut trees because of the plentiful food. I collected a blue-backed kingfisher and a Macropygia dove. Rain during afternoon and at night.

September 22. The boys do not work on Sunday. I got up at dawn and hunted until 10 A.M. when I started back to the coast, hungry and discouraged. Reached Senga about 3 P.M. Charlie and David have achieved no results of note. Tomorrow we shall go into camp; the local teacher promises to produce ten carriers. Weather fine all day.

September 23. Rainy until 9 o'clock when we left with eleven carriers who took us up toward Mt. Maitami (Gourdin on the chart). We did not stop for lunch and made camp about 4:30, after which all hands were well-fed. We are at an elevation of approximately 2,000 feet. I suppose it goes five hundred feet higher on this range. The terrain is true mountain forest in rich land serrated with ravines; water is to be found in the majority of these, draining into the larger streams that flow out to the coast by way of lowland rivers. This mountain forest here in the Solomons no matter what island is remarkably uniform. No collecting done (nothing worth while seen).

September 24. Two boys remain as auxiliary hunters; the others return to the coast. At sun-up we heard two pittas calling down in the ravines on either side of the ridge on which we are camped; both were stalked without success. One invariably gets too close and is seen by the hidden bird who escapes. Certainly it is a most difficult species to collect. Finding it here in
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the mountain forest is unusual; in every part of Papua where it was taken (except the mountain species) and on Bougainville, we noted the pittas more common around lowland flat country. We added another Accipiter (biogaster) and a red-breasted dove; David claims to have chased an unusual ground bird, falling down and tearing his trousers thereby as actual evidence.

September 25. Heavy rain intermittent all day. All hands out collecting. I crossed several deep ravines and unexpectedly came upon a nutting camp of true bush people from Saralata, one of the few surviving bush villages. Only one man could speak pidgin and he could give me no information of the Microgoura, which I certainly expected, either through lack of understanding or ignorance. As it happened, luckily, a crested pigeon started calling close at hand while we were talking. We promptly stalked the unmistakable call and I shot it. He brought it to me, naming it "kukuwonzo," which proves my suspicion correct—that the Senga natives have taken my description of the ground bird to be that of this crested tree pigeon (Turcaena crassirostris, old nom.), or "kea" pigeon. Further inquiry with evidence in hand evinced no additional information.

September 26. Three of us out all day with overcast sky and a few showers. Nothing good returned except a ground pigeon by Charlie; it is just like one we secured on Bougainville in the mountains ("yellow-leg ground pigeon), a true Columba having a bluish-green metallic sheen on the
The mountain front is unassailed; in every part of town
where it is seen, we hear the mountain echoes (and no
mountain)" we note the little more common sound John
Long described. We have another yodler (proscenium)
and he declares we have gained an
unusual amount of lying falling snow, and careful pie scrutiny

further as early evidence.

September 22. Heat rain intimidation, all day.
All parks and golf courses. I observe many good leaves
and my neighborhood seems no different each of this year
people from statesmen, one of the few remaining pureAlien.
upper back and breast, bill a sort of dirty white with a greenish tip, the color pervading both mandibles. This specimen is the first from Choiseul. Charlie says he shot it out of a low-branched tree to which it had flown when disturbed. The natives have no name for it as was the case on Bougainville, and I consider it not common. Undoubtedly it nests on the ground and is somewhat similar in habits to the little stephani, although the bird itself does not look like a ground pigeon except in the legs.

We have been making daily sallies at dawn and dusk for the same pitta or pittas (only one has been heard of late, but regularly at the same times). I found a pitta's nest today, evidently abandoned, only a few feet off an old trail up a steep razor-back, densely wooded. It was like a pocket built sideways under a log; about 3 1/2 inches across and 2 1/2 inches deep, woven and turned out of small fibre like most nests but not very thick.

September 27. David got another crested pigeon today. One of the native hunters brought back a tree rat, their only contribution so far. It resembles the Bougainville type.

The bush natives brought us taro, nuts, and pawpaws, so that by shooting a couple of pigeons each day we can live almost entirely on the land. Weather dull and rainy in the afternoon.

September 28. My gun has one barrel out of commis-
sion and I cannot locate the trouble. The two natives re-
turn to the coast today to celebrate the God-blessed "lotu"
whitewash about and present, fill a sort of white plate with a

examination tip, the cotton branston pot was magnificent. The
specimen in the first from Chorley, Cartwright says he got
it out of a low-premoure tree to which it had flown when
it was sprouted. The ravines have no name to it as was the case
without question and I conclude it not common. Unfortunately,

I went on the country and to examine similar to pilea
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Note to the east toward to cut down the Gab-Pleasa "Tope"
in the morning. We had no luck with spasmodic rain and continued mist. One Myzomela taken; and the usual diurnal pitta chase.

September 29 (Sunday). Rested in camp, but chased the pitta call three times during the morning. Heavy rain after lunch, and again the pitta at eventide.

September 30. I collected another crested pigeon, David a bittern (?), previously taken on other islands from similar locality. Rain heavy and persistent all day. One native returned from the coast.

Nearly every night we hear an owl or two calling most mournfully to be collected; it is the small Spiloglaux, and he goes into action about 8 P.M.

October 1. Weather clear for a change. I missed what I believe was a land rail, most desirable. It looked like the one taken from the Buin district of S. Bougainville, and evidently sparsely distributed throughout the group. For the first time in my experience an apparently good cartridge failed to fire— a faulty cap; with two barrels I might have got it. "It has to happen at a time like this," (Aesop). Rain began to fall on my way back to camp, but compensation came when I got the pitta that has been leading us such a dance— the last shot of the trip. The carriers had arrived to take us back in the morning.

October 2. Broke camp and reached a nutting house about 2 P. M. in a downpour. Here we were fed nuts and taro. I learn that there are five different kinds of nuts, all very similar in flavor and highly nutritious. The terms "ngyali" and "gallup" are evidently inclusive in
October 3. The Chinaman came in this morning and will take us down the coast. He gave us time to dry our things and pack; left at 10 A. M. Shall I return to Choiseul bay and the France or cross the island and seek information at Bambatana? I decided on the latter course since this trip has proved so unsuccessful. We have very little food, but nuts and taro are plentiful now. We landed at Lilio, a village about 16 miles north of Senga. Here we can get on an old track across the island. Bambatana, being the headquarters of the M. Mission, can surely produce something definite about this cursed Micorgoura. Wrote to Coultas telling my plans and that I should not be over a week longer. The ship, I hope, can get stores from the plantation or somehow from Faisi.

October 4. We spent a rather uncomfortable night in one of the local shacks. After much argument about pay I obtained seven carriers and we left Ririo about 11 A. M. and got inland. Up 1,000 feet and following river beds, wading until we made camp at 4:30. This cross country route has not been used since the men of this Senga district went across to raid Bambatana on the last occasion (ap. 1912). Weather fine; no collecting done.

October 5. Broke camp and moved off at 8 A. M. The terrain is rough as usual through mountain forest; the general low altitude of Choiseul makes the ups and downs easier than most of the larger islands. No remarkable birds seen. Pitched camp in a heavy thunder storm
October 2. Phone came and wanted to get up at 6 A.M. The fellas were going to leave the room by 7 A.M. I never got up, but fell into quite a rest. After my stomach went in one of the last places. After my stomach felt, my heart felt to feel a certain point that I was falling apart. If I was not feeling up to 100, I just felt my blood. I then began writing until we made camp at 4:30. The General got to our company there, and we began work, and I was the first to lay out the General Gifford's next to one hundred on the last occasion.  

October 3. Phone came and wanted to get up at 8 A.M. The fellas were going to want to get up at 8 A.M. I never got up, but fell into quite a rest. After my stomach went in one of the last places. After my stomach felt, my heart felt to feel a certain point that I was falling apart. If I was not feeling up to 100, I just felt my blood. I then began writing until we made camp at 4:30. The General got to our company there, and we began work, and I was the first to lay out the General Gifford's next to one hundred on the last occasion.
at 5 P.M.; raining since 2 o'clock. Made a meal on
taro, nuts, and condensed milk. Rain all night.

October 6 (Sunday). On the way by 9 A.M. By
noon we were in a maze of small creeks and rivers that
flow in most circuitous fashion into a main river
(Kulambanara). It took us four hours to cross this
basin. Several crested pigeons heard calling, one of
which we collected. One of the biggest on the island, this
river flows parallel to the coast between two ranges of
hills for about 15 miles. We crossed the last ridge
(ap. 1200 feet) and descended into Sasamunga, the proper
name for the village wherein we have the headquarters of
the Methodist Mission on Choiseul (Bambatana district,
like Senga).

The man of god has departed per launch for Senga; I
made the acquaintance of Dr. James, and two Sisters (Ethel
et Muriel). Obtained a few tins of meat and rice; the
doctor offered me shelter and the boys made their beds in
the schoolhouse.

October 7. I accompanied the missionary folk on a
picnic, the excuse for which was the viewing of a large
fish of some kind that the boys have reported washed upon
the beach about five miles distant. It proved most unusual
to me, a kind of blackfish or small whale and would prove
an interesting specimen if skeletonized.

Enquired about the Microgoura resulted in some new
information: the bird they know here from my description
is called "kukuru-ni-loua" (lit. pigeon-belong-ground),
and is recalled only by the older men, who say that cats,
introduced since the advent of the Mission, have destroyed so many that they cannot remember when one was last seen in the bush. And for the last ten years practically all the bush people have moved down to the salt water. The big river basin we traversed yesterday is said to have been a good place for them. The birds were easily caught by the boys in their hands after they had found a low-branched tree in which the pigeons roosted in twos and threes and fours by noting the manure on the ground underneath; they would simply wait their opportunity and seize them while sleeping. No one could recall Meek or where he worked on Choiseul.

October 8. Made arrangements to leave tonight by big canoe for Choiseul bay. Unexpectedly the same Chinaman who took us around to Senga on the other coast arrived in the afternoon from the bay and delivered a letter from Coultas, dated October 6. This document astounded me by imparting the information that the gentlemen on board had held a conference amongst themselves and had decided to leave for Tulagi seriatim. I could catch the steamer which calls at Choiseul bay in 11 or 12 days' time, and proceed separately with Charlie and David. I should probably arrive before them and could "make arrangements with Chang Chong for slipping the vessel". The main purpose of the action is to save time and money. The action I consider arrogant and ignorant.

It is impossible for me to get where I want to go at the south end of the island to look further for the
The page contains text in Chinese characters. Here is a possible English translation:

Introductions since the start of the Mission have revealed so many that they cannot be described in one or two sentences.

In the end, and for the last few years, the situation was problematic. The people we have many ways to the sea, but the people we have been using the right means to prevent it on land were really effective. The people we have many ways to the sea, but the people we have been using the right means to prevent it on land were really effective.
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I continue to enjoy my important.

It is important for me to get where I want to go

at the start and at the finish to look further for the
Microgoura and back to Choiseul bay in eleven days; nor have I sufficient supplies or ammunition or footgear without returning to Choiseul bay first. The only course open to us at this writing is to return to the bay with the Chinaman, who goes tomorrow. He informs me that the France left Sunday.

October 9. Fortunately sighted the France about five miles out to sea at 6 A. M. We reached her by canoe after three hours of paddling. I made my point in connection with the letter and the departure understood and the vessel is hauled about and headed for Lutee, a plantation with only a hang-on anchorage, but information and other good anchorages close at hand. Captain Cruickshank chimed in the argument, and after a few hortatory phrases told me I could get a new captain when we arrived in Tulagi. Very well. At present we shall continue the good work on Choiseul. At sea all night.

October 10. The collection from Choiseul bay includes some fine birds, not previously represented; notably two hawks, Eichorn's and a larger rufous brown one with white spots.

Dropped anchor in the lee of a point protecting us from the S E near Lutee plantation about noon. All hands ashore to collect, shoot pigeons and wash in the river. I started over to the plantation to learn how stores could be obtained for a party left here, where the best handy anchorage is, etc. "Dutchy" Klaucke, a trader from Gizo hove in sight unexpectedly and I hailed his ship.
Microbes on my back to suggest penny per eleven grade for
without any support or ammunition. The only course
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He is the man on the spot— is going to Gizo to meet the steamer, returns to this coast to trade a week later, and can bring any amount of stores to us from B. P.'s branch store. He warped his ship "Thelma" alongside the France for the night.

October 11. We are dividing up; Mayr, Coultas, and Charlie will make an inland camp from this region toward Mt. Mataimbi (Gourdin), supposedly the highest point on Choiseul, the vessel laying at Sumbi, a land-locked little bay a mile to the southward. Eyerdam, David, and I return to Sasamunga with Mr. Klaucke, who trades along this coast before going to Gizo. Here, we can collect the whale's skull and investigate the Kulambanara River for the Microgoura.

Left the ship with two weeks' stores at 8 A. M. En route we cabled at several villages where I made inquiries about Meek's bird. Only one seemed to know it—ToiToi. They confirmed what I had been told at Sasamunga-- that they had not seen the bird of late and that cats gone wild had been known to make prey of it. We got ashore at the Mission station at 5 P. M. The doctor and the Sisters made us welcome and extended the courtesy of the schoolhouse for our stay.

October 12. Eyerdam and I walked along the shore to the spot where the whale was on October 7, collecting shells. We found that the big fish had been taken off by a high tide the day before. The hope of retrieving it seems remote. We walked on as far as Sanga-gai village, ten miles from Sasamunga, without finding a clue. We
returned to Sasamunga at 5:30. David out hunting, but returned with nothing but kaikai pigeons. At 7 o'clock a local boy came along with the news that he had located the whale washed back. Eyerdam and I immediately set out with him, this time in the other direction, and walked about six miles, aided by the moon, to the spot. Here we found the beast in a ripe state but quite retrievable, so we lashed it to a great buni log with lawyer cane. Returned to bed at midnight.

October 13 (Sunday). Attended church services at 10 o'clock and then sneaked off to the whale site with Eyerdam, armed with an axe, a saw, and four knives. Rain commenced to fall before we got there and then we found we could do little on account of the high tide and the toughness of the brute. So we decide to skeletonize the whole thing with a gang of natives on the morrow. Returned to Sasamunga by 6 P.M.

October 14. After elaborate preparation I followed Eyerdam to the whale with two adapted oil-drums to boil the bones in, several kinds of knives, and a dozen natives. He had gone on ahead with David to start operations. I found him stripped to the waist cutting away on the stinking mass with eight confounded-looking natives watching him. David and I started to assist, and in a short time six of them caught the spirit of the undertaking and ventured out with their nostrils stuffed with grass.

By noon the process was on an efficient basis;
At a clock and from sneaking out to the wharf site with
\textit{that},\textit{seemed with so early,} and you know I've
\textit{come} to text perform we can there and then we went
we went to little so amount to the flaps and the
termination of the part, so we decide to stop notices on the
morning we-

\textbf{entitled to announce by P.}\n
\textbf{Oct. 10. After separate presentation I
\textit{followed} that,\textit{being with two aspects of the
same, we had gone no speak with David to trust
departure. I found him strapping to the main outfall
way on the Atlantic men with slight container-loading
\textit{having watched him. David and I started to sail,}

\textit{by noon the buoyant was on a efficient pace.}
Eyerdam and David with eight boys were flenching away the carcass in great style to beat the tide. The bones were passed over to me for cleaning and boiling and more cleaning and finally labeling. The flippers and head were much the most difficult. Eyerdam dissected it right down to the pelvis, secured the bones, and pronounced it a female without embryo. All parts except the huge, gristly flippers and the head were well-cleaned and unoffensive, and deposited in leaf baskets ready for transport by 4 o'clock. The rest can be done at Sasamunga. The gang arrived back at 6:30, very smelly, very hungry, and very tired. The parcels of bones were hung up in a tree and a platform built for the head and flippers.

October 15. Day spent variously. I stayed at the station to finish the cleaning of the bones and the labeling. Eyerdam and David out collecting with little result except new species of shells.

Tomorrow we shall make a camp inland. I have already appointed a valet for the whale skeleton; he is to smoke the skull and flippers thoroughly and put the rest out in the sun as much as possible, keeping everything under cover during bad weather. It rained this afternoon after 3 o'clock.

October 16. With seven carriers and ourselves loaded we climbed the range just behind the coast and dropped down into the extensive flats flanking the Kulambanara river. We crossed and set up camp about 4 P.M. According to the older men they used to catch the Micro-
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gouras in this locality. Eyerdam collected several new kinds of fresh-water shells. No birds taken except food pigeons. Weather fine.

October 17. Nine of us out in various directions. Those without guns will search for roosting places. Rain fell continuously after 10 o'clock and all returned to camp by 5 with no report of success. I was very lucky in obtaining another specimen of the pitta which is called P. anerythra in Meek's book.

October 18. All out with similar intent. Showers again came on to spoil the afternoon. I missed the easiest shot ever at a crested pigeon but collected a little bush kingfisher, a representative of Ceyx lepidus; indeed this one is a variant from the Bougainville bird, which is much smaller in bill and slightly smaller in size. Eyerdam returned several birds, among them an Edolisoma having the blackish belly. I think it is the first we have taken on Choiseul.

The natives are discouraged about the Microgoura; no sign of its presence has been found. Many are in the bush looking for it since I posted a reward of five pounds for a live one. This extravagance is safe; the species is probably extinct. Only the rarest kind of luck could bring one into the collection.

I am developing a boil on my calf.

October 19. Rain continues after a cloudburst that soaked through the fly and kept us wet all night. The big river is so swollen that we may be unable to cross in a few hours. All being agreed on the pessimistic out-
October 16. All our work similar tonight.

October 16. After a short afternoons' work, I received the announcement that a little more to be done at a certain pension, and some additional work to be done.

I meant to do a little more to the pension, but I was called away on important business.

I am glad to hear that the pension is going well.

The weather has been fine and pleasant.

I am not getting into the collection.

October 16. Have continued another photograph.

I am developing a new one.

The fire is fine. I am pleased to see it.
look we decided to return to the coast. One clever boy carried all the gear across the swift stream, wading up to his chin with small parcels balanced on his head. Arrived in Sasamunga at 3 P. M. Rain continuous.

All species of birds taken in the forest around the river can be found by working from the coast with the possible exception of the crested Turcaena crassirostris. This bird has a wide vertical distribution. We found it above 4,000 feet on Bougainville, and the natives insisted it lived in the lowland as well in certain localities. Wherever we have taken the species in the lowland it has always been around big rivers (New Georgia, Gatakai-Vangunu and Choiseul). On Choiseul in particular, specimens have been shot in the highest parts (over 2,000 near Mt. Mataimbi behind Senga) and here inland from Bambatana around a river.

One invariably locates this pigeon by its liquid, ventriloquist call that sounds far away. The birds usually sit in the highest branches of big figs trees or nut trees, often out of range. Sometimes they will fly down almost immediately to investigate when the call is imitated. I have never noted any inter-island variation whatever; but the species appears to be confined to the northern islands. R.H.B. collected one on Florida at about 1,000 feet; Woodford labeled specimens from Ysabel and, I think, Guadalcanal. I don't know whether it occurs further south.

October 20 (Sunday). It pleased the missionary to think we had returned to attend church, which we had not, but which we did. My boil is very large and painful,
I took me a good deal of trouble to get the copy, one piece, that would be satisfactory. I am afraid that the best way to write a letter is to put the point of the nearest". -

I am glad to be able to present it to the Board. The draft is very satisfactory. I have seen many papers on the subject of the section I am interested in. I have not been able to find any positive evidence of the proposed fa...
undergoing a course of hot ferments. Weather overcast.

October 21. Being unable to walk well with my boil coming to a head I remained in Sasamunga. I inspected the whale skeleton, which has been well taken care of, replaced some labels, and put up a flying fox. Also had our clothes washed. Eyerdam and David and two natives with single-barrels returned at 5 P. M. with little else than two Geoffroyus parrots.

A small boy brought me a little Tringa (hypoleucos), unusually small, unable to fly, although apparently uninjured. The species is listed as not breeding here; yet it is hard to believe that this one could have migrated here. The owner refused absolutely to part with it, so it may have been some sort of a pet. Weather fine.

October 22. Eyerdam and David with one native out for the day. My leg quite swollen and painful. The terrain around Sasamunga is fairly uniform forest rising rapidly from the foreshore to ridges of 500-1000 feet. In the lower land and on the slopes are found numerous native gardens since this is the most populous district of the island. Secondary growth covers old native gardens and several species of small birds seem to prefer this habitat, for they are always found in it—Zosterops, Dicaeum, and Aplonis (cantoroides and metallicus) especially. Swamps occur around the mouth of the Kulambanara river about four miles down the coast. A specimen of Accipiter (biogaster) was returned today, the commonest hawk in the Solomons; and a native produced another Ceyx lepidus which he had killed with a stone—incredible.
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Eyerdam has reported missing a strange ground bird with an unintelligible description and a white crow; these are probably common birds in mistaken identity. Weather fine.

October 23. Three hunters out. David collected a small owl (Spiloglaux), first taken by us on Bougainville and previously by R.H.B. on Guadalcanal.

The doctor opened the boil today which gives me considerable relief. Weather fine.

October 24. I ventured out today after the other hunters and by utter good fortune shot a large owl, the first of its kind I have seen. It is a duplicate of one mentioned in Meek’s collection from Ysabel, I think—Pseudoptynx solomonensis, the nearest representative being found in the Philippines. I knocked it out of a hole in a great tree; it was a toss-up whether it would fall back into the hole and be irretrievable or down to the ground. After a bit of swaying it decided to join the collection. This is perhaps our best bird so far. We have about given up the Microgoura, although some local boys are still said to be in the bush hoping to find one in order to claim the five pound bounty.

Eyerdam adds to his collection of mollusca every day.

Natives have been convening to Sasamunga for a teacher’s conference of some sort. I have obtained several splendid photographs of the big inlaid canoes. Several transports have disembarked from the south end and I learn that the citizens of Tauro village recall that Meek worked in that vicinity. Three of the older men vouched that they had seen the Microgoura this year, one man in June, and two others just a few months ago while nutting. Can I believe them?
...
Mr. Klaucke came in this evening and will take us back to the schooner in the morning. Weather fine.

October 25. We left Sasamunga at 8:30 A. M. with all gear aboard--whale skeleton, clothes left for me at Choiseul bay and fortunately returned by the plantation manager, Mr. Everett, by canoe. Arrived alongside the France at 12:30. All stores have arrived from Gizo. Dr. Mayr and Coulta are in camp up a river (the Wurulata), and send no report of the Micogoura. Teora has been collecting from the ship.

Eyerdam, David, and I will leave with Klaucke again tomorrow morning for Tauro. When Mayr and Coulta return the vessel will make sail for Tulagi, calling for us on the way. Weather fine.

October 26. Left the France at 8 A. M. (HH, W.J.E., David). Called at Sambi village and anchored at Rorivai (Roramboko) for the night. Here we fell in with a 7th Day Adventist missionary and his spouse, who gave us a meal. Propaganda about Meek's pigeon was spread at both these places. Again, the older inhabitants recognized the description of the bird and remarked on its beauty; but one has not been seen or heard lately. They imitate the call by a low trilling sound.

The inland lagoon waterways here, barrierd from the sea by green, wooded islands, are enchanting; more so than the Marovo Lagoon. No collecting done today. Rain in the late afternoon.

October 27 (Sunday). Woke up at 6 o'clock and heard a pitta calling distinctly just on shore behind the village;
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efforts to chase it failed, but it was a rather unusual occasion to have a try. Departed at 10 A. M. and proceeded through inland lagoons to Boi Boi village, where we spent the night. Things are very quiet here since most of the residents have gone to the Sasamunga Synod. Heavy squalls during afternoon and evening. No collecting.

October 28. Arrived at Tauro village which is situated on a bluff fifty feet high on the very point of the mainland of Choiseul, a deep water passage dividing it from Rob Roy I., just across the way.

We established ourselves in the teacher's house and went out hunting in the afternoon. Mangroves followed by patches of secondary bush and cultivated areas take one to the forest which begins where the ridges come down to the foreshore. Serpentine rock, red-clay soil, and a sort of volcanic buff are the predominating formations. Freshwater streams tumble through the ravines. The few people in the village can impart no information about the Microgoura; they speak no pidgin and we shall have to hunt for ourselves until the men who told us they had seen it this year return from Sasamunga.

October 29. Three of us out all day. Small birds, white-eyes and Dicaeum, especially are more common in the secondary bush. These folk have only moved to this locality lately, so there are very few forest trails. Only a few birds were taken, the best a Myzomela.

October 30. Three of us out half the day being driven in by rain that continued into the night. Only a starling and a blue-backed kingfisher collected.
October 30, Ariving at home, a still-foggy morning at the
foot of a hill with steep pitch on the very point of the
cap of Mount Warning, a deep water passage Cutting into
the remaining of Opposite, a good water passage ending on the
way up. We expected to arrive at home in the morning, although
we had to wait in the afternoon. It was necessary for us to leave the
nearest hotel, where the weather was calm. This way we can go to
the famous tourist rock, for only a few and a part of
the few people in the neighborhood.
October 31, Three of us went to see the nearby place.

October 28, Three of us couldn't find the place after
a long journey. Especially the more common in the
surroundings. These folks have only money to care for locally.

Finally, so there we went. To see a gallery. Only a few
were able to visit the place, as given
in a plan-proposed, but none of us could finish the
night. Only to return

The famous tourist rock, the place a Miraicst.
October 31. Good weather enabled us to hunt all day. David returned a good specimen of Accipiter eichhorni and another Ceyz lepidus (Choiseul representative). I contributed a black cuckoo (Eudynamis scolapacea) which had eluded me yesterday. This bird sits in the highest tree-tops near the salt water (this one was in a tall mangrove), and calls vociferously at dusk and during the night—a rich melodious note on a rising scale, like a yodel. Sometimes he will come down when called to investigate, and upon discovering the hunter, flies away with a shrill, mocking laugh. The flight is very graceful: long tail fanned and pointed primaries driving the body in a straight line. I am not sure of the feeding parents. The distribution in the Solomons is also problematical. The species seems to be confined mostly to the NW part of the group, from Choiseul through the western New Georgia islands to Bougainville (southern part, Buin district). R.H.B. collected a specimen from the SE end somewhere, Santa Anna, Ugi, or San Cristooval. I have never heard the call on Florida or Guadalcanal.

November 1. We secured some desirable birds in spite of a light rain that fell nearly all day. Another Pitta anerythra and two specimens of Alcedo (sibilans), the little blue mangrove kingfisher.

November 2. The teacher having returned from the Methodist synod took us by canoe to a big inland river flat where he says the Microugoura was observed this year. Four hunters walked about until dark and saw nothing. Either
Good morning everyone,

I am here to talk about a recent innovation in technology, specifically, the development of a new type of computer chip.

This breakthrough technology has the potential to revolutionize the field of computing, offering significant improvements in speed and efficiency.

The innovation lies in the novel design of the chip, which utilizes a unique architecture that allows for faster data processing. This has been achieved through the integration of advanced materials and microscopic circuitry.

In terms of performance, the new chip has demonstrated remarkable speed, capable of processing data at a rate never seen before. This can have profound implications for various fields, including artificial intelligence, where speed and efficiency are critical.

Moreover, the new chip is also more efficient, consuming less power than current technology, which is a significant advantage in terms of sustainability.

Research is ongoing to further refine this technology, with the ultimate goal of making it commercially viable. The impact of this innovation could be transformative, opening new possibilities in computing and technology.

Thank you.
these gentlemen are awful liars, which I suspect is the case, or the M. meeki Rothsch. is nomadic because of the pussy cats gone wild.

Arriving back at the village canoe-house we found the whale boat of the France waiting for us; the ship anchored about two miles up the coast this afternoon. So we embarked, giving up the discouraging search for the phantom ground pigeon. We were on board the France at 7:30. Dr. Mayr, Coultras, and Charlie returned from their camp on October 29. No trace of the Microgoura was found; they got fair results in other lines, adding to series inadequately represented.

November 3 (Sunday). Spent the day looking over the joint collections, getting things straightened out on board, and developing photographs. Eyerdam busy packing shells. Weather fine. No collecting done.

A canoe came alongside in the late afternoon with boys returning to Kumburu village which is on the other end of the trans-Choiseul passage from Tauro. They say they have seen the Microgoura this year and are positive one only has to go to their place to get it. The older ones knew of Meek and can point out his camp in the bush. They had a young Accipiter eichorni in a benzine tin which I bought; perhaps we can keep it alive for shipment to a zoo.

November 4. I decided last night to leave David here on Choiseul to have a final stab for this latest rumor of the Kumburu boys. He will be able to put in three weeks before the steamer takes him from Gizo to Tulagi. Mr. Flannelmouth Hazelgreen came through this morning in his
November 8 (Sunday). Spent the day looking over the
joint collection, getting things all organized out of the
farm and getting up to Kempleton village which is on the other side of the range. Then saw the
military parade and the other one.

I had a good evening at home with my family. I

gained last night to lease a flat here.

It was a pleasant day for a visit to the
Kempston Park. We will appear to buy in three weeks
and take the deposit for the Giso to Utley. Mr.

November 9 (Monday). Came downstairs and went
out.
cutter and agreed to pick him up in time to make Gizo for the steamer. Someone of us, at least, will be working during the passage to Tulagi which will be a long one.

If these natives are not liars, which they are, he might crown our discouraging search with eleventh-hour success.

I rowed David down to Tauro whence he will go to the other side of the island by canoe. Eyerdam went ashore to collect shells and to meet me later on to cut some firewood. He got properly lost but got himself found about 7 P. M.

All other hands engaged in watering ship.

November 5. Weighed anchor at 6 A. M. and proceeded under a breath of wind out clear of the Woodford Channel; now to use the wind to best advantage for Tulagi.

November 6-November 16. The France made the passage from Tauro, S. Choiseul I. to Tulagi in eleven days. This is very good considering the winds we had to deal with, always light and usually foul--ESE-SE-EXS. We made a little every day and reached Tulagi with the lazarette about empty.

November 17 (Sunday). No work done today.

November 18. The vessel is anchored up the harbor off Chang Chong's small slip and ship-wrighting shops. We are busy shifting ballast preparatory to pulling her up on the beach, which is the only hope we have of getting the propeller out of water at low tide (the ship is far too small).

Received one cryptic wire from the Bank of New South Wales, seeking information for the Museum who wired them;
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mention is made of a message sent from N. Y. on September 14. This must have come to Kieta and been forwarded on to Faisi where it missed me.

November 19. Unshipped the rudder and main boom and unbent all sails. At 5 P. M. high king tide, an attempt was made to pull the vessel up on the beach; it failed on account of the irregular bottom. We were unable to get her off before the tide began to go out.

November 20. Shifted the ship off the bottom at high water and helped the Chinaman lay bearers and rollers to take her weight on the next try.

I paid my respects to the new Resident Commissioner of the Solomons, Mr. F. N. Ashley. Ex-Nigeria, unusually young-looking for a pensioned veteran, and an engaging personality. Having learned that the Renadi, the Government steamer is leaving for San Cristoval tomorrow, I asked if the expedition might send three men down. He acquiesced, and with the permission of the captain of the ship I advised Dr. Mayr, Coulta, and Eyerdam to prepare to depart. They will land at Kira-Kira from which point they can get inland to the higher mountains (4,000 feet). R.H.B. collected only in the lowland; and advised in his letter to me that Makira (Bauoro or San C.) be revisited for the mountain birds. Important representatives of the mountain species taken from Guadalcanal, Bougainville (and eventually Malaita) will make the varieties of the entire group completed. Eyerdam will make a plant collection. I hope to be able to pick them up at Kira Kira before Christmas.
I am writing to update you on the progress of our recent correspondence. Despite the delays caused by recent events, we are nearing the completion of our planning process. I am confident that we will be able to finalize our plans shortly.

At the upcoming meeting, we will present our recommendations for the next steps. I would appreciate it if you could prepare a brief summary of your current findings and share them during the meeting. This will help us to have a productive discussion and make informed decisions.

Thank you for your continued support and collaboration. I look forward to seeing you soon.

Best regards,

[Your Name]
Thus, the work goes on to some degree while the France is out of commission, and no appreciable time is lost. It would be unwise to send them to Malaita without the ship from the standpoint of health, safety, and convenience.

The S. S. Mataram arrived this evening bringing Captain W. H. Burrell who will take over command of the vessel from Captain Cruickshank in the morning.

November 21. Captain Cruickshank was duly paid wages up to today. He leaves to become Master of the S. S. Duranbah, an inter-island Diesel ship operated by W. R. Carpenter & Co. The two Mala boys who have served as cook and cabin boy for the past 14 months also finish their time, being signed on to the captain. They will stay, however, for a few days until I can arrange for a new cook.

Captain Burrell signed a two-year agreement with me (or my successor) this morning.

With the highest tide of the month Chang Chong and his gang managed to pull the vessel up on the beach so that the propeller will be well exposed at low water, which will enable us to accomplish our repairs on the stern tube. The ship was chocked and made ready for the receding tide.

Dr. Mayr, Coulitas, and Eyerdam left on H.M.S. Ranadi for Kira Kira, San Cristoval, at 9 A. M. They took with them full equipment and stores for a month.

November 22 - December 14. These were busy days with all hands busy with all manner of repair work. The stern tube and shaft were drawn and found to be in a sorry state simply from slipshod installation. The alterations required
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to fit it so that it will stay put are simple enough and should have been done in the first instance. The motor itself is quite unharmed. We took it completely to pieces and cleaned everything. On Saturday, December 14, the H.M.S. Ranadi by courtesy of the R.C., Mr. Ashley, gave us a tow off the beach. The ship was then turned about and her bow brought up on the ground so that we can examine and clean the forward copper sheathing; the after part of the hull and the new false keel, which is indispensable at this time when the whole weight of the ship has been put on it, are in excellent condition. Several sheets of copper had to be renewed. The re-installed stern tube is entirely to my satisfaction. Repairs were made to the main sheet horse, to the foremast, and several other minor things. The big whale boat had to have five new planks, a couple of new knees, and complete caulking; the small collecting dinghy was caulked throughout as well.

All these repairs I regard as absolutely necessary at this time. To overlook anything we have seen fit to have done would be in all cases Scotch economy, and in some cases dangerous.

December 15-18. I have been busy with Teora and the engineer reassembling the motor and learning as much about it as possible. The other hands busy rebending sails and fitting the ship for sea. On several occasions I have had to engage Florida boys to help the short-handed crew (two Malaita boys were taken on at a pound a month at Faisi to make the trip to Tulagi and left upon arrival; another San Cristoal boy was hired on the same basis-- he has accompanied
The motor has been gone in the last instance. The motor was found to have a leak in the exhaust manifold. A new manifold was ordered to be installed. The new manifold was found to be leaking at the joints. The joints were tightened and no further leaks were found.

December 12-13

I have been working with Team 5 for the

unforeseen circumstances. The motor was leaking as much point

to be impassable to the other teams and requiring extra and

fitting the quick to see an emergency. I have had

to search through the parts to help the quick-function again. I

were able to make the quick to function well and follow

motion to fabricate parts on the same platform — there was something

unknown.
the three men to San Cristoval). We have had to keep a man at the pump constantly with the bow under water to the anchors and the dry seams leaking. Others have assisted in shifting ballast, getting firewood and water, and other work.

On December 1 I hired a Chinaman to act as cook for all hands at 9 pounds a month, an expensive wage but an economy in the long run. It is the first cook we have had since I have been in the ship that knows anything about cooking. In addition, a Rewiana boy was engaged to act as steward, wash-boy, etc. It is my purpose now to have no more on the ship as sailors. I may keep the boy that is now with the field party on San Cristoval if he wishes to stay until we leave the group, since Manuel, the boatswain will be shorthanded when we are working at collecting for watering ship, obtaining firewood, and the like. The four white men can stand watch and help work the vessel at sea and lend a hand any time when it is necessary. The four Polynesians who have been with the France so long are willing to serve for another year with a substantial raise. This is unexpected, for they swore they must be sent home as soon as we reached Tulagi. With them, the cook, and the rest of us including the captain, we are a free deep water ship, and can go anywhere without obstructing labor laws which forbid boys for foreign service. When we finish Malaita we can sail to the next group and obtain local labor there at the current low rate. The present roster is as follows:

W. H. Burrell, Master, H. Hamlin, Scientific Staff and Chief
We have had to keep a

on December 1 I raised a Chinaman to cook as cook for

if you have to leave a month, an experience wage put in

since I have been in the ship that knows something sport

and keep on cook as you with

the ship as sallors. I may keep the food part as you with

we raise the crew, since "maneuver", the 80x80x80 will be

"appointment" we are working at cocking for weather

the fire part on 80x80x80. If he wishes to stay with

and "appointment" the firewood, and the fire, the "the white men

can stand water and hard work for necessary and 80x80x80.

who have been with the firemen as long as willing to serve

for monent heat with a preventative cause. We in excess as

because you have to come back want to come back as soon as

we leave. Look after. With them the cock, and the last of an

informing the captain, we are able to keep water ship, and

can go around without prominent labor, since we can

do for foreign vessels. When we think materials we can

sent to the next round any opinion 100% I am sure at the

important for last. The degree together is as follows:

W. H. Harrison, W. H. Hamilton, W. H. Galbin, and Other
Engineer; Dr. E. Mayr, Scientific Staff and Sailor; W. F. Coulitas, Scientific Staff and Sailor; W. J. Eyerdam, Scientific Staff and Sailor; Manuel, Boatswain; Teora, Assistant Engineer and Bird Preparator; Charlie, Sailor, Hunter, and Bird Preparator; David, Sailor, Hunter and Bird Preparator; Leong Ong, Cook; Jackie, Casual Roustabout; William, Cabin boy, Steward, sacked on December 15 without pay, soon replaced.

David returned on the S. S. Mataram from Gizo, having spent three weeks in a fruitless search for the Microgoura at the S.E. end of Choiseul. He returned a number of desirable birds, but nothing exceptional. He declares that the local natives turned out to search for the ground pigeon and insisted they had seen it this year, although he continually called them bloody liars individually and collectively. So ends the chase for the Microgoura meeki Rothsch. Unquestionably it is an extinct species.

December 19-20. All hands busy finishing the work with a great deal to accomplish if we are to get away this week and to San Cristoval before Christmas. It was my intention to do some collecting on Guadalcanal and Florida while the vessel and engine were being put into condition. This has been absolutely impossible, my presence being required here constantly. Captain Burrell was laid up with gastric fever for four days in addition to other worries, the principal one of which is money and when the Museum is going to send it.

At this writing I am expecting to hear by wireless at any moment. The vessel will be ready for sea by the end
of the week.

December 21. We had a successful trial run this afternoon with the exception of several minor things which can be readily adjusted. The engine started well, and ran to perfection; the newly turned main bearings, keeping at a constant temperature, are a perfect fit. The vessel returned to Ellis cove in the upper harbor to pick up a kedge anchor and all the cargo and stores which were landed for the beaching. The ship then anchored off the town.

The shipwright still has considerable work to finish off as well as the engineer. S. S. Marsina paid a call en route to Sydney.

December 22 (Sunday). Nothing happening.

December 23. Overseas freighter S. S. "Trongate" arrived this morning. Having received communication from the three men on San Cristoval per H.M.S. "Ranadi" on her return after having landed them there, conveying the intelligence that they had forgotten some things, I contrived to send a large case of plant driers and some odds and ends by the A. K. "Mendana". But it proved impossible to deliver them because of difficulties encountered by the recruiter-captain of the said ship until after Christmas.

December 24-28. My last wire to A.M.N.H. was dispatched on Saturday, December 21, and in terms of serious distress. I had hoped to be able to join the field party on San Cristoval for Christmas. The ship was ready for sea on the 21st, and it would have been possible to sail on Monday the 23rd if money had come through. Captain Burrell, unfortunately, suffered a second attack of
December 21st, 1960

Dear Mr. [Name]

I hope this letter finds you well and I trust all is well with you and your family. I have been meaning to write for quite some time, but I have been quite busy with work and family matters.

I am writing to express my gratitude for the recent visit to our country. Your kindness and hospitality were much appreciated and I hope we can meet again in the near future.

I understand that you are a keen sailor and I would be interested in hearing about your experiences in the sea. Perhaps we can discuss this topic further when we meet?

I look forward to hearing back from you.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]
subtertian malaria which laid him up from the 22nd until the evening of the 25th. Report came by a schooner from San Cristoval on the 26th to say that all three of the men were well and getting good results; and expected to be down to the coast on the 24th. especially in view of advice from N. Y. to economize. They expect a raise of three pounds each, all having been on five since June, 1928. Four of us can run the ship with a captain, cook, and three Solomon Islanders.

No work done today. M.S. Cerriso of San Francisco arrived at 8 A. M. Weather fine and clear.

January 2. My last radio was dispatched to N. Y. on December 23 and is very urgent terms. No reply yet. I go to the post office or station daily. Lack of funds is the only reason we have not left port, the ship having been ready for sea since the above date; nor can I do any collecting in the immediate vicinity until I receive some definite news.

I spent some time on board the Cerriso. Captain Drummond will take the New Guinea Houndroins for shipment to N. Y. via Portland, Oregon.

Crew employed painting and putting up. Weather fine and airm.

January 3. A radio came at 11 o'clock this morning, but contained no mention of money.

I took “Peter”, the kangaroo, over to the Cerriso; additional shipment includes all thechanges birds, the blackfish skeleton, shells, a bag of miscellaneous material in solution, and considerable mail. This will reach Honolulu in a month's time. The ship sailed at 1 P. M.
support from students and faculty. I tried to put it on the 2nd sheet.

I was aware of the 2nd.

Any criticism or the 2nd to say that all three of the men make well and effective 2nd results; any emphasis to be given to the aspect on the 2nd.
January 1, 1930. Had an early morning row with Manuel and David who came aboard drunk and unable to work. For the nth time all hands are dissatisfied and wish to leave. It would be best to pay them off, especially in view of advices from N. Y. to economize. They expect a raise of three pounds each, all having been on five since June, 1929. Four of us can run the ship with a captain, cook, and three Solomon Islanders.

No work done today. M.S. Carriso of San Francisco arrived at 8 A. M. Weather fine and clear.

January 2. My last radio was dispatched to N. Y. on December 23 and in very urgent terms. No reply yet. I go to the post office or station daily. Lack of funds is the only reason we have not left port, the ship having been ready for sea since the above date; nor can I do any collecting in the immediate vicinity until I receive some definite news.

I spent some time on board the Carriso. Captain Drummond will take the New Guinea Dendroicus for shipment to N. Y. via Portland, Oregon.

Crew employed painting and putting. Weather fine and airy.

January 3. A radio came at 11 o'clock this morning but contained no mention of money.

I took "Peter", the kangaroo, over to the Carriso; additional shipment includes all the Choiseul birds, the blackfish skeleton, shells, a keg of miscellaneous material in solution, and considerable mail. This will reach Honolulu in a month's time. The ship sailed at 1 P. M.
January 1, 1930. Hey, we catch you with morning coffee, May I set up a desk for you. For the
and many other places, and any more room for work. You have
up time, if possible. We have been notified and we shall be there.
You may be kept to pay their all expenses in view of stock
from A.Y. to economy. They expect a little of these coming
soon, but having been on the same line, I am of no

p耕耘

No work done today, M.E. Cattalo of San Francisco
Saturday at 8 A.M. Weather fine and clear.

January 2. My last notice was to go to N.Y. on
December 20 to my very many terms, V. H. P. In the
They have not asked us to return yet, but
the back office at a noon date. Local arrival in the
only reason we have not felt poor, the value of which has been
for a little more than two days, but now I am quite
immediate activity will take the New Galena Damours for an improvement of

I expect some time on board the Galena. Certain
Klamath will take the New Galena Damours for an improvement of

N.Y. Are you going, Oregon?
Crew employed painting and butting. Weather fine.

my city.

January 3. A radio came of it today. Have

put containing no motion of money.

I look forward to the development, over to the Cilico.

additional information. Important all the Oregon plate.

perhaps explains, more of pre-stressed material.

in addition, any correspondence with. This will keep me

in a month's time. The radio notified of it. M.
Crew variously employed, mostly painting. It is getting difficult to find work for them. Expenses are mounting up and nothing to show for it.

Rain storms and sultry heat.

January 4. I sent a reply to N. Y. at 7 A. M. this morning.

The Government Medical Ship "Hygeia" is proceeding to Kira-Kira, San Cristoval tomorrow, and will be back about the 12th. Captain Elder very kindly suggested the opportunity of picking up Mayr, Coultas, and Eyerdam. It will be effected at considerable saving. Meanwhile I can do some work locally.

I had to get permission from my numerous creditors to leave Tulagi. I gave them sworn evidence that funds will arrive from New York before the steamer leaves for Sydney on the 14th.

Weather hot and sultry. Glass falling.

January 5. I acquired some stores for the men at San Cristoval. These, together with some beer and their mail went on board the "Hygeia" in care of Captain Elder. This gentleman has assisted me on many previous occasions, and is always ready with any kindness he can offer. The vessel sailed at 9 A. M.

Now preparing the France for sea. I shall visit Buena Vista I., north of Ngela (Florida) which possesses tracts of grassland unlike anything else in the group. On Guadalcanal, the only other island not mainly bush, the grass is different, being high and coarse, a kind of
The Government Medical Ship "Weyra" is proceeding to kinabalu, S.W. to take the Captain after very kindly suggesting the opportunity of planning to hayter, Courtney, and Blyth. I will be affected at considerable saving. Meanwhile I can go some with officially.

I had to get permission from the Jockey Club to raise Trotters. I have them mounted and grown, that I will raise from New York before the season opens for有益 on the JF.

Despite brookP and arrity, none falling.

January 6th. I made 28 some horses for the men at some Grivas. There, together with some new and their.

Will want to leave the "Weyra" in case of Captain Blyth.

The Captains and sea farers will be affected by any kind, the money, and in the room, with my answer to anything I can offer the.

I received notice of the A.R.

Now receiving the passage for sea. I shall write

Please note, I shall take Mr. (name) with me.

(On expedition) the only other face for military, and the
"kangaroo." Returning, we can spend a day or two collecting on the east coast of Florida I., itself, and navigate the Mboi Passage.

Started the motor at 2 P. M. and the vessel proceeded alongside Carpenter's wharf for water. Mr. Scrymgour, the local manager, very kindly allows us access to two big tanks. Finished with 250 gals. on board by 5 P. M. Restarted motor after having had to fix two leaky joints in the circulating cylinder-jacket line. Anchored in mid-harbour at 5:30 ready to leave in the morning.

January 6. (Sunday). Hove up at 8:30 A. M. and proceeded out of the harbour under power. Outside we altered course for Buena Vista and pulled up the sails to catch a light southerly breeze which soon fell away. Used the motor all the way for this 20 mile run, averaging a little better than five knots.

Found good shelter in a rather large curved bay on the southern side and anchored in 10 fathoms; quite convenient to shore where grassy slopes and knolls are interspersed with secondary bush and timber. Three small settlements of Florida natives were seen in the vicinity of the bay.

It was extremely hot today but cooled off nicely at sundown.
Strapping the motor at 8.5 M. and the anchor securely.

Herbert. 

Ironing the part at 8.5 M. and the anchor properly.

Eisenhower, Cathedral, and parts. The water.

For your benefit, and kindly allowing me access to the pump.

Tanks. Financing with 60 cents. On the pump at 8.5 M.

Where the motor after having paid to the two farmhouses.

In the airship. Without. Shorter time. Moreover in the

part of 8.50 ready to move to the distance.

January 8. (Handy. Here at 8.50 A.M. and

becoming tail at the pump under cover. Connecting the-

screw came to the pump after a shift. Moving to the mill to

locate a cheap, convenient access which does not affect the mill.

the motor all the way for 8.50. With warm, and maintaining a flat-

there better from the point of view.

John's move related to the entire farm using this

on the opposite side and scope of the projections.

ment to move, where the tractor takes my attention and the fact-

drawn with equipment and my finger. There is still settle-

scope of efforts which were seen in the vicinity of the

and.

It was extremely hot today, but cooler at night.
January 7. Charlie, David, and I left the ship early. We were ashore all day and collected two birds of interest—the black-knobbed variety of the large fruit pigeon and a black cuckoo (Eudynamis). It is a new locality for both species. The pigeon was collected on Rennell Island, and reported the black cuckoo in this vicinity. Its distribution through the Solomon group is undoubtedly general.

Buena Vista Island, just 1/2 mile N. of Florida is about 5 miles in extent EXW with a deep horseshoe bay on the southern side. Over half the terrane is tufty grass-land with sparse ironwood trees, low saplings and bushes. This offered rather rough walking. Forest and secondary bush are found behind the foreshore in many places extending to the tops of the ridges. All the stream beds I saw were dried up except a few that seep into shaded lowland pools; in these I collected three species of fresh-water shells. Saw two separate nests of hawks, probably the same species. Both were built in the tops of tall dead trees. I saw two large eagle hawks circling about and one perched close to a nest on occasion.

Returned to the ship at 4:30 P. M. Very hot all day.

January 8. Three hunters ashore at 7:30 A. M. I took one of the new boat's crew with me to investigate the nest I saw yesterday. We saw no hawks about and after a difficult climb found no eggs. The nest was built of sticks laid in the highest crotch of the central branch and measured about three feet across. It was littered with
I'm so tired, I feel the sleep.

Early in the morning, we wake up early and carefully two pieces of the board - the hand-picked, carefully arranged, and polished. It is a very long journey, but we do not tire. The pigeons and flour are arranged in a beautiful way.

In the past, we would not havearranged the pigeons in this way. I was informed that the pigeons are arranged in a specific way to improve their health.

Firstly, we arrange the pigeons in a specific order. Then, we carefully arrange the flour. The pigeons are arranged in a beautiful way.

Generally, we would have arranged the pigeons in different ways. But now, we are arranging them in a specific order.

I was informed that the pigeons have improved their health by arranging them in a specific way.
fish bones and showed no sign of recent occupation. I think it is the nest of Haliaster indus (white-headed fish hawk) rather than the big Aquila.

I found no birds inhabiting the grass country. David returned another black cuckoo. I can secure a few more specimens of Mino dumontii (one Nov. Zool. by Dr. Hartert reported lack of specimens from Florida Island).

All on board by 1 P. M. when we hove up and proceeded under power out between Buena Vista and Florida Island, and along the northeast coast of the latter, using foresail and jib to advantage.


Weather fine and clear. Overcast at night.

January 9. Hove up at 6 A. M. and proceeded under power with native pilot to more convenient anchorage. At 6:10 under his expert direction we grounded on the only patch of reef he could have put us on if he tried. I sent Charlie, David, and Teora ashore with guns. The rest of us worked until the afternoon to get the ship afloat although she struck very easily and only seemed to be just touching the soft coral on the false keel under the bluff of the bow.

Rev. Tempest passed in his launch en route through the passage to Tulagi--did not speak.

The vessel came off easily with the rising tide. We then spent two hours retrieving kedge anchors and heaving in ship's anchors both of which were in use. Motor used considerably. Anchored in passage about 3 P. M.
The missionary returned at 5 P. M. and stopped to report no radios for me in Tulagi.

The hunters collected several common species which were put up.

Rain intermittent during afternoon and evening. NW wind and falling barometer.

January 10. Hove up at 8 A. M. and proceeded under power through the Mboli Passage arriving at Gavutu (opp. Tulagi Harbor) about 11 o'clock. Had a repair job done on a leaky fuel filter, which developed during the morning's run. The blacksmith made a stock for the port anchor; this has been missing since we left Tulagi. We left Gavutu at 4:30 and anchored in Tulagi by 5:00.

No radios for me. No collecting done. Rain squalls during night from the northwest.

January 11. No radios during morning. I worked most of the day on the motor, taking down a bearing and polishing the shaft. Discovered another iron to brass connection in the sea-cock which had to be replaced. Crew employed variously. No collecting done. Weather squally from N. W. Heavy showers.

January 12. Received a radio from N. Y. which evidently approves the Carolines as the next collecting field. No mention of money in the message. This has been one of the worst delays I have experienced. At least, there has been a field party at work and something accomplished.

SS "Duranbah" came in at 4 P. M. Captain Cruickshank reported the three men at San Cristoval returned from the mountains with good results. They were well and about
The Itinerary requires that it be modified to better fit the schedule.

The next few weeks will involve several common expenses which we will need to keep in mind.

Here is an itinerary charting the week's events:

1. Monday: Review the Moab Reserve's Attractions at Geant. (收藏)
2. Tuesday: Visit the Moab Reserve's Attractions at Geant. (收藏)
3. Wednesday: Visit the Moab Reserve's Attractions at Geant. (收藏)
4. Thursday: Visit the Moab Reserve's Attractions at Geant. (收藏)
5. Friday: Review the Moab Reserve's Attractions at Geant. (收藏)
6. Saturday: Review the Moab Reserve's Attractions at Geant. (收藏)
7. Sunday: Review the Moab Reserve's Attractions at Geant. (收藏)

No collection gone. Rain

I drove from the airport to the hotel. At 6:00 PM, the motel, taking a seat in the lobby and waiting for the bus, made a stop for the motel. From the bus, the motel. We took a taxi at 6:00 PM. No collection gone. Weather slowly from M.Y. Rain.

Saturday is receiving a taxi from M.Y. Why?

Equity offers us the opportunity to exchange the Itinerary as the next collection item.
to leave on the AV "Hygeia".

Charlie and David ashore collecting, but with little success on account of the rain. They returned six mynas and reported hearing the big cuckoo (Centropus).

The "Hygeia" tied up after experiencing a breakdown in the worst kind of weather. Mayr, Coultas, and Eyerdam spent the night on board. I was unable to meet them, having gone over to Makambo to talk to Captain Peterson who knows a bit about the Marshalls and Carolines.

Heavy weather from the NW and SW. Thick squalls and heavy rain.

January 13. Mayr, Coultas, and Eyerdam disembarked early this morning. Their collection is excellent and includes several unusual forms.

Dr. Mayr is intent on leaving the "France" now for many reasons. After lengthy discussion his attitude changed and he is probably still with us. The radio from N. Y. yesterday arrived just in time.

No collecting done. Weather clear for three hours followed by black rain squalls from the NW.

January 14. Everyone busy preparing mail for the steamer that leaves for Sydney on the morrow. I could not get a message through to the Bank of NSW until this morning. It is necessary for me to get tacit assurance by cable that funds have been received before I can arrange for the crew's discharge and transportation. The Museum might have mentioned money in their recent radios; with definite assurance to hand that a remittance had been sent I could have had the four Polynesians paid off and ready to leave tomorrow.
Everyone agrees that the four boys in question will have to go. I waited until the field party returned to talk it over with them. An expensive crew at this time is impossible despite their value as hunters and bird preparators. David is the only one I tried to talk into remaining, and I thought I had succeeded until he got off with the rest who changed his mind for him. All want to go to Noumea, New Caledonia, to seek employment as sailors. This will be cheaper than sending them to their homes (Samoa and Tahiti) as agreed, provided the governments are willing.

Charlie and David spent the day ashore collecting, and brought in a good specimen of the yellow-legged Columba (previous examples from Bougainville and Choiseul Island). I noticed in a specimen of the blue-backed ("kaloproktos") kingfisher a white spot on the back which is a variation from the usual form taken on the islands to the northwest.

Weather improved today but still gusty and overcast.

January 15. Fortunately, the radio I was hoping for came through from the Bank of NSW giving assurance of money. I received it at 10 A. M., which gave me only one hour to make arrangements with the government and Burns Philp. The boys were all ready and since everyone was anxious to see the last of them, we managed with considerable rushing about. I did not have time to pay them off but shall send postal orders to Noumea. It will prevent them spending their wages in Sydney. The difference in fare between Noumea and Samoa or Tahiti is considerable.

No collecting done. Weather clear during morning, but rainy later.
I trust you may be in a position to consider my position and view the matter with some equanimity. In the past, I have always been able to reconcile my personal and professional commitments and I am confident that I can do so again. I am certain that my experience and qualifications would make me a valuable addition to your team.

Please let me know if you require any further information or if there is any additional detail that you may need. I am available to meet with you at your convenience and will work with you to ensure a smooth transition.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Yours sincerely,
[Your Name]
January 16. Sent communication off to NY, giving particulars of the expedition's financial status. I am forced to spend the money just cabled to Sydney, and find myself still nearly 700 pounds sterling in debt. This hardly takes into account salaries on board the vessel. To proceed to the Carolines the expedition must be out of debt and two or three thousand dollars in hand at least.

Dr. Mayr cabled Berlin that he cannot leave without permission from NY, and that he wishes to work in the Carolines. It is improbable that he will leave now. We might be able to return to America together in July or August of this year. The next thing is to get out of this port for Malaita.

No collecting done. Others busy checking their San Cristoval birds. Weather rainy and overcast.

January 17. Engaged another Santa Cruz native as a sort of engineer's mate. We have five boys forward now—Aravo, Tivo, two "Jackies", and the latest, Loaba; each at one pound a month and a parallel economy in their ration's bill.

I continued repair work on the semi-rotary water pump in the galley. Took down after main bearing of motor to inspect shaft and found it very dirty and rusty. Salt water has again found its way into the lubricating system through small leaks in the circulating water connections which are right over the bearings. All main bearings will have to be dismantled and cleaned. At work all afternoon.

Mayr, Coultas, and Eyerdam busy labelling and packing birdskins. No collecting done. Weather fine throughout.
January 5th. Went to the commissary and got my rations. I was far from happy with the quality of the provisions. The meat was tough and the vegetables were meager. To make matters worse, the water was not fit for drinking. I tried to get a few drinks, but my stomach was not up for it. I was disappointed with the selection of food items available. It was a reminder of the conditions in the barracks.

Pitifully, I continued to work on my semi-automatic rifle. Work in the barracks was hard, and the monotony of the routine was draining. I found myself thinking about home often, wondering what life was like there. I tried to focus on my work, but my mind kept wandering. It was a struggle to keep my mind on task, but I knew I had to push through.

Weary, I continued to carry out my duties and try to keep up with the demands of the job.
January 18. At work all day on the motor. Others packing birdskins. I talked over my position as leader with the other members of the expedition and decided it is best for me to relinquish the official leadership to Coultas. I do not like to do this with the current condition of finances, and for this reason only. But with running expenses kept down as low as they are at present, I am sure we can pay all bills before leaving the Solomons in two or three months' time. The most important responsibility of the leadership is the financial one, especially at this time. All of the staff are to have a proportionate degree of jurisdiction in the field work. This change will go into effect today. I shall move my quarters into the cabin beside the engine room as soon as I can.

The Chinese cook, Leong On, has not returned for duty since January 15, and has been put down as a deserter; a redeeming feature is that he worked a fortnight for nothing. Aravo, a Guadalcanal native now doing the cooking.

Crew employed variously. No collecting done.
Weather fine and clear; no wind.

January 19. Continued work on motor. Others labelling and packing specimens. Eyerdam has taken his shell collection ashore for storage in a Chinaman's shed, which allows considerably more room in the main hold.

No collecting done. Weather fine.

January 20. (Sunday). Worked most of the day on the motor. I am very slow but it is instructive. Others still packing specimens. No collecting done. Weather fine but rain during night.
January 19

Welcome to the gym. I am very glad my position as
Assistant Principal affords me the opportunity to
foster the growth and development of our students. To
this end, I have set aside some time to talk about
some important issues.

One of the most important issues is the need for
students to have a positive attitude. All of our efforts
to improve their academic performance hinge on
this. In order to achieve the best results, I expect
every student to put in their best effort.

In addition, students need to work on their
character. This is why I have encouraged them to
continue their work and to strive for excellence.

January 30 (Saturday) Working hard on the gym on
Sunday. I am very glad my position as Assistant
Principal affords me the opportunity to foster the
growth and development of our students. To
this end, I have set aside some time to talk about
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students to have a positive attitude. All of our efforts
to improve their academic performance hinge on
this. In order to achieve the best results, I expect
every student to put in their best effort.

In addition, students need to work on their
cardinal virtues. This is why I have encouraged them to
continue their work and to strive for excellence.
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this. In order to achieve the best results, I expect
every student to put in their best effort.

In addition, students need to work on their
cardinal virtues. This is why I have encouraged them to
continue their work and to strive for excellence.
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Welcome to the gym. I am very glad my position as
Assistant Principal affords me the opportunity to
foster the growth and development of our students. To
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some important issues.

One of the most important issues is the need for
students to have a positive attitude. All of our efforts
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this. In order to achieve the best results, I expect
every student to put in their best effort.

In addition, students need to work on their
cardinal virtues. This is why I have encouraged them to
continue their work and to strive for excellence.

January 30 (Saturday) Working hard on the gym on
Sunday. I am very glad my position as Assistant
Principal affords me the opportunity to foster the
growth and development of our students. To
this end, I have set aside some time to talk about
some important issues.

One of the most important issues is the need for
students to have a positive attitude. All of our efforts
to improve their academic performance hinge on
this. In order to achieve the best results, I expect
every student to put in their best effort.

In addition, students need to work on their
cardinal virtues. This is why I have encouraged them to
continue their work and to strive for excellence.
January 21. At work on the motor. I could not accomplish much in the morning on account of rain. The San Cristoval specimens and the balance of the Choiseul collection are ready for shipment by the "Marsina" on Feb. 2. Chang Cheong, the Chinese carpenter came along to discuss the payment of his bill. Two, a Santa Cruz native recently hired, left today; no notice, no pay. Intermittent rain continues. No collecting done.

January 22. Took a large case of specimens over to Burns Philp for shipment. This clears the vessel of collected material. The manager was not in, therefore I could not discuss the cash loan which must be raised to enable us to get away. I am well-known in this capacity here; now Coultas will have to learn to wear the cloak gracefully. No collecting done. Weather unsettled with occasional showers.

January 23. Failed to get away today due to a pump jamming at the last minute, which meant that a whole series of connections had to be taken down to adjust it. The present wage bill on the ship amounts to 41 pounds a month (not including the pay of the collecting staff). Mail for Auki and Su-u, Malaita, came aboard from the Post Office. No collecting done. Squalls of rain and NW wind all day.

January 24. Started the motor at 6 A. M. and the ship proceeded to Carpenter's wharf for fresh water. I found the manager of Burns Philp, Mr. Scott, in his office at Makambo and raised a cash loan of forty pounds, which I turned over to Coultas. From this I sent postal orders covering the wages due the four Polynesian to Noumea. So much
No coffee to go. I could not

secretary much in the morning or second at lunch.
new coffee because any for equivalent of the two.
If coffee at all the Chinese counterparts came from the grace of the friend. The man at the hill. I went to have a coffee at two before leaving work.

Two cups of coffee gone. Need a large cup of coffee every once in a while. It’s not easy to get used to this job with hand to manage to manage my way around.

get away. It is well-known in this department.

No coffee to go. Need to meet with associates.

secretary SG. Told me to get away for a while. I spent time at the last minute, which meant that a whole section of the current plan was taken down to start it. The present were all the staff members to stop a meeting (not incoming) at the colloquium.

got only to get my papers from the floor offices.

no coffee gone. Same for rain and wet morning.

Secretary SG. Started the coffee at 8 A.M. and the

I needed to consider to get coffee. Went to the office.

No coffee went. I went for coffee once to manage so much.
of the remainder went in paying small bills about town that I had to get another five pounds, this time from W. R. Carpenter & Co.

We cast off at 1:20 after lunch, and proceeded to Gavutu where we tied up at the wharf. A small bill was paid and Coulta made a few purchases. We spent the night at the wharf much against my will because of former experience with rat invasion.

No collecting done. Weather fine.

January 25. Additional work on the motor did not let us get away until 10:30 A. M. Proceeded through the Mboi Passage under power and anchored off Sioto. We could not make the run across to Auki before dark, and the old captain does not like spending the night at sea. This bodes trouble both for him and for the expedition. I worked on the motor until dark; one of the pumps giving trouble.

No one went ashore collecting. Mosquitoes joined us after dark. Light rain squalls during night.


Worked on motor replacing a broken stud on air-charging valve. We have to interview the District Officer before we can do any collecting on Malaita. This is the first time the government has made such a stipulation; but this is Malaita. Mr. Wilson, the government officer, refused invitation to dinner.
Many natives from Auki I. came aboard, including Paulo and Wai Rong, Capt. Cruickshank's servants who worked in the cabin and galley for us while he was with the expedition.

Eyerdam ashore after shells. No other collecting done. Overcast sky with showers during afternoon and evening.

January 27. (Sunday). Worked on the motor until 10 A.M., when Mayr, Coultas, and I went ashore to discuss our intentions with Mr. Wilson, OHMS. He was almost alarmingly pessimistic about the Ari-Ari natives in the vicinity of the big range in South Malaita; and would not give us "a fifty-fifty chance of getting out alive." These people live only for suspicious hatred and treachery which keeps them in constant fear of anything foreign. "Why would they miss such an opportunity to destroy a few white men?" These sentiments do not jibe with what I have heard from more reliable sources. However, he expects to be relieved very shortly by Mr. Barley, who is a sensible gentleman. Meanwhile we smilingly agree with Mr. Wilson and he even accepts an invitation to lunch.

The settlement on Auki Island, which numbers 150 people and is the largest of the fortified island villages in the Langa Langa Lagoon, is commencing a kind of New Year's festival tomorrow. Bushmen are coming down and there is to be feasting on pigs and vegetables, dancing, and the shark-feeding ceremony.

I continued work on the motor during the afternoon.
Mary writes from Aunt I. come across intriguing
replies any get here. Can't comment on evidence and working
in the office may or not be out with me. With the expen-

Mr. Green's report after awhile. No other collecting

gone. Aboard with afternoon afternoom and

sailing.

January 25, 1976 (Saturday) Wrote on the letter with

it.

M. W., when W. C., Coffee, and I went abroad to America

and met Waldo. They were abroad

in the American beaches and quite far from the
activity of the place, in South America, and some not

write an "A to Z" alphabet of feeling, and those who

people's only for luxurious talent and impression

which keeps them in constant fear of anything for them.

Wally would never when such an opportunity to present a few with

have

These sentiments not true with what I have

want. These sentiments to not true with what I have

read, from more tolerable sources. However, being exposed to

be treated very aptly by Mr. W. who is a capable

be answered. We are the majority with Mr. W. who

and for even see what is interesting to know.

The settlement on April 1st, which happens to be

because and in the interest of the political future alliances

in the early hours to come. To commence a kind of New

Year's festival to-morrow. Promised the company from any

place to be present on plate and appetizers, and

and the spark to journey tomorrow.

I continued work on the letter until the afternoon.
AK "Auki" arrived with Mr. Barley on board.

Eyerdam ashore after shells but no other collecting done. I have heard the black cuckoo (Eudynamis) several times. Weather rainy and overcast.

January 28. (Ex-Kaiser's birthday). Dr. Mayr and Eyerdam ashore with one native. I finished off work on main motor and tried to fix the water pump in the galley which again refuses to function. Goultas remains on board, having an open sore on one ankle. Hunters returned at noon, reporting secondary bush country with very few birds; a common snake, a frog, and one phalanger brought in.

During afternoon we all attended the beginning of the festival on Auki Island, which is to last three days. These people are heathen, but the pristine quality of the dancing is marred by the wearing of calico, felt hats, etc. It proved too darkly overcast to do any photography.

Uncertain weather with northerly wind and rain.

January 29. Eyerdam and I ashore at 6:30. I returned at 9:00 with a few specimens in order to make some photographs on Auki Island, both still and motion pictures. All hands returned on board for lunch. Goultas and I continued with photography during afternoon until 4 P. M. Mayr putting up birds. We have not noted much subspecific variation yet.

The much-touted shark-feeding episode proved rather uninteresting: the offal derived from the slaughter of pigs was thrown into the water from the built-up walls of the village and several sharks came along to devour. There are a half dozen small fish or reef sharks and only one large
one (about 5 feet long). We watched an interesting dance which was followed by a community feast of baked pig.

All hands putting up birds until supper time. We paid another visit to the official residence to discuss the possibilities of an inland camp in South Malatta. The presence of Mr. Barley and Major Sanders, who is in charge of police here, altered the attitude of the government as previously expressed by Mr. Wilson. We were advised to go in from the Su-u side, proceed slowly, and get out on any intimation of trouble. This is quite fair; and shows Mr. Wilson to be an alarmist. We returned aboard to help Eyerdam finish the birds.

Fine during day with some rain at night.

January 30. Lost air starting motor, so hove up and proceeded out under sail with light favoring wind that died about 10 A.M. I worked all day trying to start the auxiliary compressor engine without avail. Under sail all day, wind falling away completely at sundown. A land breeze from the hills gave us a good lead during the night. A few terns sighted. Weather clear and fine.

January 31. Vessel hove to off Su-u about 1 A.M. drifting in a calm sea. I took the wheel at 6 A.M. when we were 8 miles off the land, beating in with the land breeze. I got the compressor running about noon, but we were anchored by 1 o’Clock. The entire Malayta Co., staff came off to visit us: G. Adams, Mr. Aldington, the manager, and Messrs. Wilson, Archer, Speers, and Ralston.
At work on motor all afternoon. No one ashore collecting. Everyone attended at dinner with the manager.

A K Ruana left for Tulagi at 11 P.M., taking all our mail which is to catch the "Marsina" for Sydney. In this N.Y. will receive full exposition of our financial situation. We have been short of funds since leaving Samarai in July, 1929, but I cannot make N.Y. aware of it.

Weather continues fine.

February 1. Mayr, Eyerdam, and one native ashore early. I remained on board to take the ship alongside the wharf where we filled up with fresh water. I dropped an essential engine part down into the bilge where anything is unretrievable and spent the rest of the day trying to make a replacement. Unable to use motor. The ship had to be kedged out to an anchor.

Hunters returned early with some subspecies nov., Zosterops and Myzomela certainly; four other species of wide distribution. Worked on birds at night. Three men from ashore came off to dinner. Weather fine all day; rain and thunder storms from NW during night.

February 2. Mayr, Eyerdam, and one native ashore until 3 P.M. I worked on motor finishing rough manufacture of new part. Put up birds from 4 o'clock. New Subspecies collected today, include a representative of the black fantail (Rhipidura) and Domicella; Monarcha menadensis and Myzomela common hereabouts in the lowland forest. The representative of Trichoglossus appears to be smaller on Malaita.
AK "Veronica," a govt ship, arrived at noon. Major Sanders, in charge of police here on board. "Whisky", the headman at the local village, has been consulted about carriers for the latter part of next week. The Major promises his assistance if we have difficulty. Mr. McCrimmon, who cuts local timber here for a livelihood, says the natives on the western slopes of the range inland from Su-u are scattered and quite harmless. Weather fine with some rain during night.

February 3 (Sunday). Worked to finish motor in order to start hunting tomorrow. Mr. Aldington, the manager, took the keys of the company's shop to Tulagi with him the other evening, so I could not accomplish what I had hoped to. We visited ashore in the evening. Mainly fine, but some showers in the afternoon. Barometer low.

February 4. Ashore all day with others. I followed the Kwairiekwa river for some distance and passed through two gardens 3 or 4 miles inland but saw no natives. The terrain is moderately rough covered with forest trees and the usual dense undergrowth; undulating ridges flank the river bottom, rising to 500-800 feet in increasing elevation farther on. The Kwairiekwa is a main lead to the big range of mountains; it was used by the trans-Malaita punitive expedition last year. The soil is particularly rich on the hill slopes; noted abundance of reddish clay and some serpentine rock formation.

I collected a Micropsitta (subsp. nov.), Graucus lineatus, and several small birds, all fairly.
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common. Was unsuccessful in obtaining examples of the two larger species of flycatchers, both undoubtedly new representatives. Did not hear any thickheads calling, they are probably at a higher elevation. I met several pigs in the bush which appeared to have strong domestic strain. Obtained some insects and one green lizard. Other collectors returned numerous birds. We worked late preparing them. Some rain during day but fine at night.

February 5. AK "Ruana" returned from Tulagi this morning which meant that I could use the engineering shop. I remained on board to work on the motor. No mail brought back for us. Three local natives out shooting with Eyerdam and numerous common birds collected. We worked late on the specimens. Clear during morning; some rain later and at night.

February 6. Ashore collecting only part of the day. Spent the rest of my time in the engine-room.

Three natives out shooting along with Mayr and Eyerdam. Three new representatives returned: Monarcha "arses" (blackhead), and Aplonis grandi, the large starling; a small grey and black Edolisoma ("pseudomontanum") also appears different. The larger graybird (Edolisoma schisticeps) evidently does not vary.

Weather unsettled and rainy; storms making up from the NW.

February 7. Intermittent rain all day. I finished work on the motor and greased bright parts for lay-up. Spent most of the day moving into my cabin forward.
Eyerdam and four natives ashore shooting with good results. Two species of Ptilinopus taken, both of wide distribution throughout the group; only one kingfisher so far—Halcyon chloris. Chalcopterus stephaniai is common along wooded coraline foreshore.

Worked on specimens during afternoon and evening. Rain at night and wind from NW and WNW.

February 8. Ventured ashore but failed to cross the Kwairiekwa in flood to get inland. Returned to ship very wet. Eyerdam and four natives collected a few birds. The native shooters have taken to the collecting well after a few days' trial. We are filling the series of common species before making a camp.

Worked during afternoon and evening skinning birds. Heavy rain during night with strong NW wind.

February 9. Rainy all day. Four natives ashore with Eyerdam. Birds to skin on board morning, afternoon, and evening. Vessel straining at her anchor in heavy swell. Heavy rain and NW squalls during night.

February 10 (Sunday). The ship dragged her anchor during squalls and close to shore at daybreak. Started motor and hove up to shift to safer and more comfortable position.

Two natives out shooting despite bad weather, but with rather poor result. One Eudynamis cuckoo returned in juvencal plumage. I went out with Eyerdam to examine nest of the common rail or coot (Porphyrio). It was made in the branches of a low tree not more than 15 feet high, the
The next morning, I woke up early and went for a walk in the park. The sunrise was beautiful, and the birds were singing. It was a peaceful morning, just what I needed after the busy day before.

I decided to visit the library to work on my research. I found several interesting books and started reading. I spent the whole morning there, and by noon, I had made some progress.

After lunch, I went to the museum to see the art exhibit. It was a fascinating display, and I spent the afternoon there, taking notes and looking at the pieces.

In the evening, I met up with some friends for dinner. We had a great time, and afterwards, we went to a concert. It was a fantastic show, and I left feeling energized.

Overall, it was a productive day, and I look forward to the next one.
upper part covered with vines and leaves. The nest was 6 feet above the ground and well constructed out of small twigs and liana. It was well concealed although located just off a much-used native track. The sitting female must have been disturbed often; Eyerdam frightened it off the nest on two occasions. The clutch contained five eggs which were taken. An overcast sky and the position of the nest shaded by overhanging vines and leaves made a photograph impossible.

February 11. Heavy weather continues from the NW in intermittent driving rain squalls. Eyerdam and four natives ashore collecting for about six hours. There are always birds on the table to be prepared; the Polynesian skinners are missed in this department. A small pigeon was brought in which Mayr insists on calling "Ducula dubia". I consider it a young rubricerua or possibly a variant. Continuous rain during night.

February 12. Bad weather still holds out. Overcast sky with wind and rain from NW and NW x N. Four natives were given guns for the day. Eyerdam also out collecting; his interest in shells alone would never permit him to remain on board. Results very good considering the weather; but many of the specimens are badly shot or wet. We are kept busy putting them up. The series of common species are filling up. There is not a great number of different species. So far, we have found nothing absolutely unique. About 300 skins from Malaita up to date. Heavy rain all night.

February 13. Headman "Whisky" and carriers refused
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to leave this morning. Mayr and I had expected to get off on a reconnaissance trip inland. Four native collectors out returning some 38 specimens, mostly common. Eyerdam doing carpentry work. Rainy all day in the usual gusty squalls from the NW.

February 14. After preparing gear Mayr and I left about 10 A.M. with a dozen carriers. We crossed the first ridge at about 2000 feet and descended to cross a stream. On the opposite side the land rises to over 3000 feet. The carriers refused to go on although we could have easily made it before dark. Mayr and I took a bath while two boys went out to secure a pigeon for supper. One of them shot a fine female Accipiter albogularis. We collected numerous insects some of them apparently most unusual. Busy putting up specimens at night. Our present elevation is 1600 feet. Weather fine and clear.

February 15. On the way early and crossed the stream at 1100 feet. We soon reached the highest village on the opposite slope which proved to be 1400 feet only. The locals say there is no water higher up and we must hunt from here. Mayr undertook to make a good camp while I ascended the mountain to see what elevation I could get and what new birds, if any. Two natives left for the coast taking a communication down to the ship. I started about 1 P.M. and climbed to 3400 feet (by aneroid). I found true mountain forest and the ground very rocky. Collected thickheads,
to leave this morning. We had my expectations that you would
stay at my residence for a few days, but now, as things stand,
my expectations are not the same. It seems that you have
some business to attend to elsewhere, and so I will
probably not see you again. However, I hope to hear from you
shortly.

While you were here, I had the opportunity to
observe the use of your equipment. I must admit that it
was quite effective in detecting and identifying the danger.

I hope you enjoy your travels and look forward
to your return. Goodbye.
white-eyes, and flycatchers but neither saw nor heard a single new species. There is only one really high range on Malaita which is in the vicinity of Kolovrat (Ad. chart or Govt. map); we must make a camp on its slopes to get the mountain birds.

I found one man living with his family at 2400 feet but he would not welcome any hunting in this section because all his pigs have been running about wild in the bush for some time. Returned to camp by 6 o'clock. Put up birds after supper. Weather fine and clear.

February 16. Mayr and I decided to get out while we have the carriers. There are no tracks that lead farther inland and the hills do not seem to be high enough for mountain birds. We packed up and started early. On the road we met a native with the Mataram mail and a letter from Coulta. There is an anxious letter from Burns Philp and much data concerning the four Polynesian natives recently sent to New Caledonia. It appears that their identification papers were left in Sydney and the French Customs will not allow them to remain.

Mayr has received news from Berlin that urges him to leave the expedition as soon as it is convenient.

We reached the coast about 2 P.M. SS "Mataram" anchored in the harbor. Mayr and I discussed his situation. I also wired the British Consul in Noumea in effort to
I bought a new bicycle with the family at 5000

After to get the mountain bike

I bought one new bicycle with the family at 5000

Vast feet and weight not welcome my condition in fine weather. Because of the bike have never returned some with it

Don't forget after supper, weather fine and crisp.

Petition is. May and I be able to get out awhile

There are no tracks that lead

A short farewell and the picture of not seem to be right enough

For mountain price. My brother and ask a letter

To Rome. There is en enough to get some WP

And may have entertainies the your Londonian matrix

Toscanly sent to him Staphorphes. It supposes that frank

Instituted no bards make left in Shy. and the head

Can come with you allow them to remain

When we received news from Berlin that occurs him

To leave the situation as soon as I acquaint

"We desire the agent, agent 8 L. M. in "Matrasen"

Annointed in the portrait. When will I receive my attention

I also wish the Hirten Count in Pomaces in effort to
pacify the French authorities until I can get some official word through from Tulagi. I was busy writing letters aboard the steamer until 1 A.M.

All specimens collected up to the beginning of this week were shipped on this steamer numbering about 350 from Malaita.

Steamer sailed at 2 A.M. No collecting done.

Fine weather continues.

February 17 (Sunday). Mayr has decided definitely to leave us.

I spent the afternoon getting the motor ready for the trip in to Tulagi. Had another heated argument with the captain. I made a bad mistake in him and have decided that he is the most disagreeable and inefficient man we could have selected. Hove up at 10:30 P.M. in heavy rain. The captain set the course W x 3 before the vessel had cleared the land so that we nearly struck the northern point of Kwairiekwa bay.

On watch all night in the engine-room. Set headsails and foresail during night. Showers of rain and variable easterly wind.

February 18. Weather cleared up toward daybreak. We anchored in Tulagi harbor at 8:40 A.M., ten hours
A.I.  

All the new collections are being kept at the beginning of the week, and are shipped on the last day of each week.  

S. A.  

The new collections have been received.  

Preparations (Saturday) for the next week.

It's time to have an activity to keep up.

About the attendance during the current term.

It's time to finish the report. The report is due on the 30th of June. I have seen the report, and noticed that it is the most interesting.

There have been some problems with the computer, and we have been unable to fix them.

On Monday, I will visit the museum.  

Essentials and special equipment.

And necessary equipment only.

Preparation to meet the audience at the beginning of the term.

We encounter in Tripoli at 36 M. A. M.
from Su-u.

Mayr went ashore to dispatch a radio to the Director of the Berlin Museum.

I spent the day getting advice through to Noumea about the discharged Polynesians. After much fretting, Capt. Kidson, the Govt. Sect'y., sent the following to the British Consul at Noumea:

"two Samoans, two Tahitians
sent Noumea via Sydney discharged seamen schooner France Whitney Expedition at their own request at expense of expedition." I have previously wired about the identification papers left in Sydney.

Went to bed at 5 P.M. rather tired. Fine weather during day.

February 19. Reply came for Mayr from Director Zimmer of Berlin Museum—"Return advisable". So our estimable associate will depart on a French freight steamer leaving Tulagi via ports for Marseilles on March 5th.

I should like to leave now also since this blasts all my plans and my real reason for remaining. But I should like to see the finances in a better state; and it would make the expedition rather short-handed on Malaita. We ought to be clear of debt before June or July.
The Director of the Berlin Museum

I bought the gay getting antique from a man to whom I paid the dishwasher for 20 years. After
much haggling, I bought the Continuous Glass and the Great..." 

sent the following to the British Museum:

"Two Timelines
Two Samoas" 

sent home the very first antique gemstone
sent home the very first antique gemstone to their own desire of

experience to exhibition. I have been to the exhibition before I had
sent the exhibition before I had

sent to read of M. T. But I think the exhibition

"Written In"

Dear Mr...

Director Mr. Pepper came to the town of

Deadman in the Wiltshire Museum" bastante secciones

do any estatements associated with regard to a exhibit

tell the estates that I have a port..." 

Maleness no wrote me.

I don't like to leave you... since this... please tell me please of my last letter or remaining...

and I am going to see the town to see if I get... Ste... and it would make the exhibition last

sent me a request to be close at

get pera on June of 1974..."
I went over to Gavutu to purchase some oil at Lever Bros. store. A youth named Riddall approached me about getting accommodation on the "France" as apprentice to anything. This is not my first experience of this kind. I could only refer him to Coultas. Weather fine. No collecting done.

February 20. Mayr busy packing. I dispatched a radio to J.R. Clay & Co., Samarai, owners of a vessel which would be much more suitable for our work and more economical to run: "Are you interested in "France" in exchange for "Royal Endeavor" if unaltered. Install Deutz motor at your expense." If I had been a bit later in leaving Samarai last July I might have made the exchange at that time.

The "France" is a cumbersome soft-wood cargo carrier masquerading as a yacht; and the "Royal Endeavor" is a fast, compact, yacht of hard-wood construction being used in the copra trade. The amount of money spent operating the "France" for the past years could finance two such expeditions in smaller and more efficient vessels. And in less time. Coultas will be difficult to convince on the proposition of exchange. The possibilities are very remote at this time anyhow. Captain Burrell declares he will not take over command of any smaller ship. I think that the sooner we can
I want to warn you that you may have bean to experience some of it. A recent study has revealed that a significant number of individuals have experienced what is known as "time travel," although it is not yet fully understood. The theory suggests that it is possible to travel through time, although the mechanisms behind it are not yet known. I cannot estimate the kind of experience you may have had, but I can offer some guidance.

To begin, it is important to acknowledge that your experiences may not be entirely consistent with what is known about time travel. It is possible that you may have been transported to different times and places, which can be disorienting. It is important to recognize that your body and mind may not be fully prepared for these experiences.

In addition, it is important to consider the potential consequences of time travel. It is possible that your actions in the past may have unintended consequences in the present. It is important to be mindful of the choices you make, as they may impact the future.

If you have any questions or concerns, I recommend seeking the advice of a professional. It is important to approach these experiences with an open mind and a willingness to learn.
get rid of this ancient mariner and sea-lawyer the better for us.

We are discussing little else beside the future of the expedition. Rather we should be in the field taking advantage of the dry spell. No collecting done. Weather fine and clear.

February 21. Purchased a second-hand oil separator from a machine-shop ashore. It is in good condition and ought to save one-quarter in lubricating oil consumption.

I dispatched a radio to the Bank of NSW inquiring my balance. Packed up some ethnological specimens to go to the Museum. Worked on the motor cleaning up. No collecting done. Weather fine.

February 22. Installed oil separator with help of Eyerdam and completed work on main engine.

Four of the boat's crew left today. Insufficient food and insufficient pay is the complaint. Two replacements were hired by Coultas later in the day. From now on the crew problem will be paramount. No collecting done. Weather fine.

February 23. Continued work on motor. The routine work on a well-maintained diesel consists of cleaning essential parts. Sent two cases of ethnological material over to BP's wharf--Makambo--to go to
We were given quite a bit of reading to do as part of the experiment. We were especially interested in the skill training advantages of the air我們 chose.

cooperative gone. Western line and other.

Importantly, I performed a second-reading off

separate from a second-scalp equally. As in to

read condition any one part to be assigned to

Importance of communication

I investigated a ratio to the bank at NBM

importing my patience, pacing up some anthropologically

specimens to go to the museum. Working on the motor

breathing of no cooperative gone. Western line

Importantly, I interviewed off experimenter with

help of experimenter and completed work on mental energy

now at the post's own letter today.

with little stretching. No cooperative gone. Western line

Importantly, is continuing work on material.

The tone is work on a mail-meristaining glee of

of offensive essential parts. Sent two cases of it--to

not urgent material over to the mail-Malfunction--to go to
New York with Eyerdam's cases of shells.

One Guadalcanal native engaged as boatswain with another as sailor which completes the crew complement for the present. A Chinese applied for the engineer's job asking 12 pounds a month and keep.

I have communicated all the necessary information to Coultas from Dr. Murphy's letter of November 30, 1929. I have suggested that it would be more economical and more convenient for the Museum to have Eyerdam work New Caledonia as a land expedition since he is anxious to leave in order to join the woman he is to marry. My arguments have always been in favor of the Carolines for this expedition. In regard to obtaining a smaller vessel, Coultas thinks the "France" too good a selling proposition for the final wind-up of affairs. In my opinion the "Royal Endeavor" is a better ship than ours as they are found at present, and will sell better in two or three years' time. However, the chance of an exchange is very remote.

No collecting done. Weather continues fine.

February 24. Wrote some letters today. Another application from shore for the engineer's job, this time from Captain Elder of the Government Medical Ship "Hygeia". I know he is not serious and would be dissatisfied. All the Europeans who have been eager to join us do not realize what life on this expedition means. Weather fine.

February 25. Another radio arrived for Dr. Mayr from Herr Zimmer, Director of the Berlin Museum. "Decide
New York, March 15, 1863

To C. F. Hearst, Esq., New York City:

I have been authorized by the Secretary of the Interior to request you to forward copies of your wishes to the Department of the Interior. I have seen your letter of March 20th, 1863, and I am informed that you have received a letter from the Secretary of the Interior, dated March 21st, 1863, in which he states that the Secretary of the Interior has received a letter from you, in which you express the wish that the Department of the Interior should be allowed to review the proceedings of the Secretary of the Interior, and that you wish to have a copy of the proceedings of the Secretary of the Interior.

I have been requested by the Secretary of the Interior to forward a copy of your letter to you, and I am now therefore forwarding you a copy of the proceedings of the Secretary of the Interior.

I am, etc.,
C. F. Hearst.
for yourself. No danger staying longer." Having determined his course Mayr is intent on leaving.

Coultas and I talked to Captain Kidson, the Government Secretary about the possibility of the Government allowing the expedition to take a crew of Solomon Island, natives foreign for a year. Coultas will have to write a formal petition and the Resident Commissioner will consider the matter.

After a farewell to Mayr, we hove up at 3:40 P.M. and proceeded to Gavutu where we stopped alongside the wharf while Coultas made some purchases at the store. Under weigh again by 5 o'clock. The captain wanted to anchor at Mandoliana on the Florida coast for the night because the wind happened to be ESE and slightly unfavorable. We insisted that he carry on. He has never shown any aptitude for saving time; the mainsail was unbent while we were at Su-u and has been down below ever since. He uses the motor continuously and is still waiting for a fair wind.

Course set for Su-u. Self on watch in the engine room, the others having to take turn about with the wheel.

February 26. On watch driving until 4 A.M. when the captain lost his bearings completely, having picked up a light which he thought to be on the Malaita coast and turned out to be on a moving vessel.
the Resident Commissioner, with concurrence of the Governor, and the unanimous agreement of the people, to adopt the following:

The present government will continue the matter.

After a President of the P.M. and Superintendent of General Affairs were appointed before the change of the government, the P.M. will make some proposition to

The present members of the House of Representatives are interested that the government may desire to adopt the practice of:

We say absolutely monstrous. We are interested that the government may desire to adopt the practice of:

only on. We are never able to substitute for patience:

time the government was supposed while we were at- in.

and we have been growing that since. We see the matter continues and is entirely waiting for a last wind.

course set for 8-n. wait on water in the me-

then, the course remains to take turn point with

the wind.

Pretendry in. On water boiling until A.M.

men the captain of the present company, having

began up a direct method of attack to be no more accessible.
He instructed me to shut down and hove to until daylight. The so-called boatswain recently signed on added to the difficulty by steering an unknown course for two hours of his trick.

I slept a while and was awakened at daylight to start the motor. The captain could not determine any land marks although quite close to the coast and was reluctant to take the assurance of some of the crew that we were well north of our destination. Coasting along to the south'ard we soon picked up Su-u and were alongside the wharf at 8 A.M. to take in fresh water at the manager's good favor. Out at anchor by 10 o'clock. Here I caught some sleep. No collecting done. Weather fine.

February 27. The headman is uncertain about carriers; about 20 are supposed to show up to-morrow. Three native hunters out most of the day.

I wrote letters all morning to go into Tulagi for mailing to-morrow morning; a long one to Dr. Murphy and others to W.S.Tait & Co. and the Bank of NSW. Worked on motor after lunch and prepared skins after the hunters returned. Ashore for dinner with the others and returned on board to work on birds. Weather fine and clear.

February 28. Three natives out shooting which produced about 20 birds. No carriers available yet. Put up birds during afternoon.

We were ashore in the evening and Mr. Aldington, AV 'Malaita' came in about midnight and I received my reply—"Will consider your proposition next sailing."
I slept a while and was wakened by a noise.

The so-called 'motor' was supposed to start the motor, and

I have made suggestions during our discussion of some of the crew that

we would improve the boat by making it more efficient and

the sound and we soon Bulgaria up and went, and were gone.

Here I can't

say "speed" to coffee and gone.

Tell the history of the ocean to someone to whom.

We see that our. boat is another sport.

I write letters to my family, to my family.

For writing to-morrow morning, I have one of M.T. McKnight

and the bank of New York.

May our ship to W.T. C.T. and the bank of New York

be restored for greater assistance with the officers and

representatives of the city and state.

Department of the navy and the navy.

These letters and copies of which

bragging about Do pride, and Osborne Matthews, and.

of pride and adventure.

We were strpos in the afternoon and waited for.
who operated the "Royal Endeavor" for the Malaya Company, imparted much information about the ship and strongly recommended the exchange, if it could be effected. The conversation had a favorable result on Coultas. Weather fine.

March 1. Worked on left-over birds in morning and then engaged myself with the motor. No hunters out to-day. Coultas and Eyerdam attended a funeral feast at an island village in search of carriers. I worked on the motor. The local missionary, Mr. Humphries (South Sea Evangelical) came off to dine on board. Coultas and Eyerdam returned at 7 P.M. Clear weather except for one thunderstorm about 2 P.M.

March 2. (Sunday). Helped put up a few birds collected yesterday afternoon by Eyerdam.

Government ship "Veronika" arrived at 4 P.M. with Major Sanders on board and a surveyor. The former promises he will have 25 carriers for us on the beach to-morrow morning. Weather fine but overcast at night.

March 3. Coultas and Eyerdam left to make a camp inland at some village on the Kwairiekwa river 1 P.M. The dictum of Major Sanders produced results. I shall wait for a reply to my radio to Clay- Samarai concerning the "Royal Endeavor" which should give us something definite.

In the meantime I assisted the others in getting off and then tinkered about on the motor.

AV"Malaita" came in about midnight and I received my reply- "Will consider your proposition next slipping
I worked on the motor.

The fuel injection system was the primary focus of the motor and the components were all attached in series and parallel.

I worked on the motor.

The fuel injection system was the primary focus of the motor and the components were all connected in series and parallel.

I worked on the motor.

The fuel injection system was the primary focus of the motor and the components were all connected in series and parallel.
(dry-docking) Papua". Clear during day with some rain squalls during night. No collecting done.

March 4. Packed my gear and left on yesterday's trail with three carriers following Kwairiekwa river. Saw four ducks (Anas supercil. pelew) and shot two. Reached the abode of Coul tas and Eyerdam at 5:30 P.M. Elevation ap. 1300 feet on a ridge close to the river; nothing over 3000 in the vicinity. Arorla, a village beyond the headwaters of this river is the place we want to reach. This is in the center of the Ari-Ari District and near the range of Mt. "Kolovrat" which is the highest on the island.

Assisted in putting up a few small birds. Several good examples of land shells and insects have been collected. No rain but overcast sky all day.

March 5. Found a local native who knows the way to Arorla and is willing to go with me in attempt to make connection with ex-policeman previously recommended. We left at 8 o'clock and followed the Kwairiekwa for four hours. En route we met three citizens of the district around Arorla and picked up another native who lives on the river. The three foreign natives had heard we were camping across the range and had come over for a casual visit to investigate. I distributed tobacco and told them what we wanted; after much talk they agreed to join forces and accompany me to
Arorla where we can find the policeman and get some carriers. Rather rough going in the river or on the bank at 1000 feet elevation. We left it about 2 P.M. and climbed over the first high range—approximately 3300 feet. I neither saw nor heard any mountain birds. Descended to Toho village, the first which had been destroyed by the punitive expedition. It consists of five houses, newly built, and about 30 people. From here one can view the Kwairafa valley; this river flows out on the coast about 10 miles south of Su-u.

The inhabitants seem quite friendly, one old man in particular that I later recognized as a sort of medicine man. He will join our party along with two others; they provided sweet potatoes for supper and a somewhat delapidated house for shelter.

The terrane on this side of the range has always supported a large population which continues well over to the east coast of the island. Since the punitive party and "Malaita war" many villages have been moved. The spurs below 2500 feet are covered with secondary growth which is not noticeable as old garden and village sites. The formation is unusually rocky; but for the most part the typical reddish soil.

Rain began to fall about 3 P.M. At night after Kaikai I was given a lot of advice by my companions
about care and discretion in dealing with the men living around Arorla. I acquired much information concerning the punitive expedition and its results.

No collecting done by me. Weather cleared up at night.

March 6. My party now numbers seven. After a breakfast of sweet potatoes we left Toho and descended to the Kwairafa river. Following this stream for about a mile we crossed at an elevation of 500 feet. This I should judge to be very nearly the middle of the island. Here we started a long climb passing through several villages around 2000 feet. Rain commenced at 2 o'clock. The people of these settlements regarded us rather suspiciously as we passed by. No one spoke. Gardens and secondary bush seem to predominate. We made Arorla shortly after 3 and I was stationed in an outlying house after the occupants had been politely asked to leave. Two of my fellows insisted on standing outside with guns (I have two with me). One pounded out several calls on a big wooden drum, the usual hollowed-out tree trunk while I made effort to dry out my clothes.

In about half-hour's time a party of fifteen men hove into sight on a trail leading into the bush in front of the house. All appeared to be armed with something or other- a club or bush knife; there were three old Snider rifles. Then ensued a parley with...
No colleagues, none of my peers. We meet, only us.

I await a party to begin. I have two with me. One handsome, one nervous. I call on a plump wooden churn, the name Follows along. I tuck a pail, I make efforts to any of my company. I am not a party man. Time wastes, a party may

While I await a party to begin, I have two with me. One handsome, one nervous. I call on a plump wooden churn, the name Follows along. I tuck a pail, I make efforts to any of my company. I am not a party man. Time wastes, a party may

While I await a party to begin, I have two with me. One handsome, one nervous. I call on a plump wooden churn, the name Follows along. I tuck a pail, I make efforts to any of my company. I am not a party man. Time wastes, a party may
my men and two came inside to interview me. One of these proved to be the man I had been told to find, "Charlie" Bubomai. As we talked, others came in, tobacco was passed around, and the Sniders etc. were laid down. This show of strength and the method of parleying with a stranger I judge to be a kind of formality, emulating the customary practice of the recruiters on the beach who used the covering boat and the armed salutation up until about eight years ago. What I witnessed today is a survival of it with no particular purpose; they did not impress me by their display that they were on their guard and not to be trifled with. I told Bubomai what I wanted and he said he would try for carriers tomorrow. I answered questions on all sides which seemed to emulate from curiosity rather than suspicion.

No collecting accomplished. Rain continued throughout night.

March 7. Not many locals are interested in working as carriers because of the long distance back to the Kwairiekwa. Bubomai declared he should have anchored the ship at Sinerango or Ulimburi. Arorla is only about eight hours from the east coast. The high mountain on which we want to establish a camp bears NNE from here and is known as "Torombusu" (Kolovrat on the charts). There are no settlements above 2000 feet on its slopes; but a route is known to its summit which can be followed from our present position on the Kwairiekwa. The name Torombusu evidently means something about
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wind.

Bubomai tells me this is the first time Arorla has been visited by a white man alone. The Catholic Fathers have been to places on the western side of the Kwairafa. The people of Arorla did not run away into the bush when the punitive expedition arrived which saved the place from being destroyed. It was used as a base by the Government and many of the inhabitants acted as guides. Some districts behind Tacka Tacka and Uru are reported to be unsafe by my informants; but that is foreign territory to these folk and such reports are always questionable. Arorla has been visited once by a Government patrol that brought rice around to these districts which were short of food after the punitive expedition withdrew. In apprehending the natives concerned in the Sinerango affair the police killed pigs and destroyed gardens wherever they saw fit. Food production has not yet come back to normal, taro especially lacking.

Bubomai insisted on taking a gun out to show me how well he could shoot but the consistent rain made collecting impossible. The terrane hereabouts is very poor for birds on account of the abundant secondary growth. Arorla is on a hilltop at an altitude of 2700 feet (Aneroid) and one must go two or three miles to find the true forest country.

I am kept well supplied with potatoes for food.
No specimens brought it. Rainy, overcast weather continues.

March 8. Natives have been reluctant to offer themselves as carriers. Charlie Bubomai had 9 this morning. Decided to leave since we may be able to pick some up on the way back. We left Arorla at 8 A. M. and descended to Kwairaflats where potatoes were dug for the journey. All hands had a bath in the stream and then up creek bottoms and divergent spurs, reaching a small village which contributed two carriers. Continued on through old village sites and stopped at a house at the foot of the hills that give rise to the Kwairiekwa on the other side. Now about 3 P. M., so we called a halt. I went out hunting and got a phalanger, a large fruit-bat, and a common pigeon which I cooked for supper.

In the villages passed through I met with no sign of hostility. Practically all the women and the old men go about wholly naked and quite unconcerned. There was no display of weapons after the first episode of Arorla; the Government has recently destroyed most of the spears, clubs, bows and arrows, etc. I am sure we shall have no difficulty with the natives of this district other than the question of temperament in bargaining and other minor things. Fine weather until 4 P. M., when it commenced to rain.

March 9. Prepared the fruit-bat this morning before breakfast. We were on the road by 9 o'clock, crossing a small tributary of the Kwairafa shortly after. Then up over the watershed by a different trail from the one I used coming
over. Here I shot two crested pigeons (Turcaena crassirostris) and the widely-distributed Solomon cuckoo (Cacomantis). We reached the Kwairiekwa at an elevation of 1500 feet having crossed the range higher up the river than before. Here we connected with a party of eight from Toho, additional carriers, which was a welcome surprise. Arrived in the camp at Erigomano village by 4:30. Coultas and Eyerdam much pleased with the prospects, having found very little in this district.

Many interesting insects and land shells have been collected but no new species of birds since this zone is of lowland elevation. I fed the carriers and had them quartered in a local house; then assisted in preparing skins until 9 P.M. Weather fine throughout.

March 10. Coultas left for Su-u at 6:30 taking all specimens collected up to date in this camp. He is to bring back additional rice, tobacco, ammunition etc., and several of the Arorla carriers will wait here to take the stuff on. Local boys accompany him to the coast.

Four hunters out shooting with poor results. Nothing new brought in; however, many series of common species are well filled.

Eyerdam and self worked on birds at night. The Arorla carriers had a rest to-day. Clear during forenoon but rain later in day.

March 11. Eyerdam and I left with 14 carriers
I am writing to you from a remote location, not far from the front line. The situation is grave, and the fighting has intensifying.

Yesterday we received news that a large operation was underway, involving multiple units. Our position is now in direct line of fire, and the enemy is using heavy artillery.

I have been instructed to hold our ground at all costs, and to do so, we must be prepared for a long struggle. Our supplies are running low, and reinforcements are not expected for some time.

Please be assured that I am doing my best to maintain morale and keep everyone informed.

Yours sincerely,
[Your Name]
10 A.M., taking nearly all the gear and food with us. We had to pay the owner here for the use of a house, for potatoes, water-carrying etc.

Followed the same Kwairiekwa river and moving slowly began the climb over the range about 5 P.M. Rain threatening we were fortunate in getting the flies up to get under cover before it commenced. Fed the carriers on some potatoes purchased en route this morning. No collecting done. Rain during night.

March 12. Awoke with the beginnings of a bronchial cold. Had to give the carriers rice for breakfast which leaves about 4 lbs. We broke camp at 9 o'clock and after crossing the range got on to an old trail which took us over several ridges and on to the slopes of Torombusu where we had difficulty in finding a camping place at 4000 feet. From the Kwairiekwa we turned in a general westerly direction which locates this mountain unquestionably as "Kolovrat". Cleared heavy timber and set up two double flies. Water one half mile distant. Finished making camp about 4:30.

We are in the true mountain forest and already have heard the small parrots and identified two species of highland birds: a brown fantail and a Phyloscopus. The natives describe others, one of which is undoubtedly the black-winged Ducula pigeon. On the way up here to-day two good specimens of the small Edolisoma ("pseudomontanum") were collected.
We had to pay the woman five for the use of her house. For that reason, we were travelling at...
The carriers made what meal they could on the remaining rice, a large tin of meat, and some biscuits. Dry firewood is difficult to obtain in this area where most of the ground and vegetation is covered with dank moss and the mist hangs low most of the time.

Rain commenced about 4 o'clock; weather cleared during night. I am uncomfortable with my cold which is no better.

March 13. Nothing to feed the carriers but some oatmeal this morning. I put up birds while Eyerdam and two natives went out shooting. Other boys off to some village down the mountain to obtain a supply of potatoes.

Couttas arrived with his carriers and supplies about 11 A.M. The hunters came back in the afternoon with several new species for Malaita: green parroquet (Charmosynopsis), a brown fantail (Rhipidura"rufocastanea") and the mountain Ducula. We were at work preparing these until 9 P.M.

My cold has settled in my chest and gives me a raw cough. Rain during the day, light and intermittent.

March 14. Five natives out with guns at different times returning many desirable birds, two new editions among them- the Phylooscopus and a highly-colored parroquet (Charmosynas). There are plenty of willing hunters but few good ones; they are paid in tobacco for what they bring in. I have been preparing specimens constantly. Couttas and Eyerdam are on the same job. We want to run as large series
The caterers were very neat and could do the

The following are a large list of work and some positions

It is best to stay in the area and get a job in one of the

I want to get a job and get a better job in town with some

I have some experience and a couple of good references and

I have been doing this for a couple of years and

Perhaps do do the same job. We want to try and take

no pattern.
as possible while the weather is in our favor. An unusually large domestic cat was shot which illustrates to what extent these animals have adapted themselves to the bush. They have gradually found their way into the most remote inland villages since their introduction twenty or twenty-five years ago and the progeny being for the most part neglected readily forage for themselves and assume atavistic habits. I feel certain that this process has led to the extermination of Microgoura meeki on Choiseul and probably on Ysabel and Malaita if the species ever inhabited these islands as reported. I think I am correct in saying that most of the cats were brought to the islands by missionaries and this began between 1905 and 1910.

I prepared the skull of this specimen and labelled it as a matter of interest.

Numerous visitors came to look us over from villages in this vicinity including some very interesting characters; I noted the same air of suspicious curiosity. Weather fine throughout.

March 15. Five native hunters out all day returning such desirable material. The red parrot and brown fantail seem common enough; Phyloscopus and the green parrot are not easily found. Both species of parrots feed in flocks; but the green ones have fewer individuals and are more active. They frequent the high tree-tops and are consequently difficult to see when the mist hangs low on the mountain. One of the widely-distributed Columba vittiensis was shot to-day. The
black-winged Ducula and long-tailed Macropygia are common in this area. Certain species are probably of totemic significance to the natives judging from their talk. Various clans or moities are represented. Birds taboo to various natives I have questioned include the big Aquila eagle-hawk, Graucalas papuensis and two or three ground species which I take to be a rail, a dove, and probably the thrush (Turdus choisuli).

This is an excellent locality but cramped and uncomfortable living especially for making bird skins. Last night we heard an owl which the natives describe as "no big fella too much", evidently Spiloglaux. We are collecting insects all the time and one snake was taken the day we arrived which I have not seen before in the Solomons. Land shells will add up in big series before we are through.

Additional natives visited the camp to-day, all from this Ari Ari district; some from the slopes just behind Ulimburi on the weather side of the island. Certain of the original carriers are still with us. The staff of camp retainers numbers about 15 and the personnel changes as they come and go. We have to buy all the sweet potatoes offered to provide the necessary hospitality which is casually expected. However, this crowd furnishes shooting boys, wood-gatherers, cooks (in sufficient number to spoil anything), and water-drawers. I expect that when the novelty of the situation wears off there will not be so many.

I have decided to leave to-morrow morning with
two natives for Su-u in order to return additional ammunition and other supplies that are needed. My cold is no better and causes me lack of sleep and general discomfort. Another consideration which has been sounded is that these Ari Ari carriers will take considerable persuasion to go the long way back to Su-u when the opposite coast is so much nearer. Coultas and Eyerdam agree that that they can work out the high land while I take the ship away to the outlying islands off the Malaita coast returning to Ulimburi (about opposite Su-u on the eastern side) to rejoin them. This will cut down our working time in addition.

All three of us have been busy putting up specimens daily with no time for anything else. Weather clear during morning so that I could get bearings from the top of the mountain—Nura Is., S 5° E; Marau Sound (Guadalcanal Is.) S 20° E. Rain began to fall after 2 P.M.

March 16. Packed up all specimens and my gear ready to leave by 9:30 with two volunteers who will bring ammunition and supplies back to the camp from Su-u. We reached the Kwairiekwai river shortly after noon and stopped at a village below Erigomano, the former base.

No collecting accomplished by me except some insects. Weather fine and clear.

March 17. Picked up one box left by Coultas in a house near the river. Nothing remains at Erigomano where I stopped to see if some things which Coultas could not
sentations. Two minutes for 2n-1 is enough to discuss advertising
situations and open up possibilities that can be needed.
only is no better and can use few or none and

General Traction. Another consideration which may appear
been something in that space. All criteria will take
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2n- mean the opposite cost is to much smaller. One has
my personal sense that that can work on the ship
anywhile I take the after way to the only place

If there to the momentary force is 2° 60'.
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Water is ready to all spacers on my crew.
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smuggling and apply back to the same town 60-n. The
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at a different place. The reasons.
The reason to.
No collection or information of any superior come

I request the and clear.
Welcome to me for you. I feel your confidence in

I suppose to see it same prime work complete some

carry with him had been returned to Su-u by some of the boat's crew as he had directed.

Rain commenced at 2:30 increasing to downpour. We got out to the coast by 3:45 and went aboard the schooner where I got into dry clothes. Unpacked and rewrapped the specimens I had brought down.

Captain has been painting the ship after burning off and is nearly finished. No collecting done by me. Weather cleared up at night.

March 16. Packed up the supplies needed up in the bush and sent off the two carriers at 8 A.M. Also paid off a casual "work-play" boy who has been hanging about the ship and remunerated "Whisky", the local headman for his services. Squared up our account with the Malaita Company; they have supplied us with many necessities and have offered every available assistance.

Started motor at 3 P.M. and proceeded alongside wharf to take in fresh water. Finished by 7 o'clock, made adieux, and cast off. Southerly course set to pass Cape Zelee. Captain ill with attack of fever. Sea fairly calm but heavy rains. Self on watch all night. No collecting done.

March 19. Cape Zelee in sight at dawn and course altered for Ulawa Is. Wind came away from the north and headed us until we made the lee side of the island about 1 P.M. Sutalahia Anchorage very exposed to this weather. Coasted up to NW end of Ulawa (Ngorongoro) and dropped
satisfy with him had need serve to 20-y. y.'s come of the
post's a'ere as he had prepared

walt commencing at 8:0.1.0 minutes to command

anchor outside inner harbor while captain went out in longboat to sound and inspect the very narrow and tortuous passage. The "France" must negotiate this to lie in the only possible harbor here. Decided to try it and succeeded after about an hour's work using both motor and kedge anchors. The ship touched three times on isolated stones; the false keel eliminated any possibility of damage. We found no swinging room inside and had to put down both anchors and lay out two kedges to keep the vessel in position.

The manager of the plantation here is away; no other white people on the place. Our success in maneuvering the ship into this little cove proved fortunate for both the captain and myself. He is truly down to a spell of subtertian malaria; and I also have an attack with the miserable gastric complications and a heavy cold as well.

No collecting done. Strong NW squalls and gales during night.

March 20. Captain a little better to-day. Self very ill and unable to get out of bed. Crew continued with the painting around the ship. Numerous natives came aboard. No collecting done. Overcast sky and variable northerly winds.

March 21. Another bad day of fever. Captain much worse to-day. Neither he nor I can stomach any food and have to lie still.

Plenty of natives in this district; no trouble to get hunters.
Fresh wind from the NE made the vessel strain at her moorings which had to be adjusted during day. Some rain at night. No collecting done.

March 22. Captain and self still ill; but I am somewhat improved. Aravo, the cook, has joined the sick list with fever and a cough. I got up in the afternoon and took some food. Some of the locals brought along fresh vegetables and fruit to trade.

No collecting done yet on account of sickness and bad weather. Overcast all day and strong NW wind.

March 23 (Sunday). Captain still down. I went ashore with my gun but saw very few birds and nothing unusual. I find myself weakened from the fever bout and so returned on board the ship having collected some land shells. Mino dumbontii, Domicella, Trichoglossus haematodus, and Rhipidura tricolor melaleuca were the only species I noted. Ulawa reaches an elevation of approximately 1300 feet and is basically volcanic. Coraline limestone is common around the sea-coast. It is densely wooded and there are no trails up to the high land from our anchorage. Three villages are near at hand but their gardens are near the sea and they do not have much occasion to go very far inland.

Ulawa Is. is not more than eight miles in length and from four to six in breadth with rather regular shape. From the NW side the natives have made trails up the mountain on top of which there are reported monolithic remains of interest. I shall not be able to visit them.
No bird specimens collected. Overcast weather continues with NW wind.

March 24. Captain still sick; and another sailor, which puts three in disability. I am better and spent the day ashore where I observed more birds than I did yesterday but only shot one Nycticorax. Small birds are not represented here at all. I had several normally intelligent natives about me to-day and I brought them aboard to see the Malaita specimens. They could not recognize any of the flycatchers, fantails, honeysuckers, or kingfishers one would expect to find on an island of this size. In addition to species noted yesterday I can add the following: Halcyon albicilla saurophag, Cinnyris jugularis, Lorius pectoralis, Demiegretta sacra, Edolisoma schisticeps (common graybird), Aplonis cantoroides and Ap. metallica; Graucalus papuensis, Haliaster indus, Aquila, Ptilinopus superbus (red-breast dove), and the two species of Ducula "Pseudeos" (red coconut parrot).

I did not collect any of these widely-distributed species even for the locality. Heavy weather continues; rain squalls and wind from the NW.

March 25. Three hunters ashore all day despite stormy weather. They returned a few common parrots which are of no interest. Several species of land shells have been collected in good series. I have put up very few specimens and shall leave for the mainland as soon as the weather turns favorable. We cannot visit the Three Sisters.
To my mind, I have seen many intelligent motives
which do not like to be explained. I may notice any
thing that I may notice, but I do not like to
be explained. I may notice any thing that I may notice,
Of these there is only one small island not completely planted with coconuts and this one is some few miles away from the only anchorage. The captain does not want to take the ship there; probably because it would make a little more work for him. He does as little as possible and has never shown any interest toward assisting the expedition. Stormy weather during day and night.

March 26. Captain recovered from his fever, we made the ship ready for sea and marked all the stones in the entrance to this little harbor with buoys. Got under weigh by 11:30 A.M. with three kedge anchors and the motor. Cleared the passage and anchored offshore in heavy swell, the captain being unwilling to proceed until to-morrow morning which will get us to Maramasike (South or "Small" Malaita) in good light. I am due at Ulimburi to connect with the camping party on April 1st.

One of the crew still sick and unable to work. My bronchial cold remains but is much improved. Fortunately, no strong wind during night, but light and variable from NW to SW.

March 27. Hove up and under weigh at daylight making for Port Adam (west coast of Maramasike Island); used motor continuously. Overran entrance between Haleilli and Mary Island, which lengthened the run nearly two hours. Entered passage at 2 P.M. and turned north but found no good ground and proceeded south inside barrier islands looking for anchorage convenient to landing. 3 P.M. grounded on reef through utter carelessness in navigation. The plan of the place was
If space there is only one small island, find one to come to when
people with cackle and frill are gone. The cackle goes not want
from the only encroacher. The cackle gone not want to take the man there; property passage of property wake a little more work for him. He goes as little as possible
and have never shown any interest toward satisfying the
expectation. Some master's Arctic gay say night.

Merton XC Captains interesting from the other we
make the ship ready for sea any market all the stowage in
the entrance to the little person with purses. Get under
water by 12:30 A.M. with these bags and摸索 any the water.
Clear the passage and摸索 at the next night.
the captain's order anything to pleased every "Elegant"
working will stay as to he has left. I am able to understand to connect
material in every light. I am able to understand to commit
with the camping party on sight.

One of the crew will take any number to work. We
proceed fully. Only American part in many interesting.

adjacent few move away. Get next minute, back and velocity to
on stowage with another next, light, and velocity to

I'm to W.C.

Merton SV. Hove up and make water at galley and make
for Port Aclen (west coast of Labrador Island) near water
continue constantly. Get the entrance between hills and hill.
Finally, when at the port, look for any oven and look on rock杜兰
may proceed south into harbor. Look for Port—
see command for landing. 8 & M. Reaching on least pressure
after entrance in navigation. The play of the place was
made in 1850 and we had no look-out aloft. Spent the rest
of the day trying to get off without success. Since it was
nearly high water when we struck, the vessel was soon in
very shallow water due to receding tide. The captain decided
to wait for the night tide. He blames everybody but himself
for the accident. No collecting done. Rain during afternoon
and at night.

March 28. I turned in last night expecting to
be aroused by the captain to help at refloating the ship as
soon as the tide came up. He says he got up to have a look
but decided to wait until daylight. Meanwhile the ship is
slowly filling up with water because she lies canted forward
with dry seams under surface. Most of the supplies in the
main hold are wet including ammunition and corn meal. The
engine sump and crank pits are full of salt water which means
a complete take-down. All hands busy pumping and bailing
from 6 o'clock until 2 when we got her dry. Attempts with
kedge anchors have failed to move her. I swam around the
stern with diving glasses and found that about 12 inches of
the keel is embedded in soft coral.

The captain having no suggestions I went ashore
and got about 60 natives to come out in canoes. These set
about to breaking the coral around the keel with crowbars,
marlin spikes, etc., with a promise of a case (15 lbs.) of
tobacco if they helped us get the vessel free. Forty of
them got underneath the counter and along the keel to lift
and push while the rest heaved on the kedges at a given
signal. She came off quite easily. And the whole mob yelled for five minutes,—because they had won their tobacco.

Vessel at anchor by 4:30 P.M. I sent some of the crew over to look at the bottom and they reported no visible damage; another case for the false keel.

Overcast all day with heavy rain in afternoon. No collecting done.

March 29. Worked all day drying out cartridges, corn meal, collecting gear; and turned to on the motor which required about eight hours to drain out, clean up, and put in order.

Crew worked in main hold and the captain restowed lazarette. During this process two rats were caught. This is another discouraging piece of intelligence, the result of spending the night alongside Lever Bros., wharf at Gavutu on Jan. 23rd.

I talked to some of the local boys in the evening about birds and showed them specimens. Many of these they could not recognize and it is evident that "Small Malaita" does not possess a large bird population. They mentioned none I could not identify from their description.

Weather clear and hot with one shower during forenoon. No collecting done.

March 30. Hove up at 8 A.M. and proceeded out upper northern entrance of Port Adam setting course for
No collection gone.
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Takka Takka (Deep Bay). Wind light from E; set sails to some advantage but motor used continuously as usual. Saw flocks of terns feeding off entrance to Maramasike Passage. We were delayed by a stoppage of the motor due to water in the fuel. Anchored in Deep Bay near a stream that falls directly into the sea; this is a remarkable harbor and could accommodate a small navy.

Went ashore about 4 o'clock to bathe and wash clothes.

Mr. Walker of AV"Korombusu" recruiting ship visited us. Heavy rain during night. No collecting done.

March 31. Thick mist over bay during morning accompanied by light rain. Crew loading fresh water. Weather cleared at noon. Hove up and proceeded under power making for Ulimburi (Double Bay) where we are to connect with camping party. Anchored at 5 P.M. This is another remarkably fine harbor. We have been taking advantage of any sunlight to dry out cartridges, cornmeal etc. I have been busy labelling Malaita specimens.

Some of the local natives came off. No collecting done. Fine weather all day; some rain at night.

April 1. Fresh early morning land breeze from NW. To-day we continued drying material that remains wet from our experience on the reef.

A native of this district who was in the camp for a while on Mt. Kolovrat (Torombusu) brought a letter...
take Feltz (Taco 97p) until 10:45. With slight turn on west side to
see some variations of color near continental as needed.
I feel at peace, feeling all around to kamische Fenssee.
A taste of deep snow a traces of water in the earth
and I am into the scene. I am remembering a park and again
accommodate a really well.

West separate sport a click to paten any way

W. Water at "Kolomarko" restating again

altieth we hear lots of windy. Nocoffee in go
eater. If think mit over par after morning

accompanying my light rain, grew between deep water
between across of way. Have on by проведя under
boom inrext for ultimate (enoffie sign) where we are to
come to accompany with opening part. Answering at §. I Q The
another kamische fine park. We have seen talking
 assurances of my emittance to any part or limitation. Completely
and I have seen some identification material elsewhere.

some of the local weather come of or

coffeesing gone. Fine weather will be; some rain at night
April. I west see in morning. Long preserving food

we go to my continuing arrival that remain we

t. From the excursion on the east.

A view of that station, where in the camp

for a while on the Kolonief (Takoma) prairie & later
from Goulta. The collecting is not nearly finished due
to bad weather chiefly. He intends shifting the camp
from the high mountain to Arorla where he will stay until
the series are complete. He is in need of more ammunition
and other things which I made ready immediately; these I
dispatched during the afternoon by three local natives after
the usual bickering. They will reach Arorla to-morrow.

Hove up at 5:30 P.M. and proceeded out of
harbor setting course for Gower Island, 25 miles NE of
Malaita. Clear weather and calm sea. No collecting done.

April 2. On watch all night driving motor.
SW breeze came away at dawn as we sighted Gower. Saw
several dark shearwaters and another which I identified
as perhaps Pterodroma becki. Lowered the small dinghy
to chase them after stopping the motor. Much to the
chagrin of the captain. But I could not get close. We
continued on for Gower but a hot bearing forced a stoppage
about noon. Course set for wrong end of island for anchor-
age, an obvious mistake. Tacking to little advantage
against NE breeze. Re-started motor at 3:15 P.M. and
made for SE end of island where we located the bay indicated
and came to comfortably in 10 fathoms. 4:30.

No natives seen; villages inland with fishing
houses on the beach. Weather fine. Hot and calm at night
with mosquitoes. No collecting done.

April 3. Ashore at 7:30 and met natives
The collection is not here. I'm afraid this is not what I expected.

He is not interested in the camp. He says the mountains are too far away. He is not interested in the collection.

I asked for Abara, but he was not interested in giving it to me. He said it was not important.

The mayor was not interested in the collection. They will never accept it tomorrow.

I was supposed to be here at 5:00, but I arrived at 6:00.

The mayor was not interested in the collection. He said it was not important.

I asked for Abara, but he was not interested in giving it to me. He said it was not important.

Why are we here? Why are we looking for Abara?
coming out to the coast. Gave out two guns and collected until 1 P.M. when I returned on board with a dozen birds to put up, leaving three native hunters out shooting.

This little island has some unusual forms. I found the black-knob-bed pigeon common and the only representative of Ducula on the island. This adds another locality for this rather strangely distributed mutant: Rennell Island, Buena Vista (and Florida - no specimens from the latter), and reported on Nissan but none secured. A new Ptilinopus related to species on Rennell and Santa Anna Island is present with distinctive variation. In addition to these I put up several common island flycatchers (Monarcha inornatus).

Native hunters brought in more birds at 5 o'clock. Trichoglossus is represented by form that appears smaller than most. I was kept busy skinning birds until a late hour. Weather fine and clear.

April 4. Three guns out all day. I remained aboard to put up specimens until 4 P.M. when I went ashore to make additional observations. I note several common species: Kakatoe, Chalcoenas nicobaricus, Chaleophaia, stephani, Pandion haliaetus, Halcyon sancta, Eurystomus orientalis, Halcyon albicilla saurophag, and Aplonis metallica. One species of fruit bat is present. Charadrius dominicus is common and runs about in the gardens quite close to native houses. A rail is described by the natives.
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from one to two miles wide. The formation is completely
coraline limestone and the height of the island does not
exceed 50 feet. It is densely forested throughout and
the ground inland is very fertile judging from the excell-
ence of native produce. Near the southwestern side there
is a large lagoon entirely enclosed which probably connected
with the sea at one time. The island is called "Dai" by
the natives who number about fifty. They originally came
from North Malaita and still carry on active trade with
coastal people, especially those of the Tai Lagoon. There
is considerable fishing done in addition to the cultivation
of the two staples, taro and coconuts. Chinese traders call
occasionally to buy shell which is obtained on the fringing
reefs; these are of no great extent. Water for drinking
purposes is collected in holes in the coral.

About twenty birds were returned to-day
including a good number of doves. They kept me busy until
a late hour. Fine weather continues.

April 5. I went ashore early with three
natives and secured a rail. This is evidently Gymnocrex
species and is heard generally at early morn and toward
evening,—"Kong-a-o", which is the native name for the bird.
With several other specimens I returned to the ship to
prepare them. I am not taking any of the widely-distributed
species in order to concentrate on the new ones.

Native hunters returned about 4 with good
bag; I sent them out again to search for rails at dusk.
and again early to-morrow morning. It is a good opportunity to make a good series of this rather rare species. Ranging over the small area of this island one is almost sure to hear them calling, usually at their appointed times, during six or eight hours hunting. Like most ground birds it is difficult to get a shot at one. The natives have both pigs and dogs; these do not appear to have affected the bird life to any degree. Fortunately, no cats are present.

Busy putting up birds until late at night. Weather fine but hot.

April 6. (Sunday). The four hunters were out early this morning having kept the guns ashore last night. One small boy brought along another rail. Later several doves and pigeons were returned. Another sally toward evening yielded three more rails, one badly shot. Ptilinopus and Trichoglossus are going into large series. Land shells of three species have been coming in daily at a stick of tobacco for the dozen.

Putting up specimens day and night. Weather fine with light SE breeze.

April 7. Four guns out early as usual resulting in a complement of doves, pigeons, parroquets, and one New Zealand cuckoo (Urodynamis taitensis).

I caught up on the birds by noon to-day and worked on the motor during the afternoon making ready for early start to-morrow. The evening's hunt returned three rails which gives us a fairly good series. All together
nearly ninety specimens from four days collecting.

Putting up birds at night. Wind fresh from SE with occasional squalls.

April 8. Hove up at 7 A.M. and proceeded out under power clearing reefs in thick rain squall. NE wind died and then shifted to SE which forced us to beat all day. Manoba island, off NE coast of Malaita in sight by 6 P.M. Motor used continually until 9 o'clock.

Saw several shearwaters during the day but could not try for them. Stormy weather during the night; vessel made little progress.

April 9. Called by captain to fix steering device which had become disarranged. Ship about abeam of Atta Cove. Started motor at 9 A.M. Dirty weather all day; wind light SE and ESE with several heavy squalls, one carrying away the outer jib sheet. Captain asleep from 10 A.M. until 1 when we were just past Cape Arascides. From here we made a good course to Ulimburi, anchoring at 5:25 P.M. Saw isolated shearwaters,- about a dozen at different times (Puffinus pacificus chlororhynchus) and another smaller bird, dark with white underside (Pterodroma becki); impossible to lower boat because of bad weather and short-handed crew.

Eyerdam came down from the camp at Arorla yesterday bringing all specimens which we unpacked and put away. He had several birds to be prepared, shells, insects etc. We
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shall return to Arorla to-morrow, taking more ammunition and some food.

Overcast sky; cool but no rain during night.

April 10. Morning taken up finishing work aboard ship. Eyerdam and I landed at 2 P.M. with ten carriers he had brought down including the faithful and most useful "Charlie" Bubomai. Climbed nearly to the top of the first ridge and slept in a small village.

The terrane rises rather suddenly behind the brief foreshore and is of mixed porphyry formation with an abundance of coraline limestone intermingled. From 800-1000 feet we passed through numerous patches of secondary growth indicating old garden land. No collecting done. Rain during night.

April 11. Breakfasted on rice and started by 8 A.M., crossing at 3500 feet by noon. The typical mountain forest begins at about 3000; again I noticed the rockiness of the landscape. It is not so pronounced on Torombusu, the big mountain. Coraline limestone is predominant, especially on the eastern slopes of the region we are passing through.

Bird life seemed rather sparse. We met two natives on the trail who had a few specimens. These we took on to Arorla where we found Coul tas at work. 3 P.M. Practically all the series are well-filled, even up to fifty specimens in some cases. Over 500 skins have been made during this trip inland.

I should like to have had more time at the Torombusu camp at 4000 feet; however, I do not think the expedition has
missed much. We cannot stay more than a week longer for many reasons,— principally food shortage on the ship; in camp one can always get native food.

Assisted with bird preparation. Hunters returned at 5 o'clock. Rain commenced about 4 continuing into night.

April 12. Four natives out with guns all day. They are not shooting the common species which we have well represented.

One Strix alba brought in by a native who wounded it with an arrow when he saw it sitting in its hole high up in a big tree. Many of the locals had never seen this bird before. The rarest species in the collection to date are: Spiloglaux sp., Ceyx lepidus. Additional specimens are needed to fill good series of the following: Micropsitta, Phyloscopus, Charmosynopsis, Graucalus lineatus.

At work with others putting up birds. Weather fine and clear.

April 13 (Sunday). Three of the hunters went off to visit their villages some miles distant taking their guns with them. One boy brought in three fruit bats which gives us a series of 11. Another small owl returned but so badly shot that it could only be put into alcohol. No mountain birds taken to-day. The collectors have to go about two hours in order to get into highland forest, the terrane around Arorla being covered with garden land and secondary growth. About the only mountain bird that is readily obtainable hereabouts is the brown fantail (Rhipidura"rufo-
castanea"). Certain species of birds are taboo to natives connected with clans that enforce totemic exogamy. This seems to be its significance to the cursory enquirer. Most of these taboo birds have not yet been taken; judging from the descriptions given by natives we have a ground pigeon or dove (possibly the yellow-legged Columba), a rail (possibly Gymnocrex solomonensis as found on Gower Island), and a thrush (apparently either Turdus or Pitta). There are others (previously mentioned); but these are the most desirable.

Colut's labelling specimens; Eyerdam and I preparing recently collected material. Weather fine and clear.

April 14. Hunters returned during day with a few birds,—nothing of interest. The novelty of shooting has worn off and like most natives, they grow listless. One must continually urge them on, promising rewards for rare specimens. To-day we added a few more fruit bats to the collection and two phalangers. Clear during day with some showers at night.

April 15. Busy making up skins all day. The hunters came in to be paid off. As a final effort one contributed a new representative of Accipiter hiogaster(?), a well-developed female. Contents of stomach—two small lizards and the remains of a frog. The stomach of Strix alba contained the fur and a few bones of a rat. A good example of Urodynamis taitensis was taken and this is an unusual locality. More fruit bats and a phalanger in the dark phase, and a female Cacomantis. This is about 60 grams heavier than the male. In the intestines of a male collected sometime previously on Torombusu we found
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parasitic worms, which is not unusual in this species. In addition to Accip.albogularis and hiogaster (the one taken today), another is described by the natives. This may be the male of albogularis. The local people are of great assistance sometimes in this way; but their pictorial talk usually leads to the discovery of some very common form. However, most of the species mentioned as "taboo" should be on Malaita; in fact, it is surprising that we have not found one or two of them at least. Weather fine and clear.

April 16. Made up packs and after much bickering and waiting got off from Arorla with fifteen carriers, three of them women. 10 A.M. Rain began to fall as we got out on the road and continued until 2 P.M. We crossed the eastern range and descended to a village on the slopes where we spent the night. With a caravan one always moves slowly.

I find myself rather weak and got into the blankets with a touch of fever. No collecting done. Strong SE wind during night with bursts of rain.

April 17. On the road by 9 A.M. reaching the Government Tax-collecting House by noon. Alone and with good conditions one could make the hike from Arorla to the coast in 8-10 hours. The distance to either Ulimburi or Sinerango is approximately the same from our camp.

All on board by 3:30 where we found the captain ill with fever (sub-tertian gastric). We plan to leave to-morrow. Assisted with the unpacking of specimens and worked on the motor
A new wave of people and ideas is sweeping through the nation. The old ways are being replaced by new, more efficient methods. Sometimes it's hard to accept change, but it is necessary for progress. The future belongs to those who are willing to take risks and innovate.

Today is a special day. We will be celebrating the launch of our new project. I hope everyone can join us for the festivities. Let's make this a day to remember!
anticipating early start. No collecting done. Weather fine but misty at night with some rain.

April 18. My condition much improved with good night's rest. I had a job to finish on the motor and could not get started on time. Captain attempted to sail out of the harbor but westerly breeze off the land fell as the ship approached the outer reef passage and forced him to put about to return to the anchorage under light southerly. Hove up again and proceeded out under power setting course to round north end of Malaita. All sails set with wind light and variable from the south'ard. Stopped motor at 5 P.M. Took deck watch from 6 to 10 P.M. Passed Manoba Island A/C to West.

Saw a few flocks of nododies, some sooties, and a few gannets. Fine and cool during night.

April 19. Cape Astrolabe well astern at dawn and course set SW/W to pass through passage between Florida and Buena Vista Is. Using motor from 7:30 A.M. throughout run. Good weather and fairly calm sea until 4 P.M. when wind and rain squalls came away from the SE. Captain decided to anchor in lee of Olevuga Island 5:30 P.M. Eyerdam ashore to look for shells.

No sea-birds of interest sighted during run. But just after Eyerdam had left in the small dinghy a dusky-colored storm petrel came into view. It flew about the harbor at quite a distance from the ship but it was too dark for me to distinguish any identification. Weather cleared up during night.

April 20 (Easter Sunday). Eyerdam ashore early with
Waiter, I would like a fresh cup of coffee. Your eyes look tired, but I have a job to finish on my own. I need to get the parts and put them together. A few essay papers to edit, it's getting late. I think I'll head back home now. Have a good night.
some of the crew to collect shells and shoot pigeons. I had a
pump gland to re-pack; finished by 8 A.M. and vessel under weigh
by 9. Wind SE dead ahead all the way in to Tulagi. We passed
through several heavy squalls. Anchored in harbor about 1 P.M.,
but too close to the shore. Washed down and cleaned up.

All of us had dinner at the hotel. Captain stayed
ashore all night.

April 21. Severe squall caused vessel to drag her
anchor and come up with the keel bumping the bottom and foul
ground all around. This awakened me at 5 A.M. and I hurriedly
got all hands to the windlass to heave the ship up to her anchor
and out of shallow water. Started the motor and shifted the
vessel around to the inner harbor (Ellis Cove) which is protected
from the SE and affords the only comfortable anchorage for a ship
of our tonnage during this season. Only the false keel touched
the bottom; so no damage resulted. Captain arrived aboard at
noon.

No business can be done ashore-bank holiday. Labelled
birds on board. After supper ashore we found the postmaster who
gave us some mail. I received a radio from Dr. Sanford.

Weather fine with strong SE wind. No collecting done.

April 22. Visited Burns Philp to learn our status.
Dispatched one radio to Bank of NSW to enquire our balance and
another to Clay & Co., Samarai.

Goods ordered by Coultas from W.S. Tait & Co., Sydney
agents, came to hand.
I had some coffee earlier and now I'm feeling a bit pumpy about being in bed. I'm trying to get some work done, but I'm not sure if I'll make it. My mind is racing, and I can't seem to focus. The room is quiet, and I can hear my own thoughts. I'm not sure what to do next. I'm feeling a bit lost and unsure of myself. I need to keep moving, to stay focused. I don't want to lose my way.
Developed photographs in the evening. No collecting done. Miserable weather—rainy all day.

April 23. Cleared up to-day and wind fresh from the SE. Worked on labels. No collecting done. Fine at night.

April 24. Radio from bank indicates a very small balance. We wired NY—"When can we rely on receiving remittance? Now ready to leave. "Finished labelling Malaita specimens.

No collecting done. Weather fine and clear.

April 25. Started overhaul on motor. Wrote some mail for SS"Marsina" which calls en route to Sydney in a few day's time.

No collecting done. Weather fine with fresh SE trades.

April 26. Radio reply came from NY informing that $10,000. had been sent out to the expedition between Jan. 15th. (approximately) and April 9th, the latter evidently being the date of the last dispatch. Of this amount $4500. has been received. So, Coultas can count on $5500. This sum will liquidate all debts out here (exclusive of New York deficit, staff salaries etc.)

I worked on the motor and visited Gavutu during the afternoon. No collecting done. Weather fine and clear.

April 27 (Sunday). I spent last night at Gavutu returning to Tulagi at 9 A.M. to-day.

No collecting done. Weather fine and clear.
The following fragments are the only readable text on the page:

"...No collection gone..."
April 28. The last remittance sent from NY on April 9th should reach Sydney on May 11th with the SS "Tahiti" mail. We showed the wire from the Museum to Mr. Scott, BP's manager, proposing that he accept a check and allow us to leave for Samarai. He waived the responsibility but agreed to cable the head office-Sydney for superior sanction.

Worked on motor and assisted in packing material for shipment. No collecting done. Fine weather continues.

April 29. Satisfactory reply from Burns Philip-Sydney gives us leave to depart for Samarai. We expect to call at Rennell on this trip. Then at Samarai we shall try to arrange an exchange of the "France" for the "Royal Endeavor" which would be much to the expedition's advantage; but the possibility of the trade is very remote. Failing this, the "France" can be pulled up for repairs to her copper sheathing. Coultas will make New Caledonia his next collecting ground. I shall leave for America either at Samarai or Noumea, depending on time and convenience, probably Samarai.

I worked on the motor drawing pistons and taking down big end bearings for general inspection and cleaning. SS "Marsina" arrived and left for Gaudalcanal coast. SS "Duranbah" came in from Rabaul.

No collecting done. Weather fine but hot.

April 30. Continued work on motor and assisted
with packing of specimens. The captain is seldom aboard the ship except to sleep, no matter what hour of the twenty-four. He and I are on frosty terms. I am in favor of giving him notice immediately. Coultas wants to wait, for fear that he might leave us stranded without replacement.

SS "Marsina" sailed for Sydney. No collecting done.

Weather fine.


No collecting done. Fine weather during day. SE squalls and heavy rain at night.

May 2. Worked on motor until after lunch when I went over to Gavutu to obtain a spare part. I stayed for supper at the mess. Mr. Riddall, the assistant accountant in Lever Bros. office has applied to Coultas for work on the schooner and has been promised an appointment.

I returned to Tulagi about 8 P.M. Eyerdam has been ashore to-day. Got lost on native tracks, and shot a "long-tail" Centropus. This is the first specimen taken on Florida Island, although it has been heard many times.

Fine weather with SE trade wind.

May 3. Worked on the motor nearly all day. Eyerdam out after shells in small dinghy.

SS "Duranbah" sailed. Captain E. Palmer's Av "Mendana" is in port. We paid him a call in the evening. No collecting done. Clear weather with heavy showers at night.
Westfield fine.

May I work on motor assembling at Opt. Co., please?

No collector gone. Fine meat grilling gone. Be careful.

May's working on motor wiring after lunch when I went.
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In brief, we bring a call in to any of the agencies. No collectors.

Go clean meat with fresh potatoes or milk.
May 4. Vessel remains at anchor in Ellis Cove. The captain is ill with fever again which may delay our departure. I continued work on the motor and expect to overhaul and clean everything before the job is finished.

Eyerdam out after shells. Clear and hot during day with heavy rain at night. No collecting done.


May 6. Completed work on the motor to-day. Captain still ill.

Shipment of Malaita specimens and one package of curios and ethnological material marked in my name ready to go to Burns Philp.

Eyerdam out after shells part of the day. No collecting done. Fine weather with good trade wind.

May 7. Additional adjustments necessary on motor before the vessel could leave the anchorage. Hove up at 2 P.M. and proceeded alongside Carpenter's wharf to take in fresh water. Left with tanks full at 6:30 and anchored out in the harbor.

SS"Mataram" arrived from Sydney at 4 P.M.

Eyerdam out after shells: admirable industry. No other collecting done. Mr. Riddall, the new prospective associate, came over from Gavutu in the evening.

Weather fine and clear with brisk trades blowing.
Rain at night.

May 8. No American mail came to hand. The vessel is ready for sea but the usual unfinished business lengthens the delay. Mr. Riddall moved his dunnage aboard to-day and officially joins the expedition on this date.

I visited the steamer in the evening and learned that Dr. Lambert is in Tulagi and expects to visit Rennell Is., to make a health survey of the natives. He is directing the campaign of the Rockefeller Foundation (with co-operation of the Government Medical Service) on hookworm and yaws. This work has been carried on throughout the South Pacific generally. His intention of going to Rennell Is., (under government supervision) puts an entirely new aspect on our proposed trip which was to be to Samarai via Rennell Is., without official permission or clearance (for reasons of expediency).

No collecting done except Eyerdam's usual shell-hunt. Weather fine during day with rain at night.

May 9. I went to see Dr. Lambert this morning and had a long conversation about Rennell Is. I fetched Coultas and we proposed that the Rockefeller Foundation visit Rennell as guest of the Whitney Expedition provided the Government is agreeable. This is the only way we can make the trip without having Government surveillance (police boys, etc.) to impede our work. If the Resident Commissioner is in favor it will save him the expense of
We are now being asked to hand over American military bases to the access of the Australian military. This is seen as part of the wider trend towards increased military alliances and cooperation between nations. The Australian military see this as a potential opportunity for increased interoperability and technological advancements. However, there are concerns about the potential impact on national security and sovereignty.

The Australian military have expressed interest in the exchange of knowledge and expertise. This includes the sharing of best practices, technologies, and personnel. However, there are also concerns about the potential for cyber-attacks and the need for robust security measures.

The Australian government is aware of the potential for increased military cooperation, but also recognizes the need for careful consideration of the implications for national security. There is a focus on maintaining sovereignty and ensuring that any cooperation is mutually beneficial.

In conclusion, the Australian military see this as an opportunity for increased cooperation and interoperability, but also recognize the need for careful consideration of the potential risks and implications for national security.

(Original text in Russian: "Нам пришлось бы сдать американские военные базы в доступ австралийской армии. Это является частью более широкой тенденции к увеличению военной кооперации между странами. Австралийская армия видит это как потенциальную возможность для улучшения взаимодействия и технологических продвигнутостей. Однако, есть опасения, связанные с потенциальным влиянием на национальную безопасность и суверенитет.

Австралийская армия выразила интерес к обмену знаниями и опытом. Это включает в себя обмен лучшими практиками, технологиями и персоналом. Однако, также есть опасения по поводу потенциального риска кибератак и необходимости прочных мер безопасности.

Австралийское правительство осознает потенциальную возможность увеличения военной кооперации, но также понимает необходимость тщательного рассмотрения последствий для национальной безопасности. Фокус направлен на поддержание суверенитета и обеспечение того, что любое сотрудничество будет взаимовыгодным.

В итоге, австралийская армия видит это как возможность для улучшения взаимодействия и совместимости, но также понимает необходимость тщательного рассмотрения потенциальных рисков и последствий для национальной безопасности.

Безопасность - это вовсе не то, что мы видим при взгляде на опыт. Но в военном мире мы должны быть готовы к такому. Единственное, что мы можем судить, это то, что в военном мире мы не можем игнорировать."
two voyages to Rennell for the HMCS "Ranadi".

We are fortunate not to be at sea bound for Rennell with a foreign clearance. The Government steamer would arrive with Dr. Lambert's party and the "France" would be seized for breaking pratique. Besides it is doubtful whether or not our old captain would take the ship to Rennell without clearance. Coultas has not informed him.

Dr. Lambert will talk matters over with the Resident Commissioner this evening. No collecting done. Rainy all day with very little wind.

May 10. We met Dr. Lambert early and learned that the Commissioner Mr. Ashley approved of the trip to Rennell Is., as outlined. Plans made to leave Tulagi on Monday night (May 12th).

No collecting done. Weather fine with SE trade blowing fresh.

May 11 (Sunday). Two anchors down on account of strong wind across harbor. I put in half the day working on the motor. Visited with Drs. Lambert and Steenson and took dinner with them.

No collecting done other than Eyerdam's daily shell hunt. Fine weather and fresh trades from SE.

May 12. Worked on motor until noon. We hove up after lunch and proceeded alongside BP's wharf to draw some stores and fill up water tanks. Dr. Lambert ordered a generous supply of food for his part of the trip's main-
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Vessel back at anchorage at 6 P.M.

Hove up with all hands aboard at 11 P.M. and set course for Berande-Guadalcanal where we are to pick up Mr. Gordon White, Dr. Lambert's associate, who will assist him in his examination of natives.

I received an official letter from the Government Secretary this morning at 11 A.M. asking when we proposed a visit to Rennell Is., concerning which the Commissioner had been unofficially informed. I replied in writing with full particulars and sent the letter ashore for delivery by special messenger to the "top office" this afternoon.

May 13. Off Guadalcanal coast at dawn anchoring at Berande at 7 A.M. Dr. Lambert went ashore to visit his field workers. I took the opportunity to clean valves and filters. Mr. Robinson, manager of the local plantation entertained everyone at lunch. Mr. White and all the Rockefeller campaign gear embarked by 1 P.M. and the vessel away shortly after. Bucking strong SE wind and current all afternoon. We had to argue strongly with the captain to carry on beyond Aola where he wanted to waste a night at anchor. Wind fell at dusk and vessel made better speed. Several rain showers. On watch between short naps throughout night.

May 14. Off Marau Sound at 9 A.M. and by 10
Access pack of equipment at 11:30

Home with ML. resume starting at 11:30 and set aside for Erskine-Conditionarry where we will to pick up the Gator Whips, ML. Temperate's equipment, and will send him in the examination of natives.

I received an official letter from the Governor.

We went secretly this morning at 11:30 and again we had to drive a vehicle to Kennett to communicate with the Commissioners and pass on the information. I had been in contact with my partners and sent the letter to Early for delivery by special messenger to the Post Office, this afternoon.

On waking in the same room up night, Calm

was with a very little wind.

May 15. All conditions start at 9 am and complete at 7 A.M. Dr. LeFever went several to visit the Pikes workers. I took the opportunity to clean accounts and write to my partners. No information, manner of the local situation and distant general comments in advance.

Frequent comments are expanded as I M. and the assembly.

Phonics strange at what my content is by many afternoons. We had to change station with the country to wait on passing along where we wanted to make a night of it. Many fell at guard and anxiety made better sleep.

Several tea seconds.

On water in the same at 9 A.M. any of
o'clock a course set for the south-eastern end of Rennell, the weather point of the island. ESE breeze with motor throttled down stands us well up on the desired course.

Saw two flocks of noddy terns. Some rain squalls during day. One split the foresail near the peak; it took three hours to bend the new one, which has been in the ship for over a year but never used.

Vessel making good time all night. Captain afeared we might overrun the island without seeing it altered the course twice to the west of south.

May 15. Rennell Island sighted at daylight. Our protracted landfall would be about in the middle of the island. Changing the course last night gave away all our easting. Captain decided to beat up to round windward extremity. Stopped motor at 10 A.M. after nearly sixty hours of continuous running. All day on long tacks. Put about offshore at 9:30 P.M., about five miles from the eastern end of the island. Fresh ESE breeze with big sea running.

May 16. Around to leeward side of island by 5 A.M. and coasting along under fair breeze, which fell light at 9 o'clock. Started motor. Approached eastern point of Kunggava bay where we came upon a flock of about thirty dusky-brownish-black shearwaters resting on the water. I saw single specimens early this morning and tried to shoot two of them from the deck. This is the largest flock I have yet seen. Unfortunately, none were collected.
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Proceeded into bay and found good sheltered anchorage, the Captain taking my directions based on Crookshank's leading marks. Natives came off immediately, among them many familiar faces. Eyerdam and I went ashore collecting in the afternoon, returning about 20 birds of 6 species. One immediately notices how prolific the bird life is on Rennell compared to any other island in the Solomons (or in this part of the world).

We saw only a few people around the beach settlement. Most of them are inland at the lake settlement (Kasiwala) all attending a festival of some kind.

Weather cleared up after we were anchored. Assisted in preparing specimens until 9 P.M.

May 17. 9 A.M. started motor and shifted vessel to position closer to landing and in calmer water. Riddell is out collecting for the first time with Eyerdam and myself.

Dr. Lambert set up flies on shore to begin examinations for yaws and hookworm and census survey. Natives came across from Bellona settlement in the Kanava district; this is located on the western side of bay in which the "France" lies at anchor.

Several good species returned including a thrush (Turdus chioiseuli) and the little ground dove (Gallicolumba),

We want to concentrate on the more unique.

Putting up birds in the evening. Weather fine and clear; strong SE wind causes a big swell in the bay most of which we escape.
In the afternoon I returned to the Kansa settlement to examine the "freeze" fever which was prevalent among the children. I found several children suffering from "fever" (possibly typhus) and the little children were sick (fever and headache). We were all very much distressed to see the children in such a condition.

The female head of the settlement, Mrs. Johnson, asked me to come and see the condition of the children. I went to the settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.

In the meantime, I visited the Kansa settlement and examined the children. I found that the children were suffering from "freeze" fever. Mrs. Johnson was very anxious about the children and asked me to stay with them for a few days. I agreed to stay and help her.
May 18. Riddall, Eyerdam, and I ashore most of the day returning about 25 specimens. I took some photographs on the sand beach in the afternoon. Ten natives, most of whom I can recognize, came down to the "White Sands" from the lake settlement (Tengano). They bring greetings from both the important chiefs and are prepared to take a party in for a visit.

Assisted with bird-skinning and preparation after supper. Overcast most of the day with rain at night.

May 19. We decide to leave for a stay at the lake tomorrow morning. Eyerdam and I busy with preparation. Riddall and the captain both ill with fever. Developed some photographs and went ashore for a short time in the afternoon. No specimens brought in. All the more acquisitive natives are anxious to go out shooting; but the majority would simply waste ammunition. One youth may be useful. Speaking generally, the practice is risky.

Showers during afternoon and at night.

May 20. Dr. Lambert, Mr. White (his associate), Eyerdam and I finally got off at 11:15 A.M. for the trip inland after the usual delays with carriers and packs. We used the same track I went over previously,—rough, coraline limestone nearly all the way. Rain fell all afternoon to make matters worse and we arrived at the terminal village on Lake Tengano in several stages of desretude about 5:30 where we took very crowded shelter in two houses. I got under a rug with a slight attack of fever.

We dined on panas (a species of small yam) and tea. Eyerdam and I slept under a shelter about 12 feet x 10 with
six natives of various sizes. Dr. Lambert and White shared a comparatively large house (15 feet x 30 feet) with about thirty native companions.

No collecting done. Rain in showers throughout night.

May 21. We were under obligation to visit the chiefs and their cohorts before doing anything. All important citizens are partisans to some degree in a religious ritual which has been going on for some time centering around food interest, fertility of the soil, harvest, and so forth. We came away loaded with presents of coconuts and vegetables. These reciprocated our gifts of axes to important men (three) and an adze to each of the two chiefs.

Eyerdam and I got out collecting about 10 A.M. after putting up our flies to give all members of the party a place to work and sleep. Privacy does not exist in the social scheme of Rennell. Eyerdam got a specimen of the crane (so-called by me when I missed it during my first visit); it is a spoonbill and proved to be a female (doubtful). The natives tell me interesting and astonishing things about this species. There is supposed to exist only a few (three is the number cited) and these apparently do not breed here; nor do they leave the vicinity of the lake to go in the forest to breed like the cormorants; nor do they migrate. When asked how long the birds had been around the lake in their memory the only answer I could get was "long time", an idea of limited meaning to these people. They know the nesting habits of the other bird residents; but this spoonbill has them puzzled to the extent that several told me
We were asked to apply to the officers of the police force to come as we were the only one, and so forth. These people joined with breezes to announce my departure and no one has been able to write an article of these two episodes to save the two papers. There were and I went out of the coffeehouse and it was as if the people were not to work any more. I was never able to create an article (econotik) of the people to know the people and I had to write a sentence: The police fell to me who was themselves students and sometimes this is the police; and suppose to extract only a few times is the number of the people not so great, yet, now reading you have the place and seen there is no place to limit the sentence to those people. They then wrote: "I am like to limit the sentence to those people and know the entire part of the other thingcomically and the entire sentence that we have been waiting for so long been waiting for so long..."
it was connected in some mysterious way with the "Big Master", the god of their universe. Certain other birds are taboo and are involved with mythology; but this one is the most interesting.

The plumage of Halcyon sancta appears different here on Rennell. I am always expecting to find this species breeding somewhere in the islands but without success.

Returned to put up birds in the afternoon.

Weather unsettled during day but fine at night.

May 22. The rail which I thought we had missed on our previous visit was shot to-day and proved to be the relatively common Dupetor flavicollis, a brown bittern. Natives do not seem to know any other bird that might be Gymnoorex or a pitta.

Eyerdam out collecting on the lake returned nothing new but managed to get two pairs of ducks which were welcome for food.

All members of the party had to visit the circle of chiefs several times. Much singing and dancing going on. I made several photographs in very poor light.

Weather overcast with heavy rain at night.

May 23. Dr. Lambert and his assistant Mr. White left for the coast at 9:15. Heavy rain followed for the day. We collected a pair of grebes and an ibis. The latter species is much more common at the lake than in the bush.

Eyerdam and I went out on the lake but the weather made collecting difficult. He found specimens of Melanians
I am connected to some mysterious way with the "Red Merchant". Certain objects play a role in the modern era, and they involve a metaphor; put this one to the most interesting.

The promise of Helga's sudden appearance attracted me.

No wonder! I am the same spectator to find this scenario peculiar somewhere in the image, but without success.

Futility to put my place in the metaphor.

Mother meeting courage, but put it to rest.

May SS. The ast which I present we had missed on our previous visit, we start to feel the pain to be the significant common mystery 'transgender' a deep pattern. I feel free to know you alter place that widely.

Capabilities of a place.

Preliminary art-collecting on the lake vicinity

was put meaning to get two books of antique which were welcome

for look.

All members of the beauty pay to visit the model of

alterate several times. Many simple and general, only as I

wrote several propositions in very poor light.

work stop. Dr. Standing and the assistant Mr. White

left for the coast at 1:15. He was very followers for the

day. The collector's power to scrape up on face. The latter

species is such more common on the lake than in the pond.

No more I want only on the face put the metaphor

where collectors difficult.
proving that the lake had been lifted up recently in its geologic history. Weather cleared up at night.

May 24. Fine weather broke this morning and we went out on the lake early. I had hoped to take soundings but strong SE wind prevented me getting very far beyond islands. The sky clouded over about noon driving us to shelter at Baingau village, the place where the field party stopped on its visit in 1929.

I saw a black water snake about 16" long but could not manage to catch it, the natives in the canoe being very much frightened. We got several specimens of prawns and two species of fish. Shells are extremely uncommon. Several birds collected in the afternoon.

Very heavy rains during night and squalls of wind that nearly blew over our tent.

May 25. Rain continued all day making any work impossible. We were forced to sit in the tent all morning surrounded by a large crowd of natives. We both went out on the lake after lunch primarily to wash and to shoot a duck for food.

I find a cold developing and notice that many of the natives have coughs and sneezes. Rain in gusty squalls throughout night.

May 26. Morning overcast and rain commenced about 7 A.M. but lifted in an hour so that we could prepare to depart. I got a few photographs when the sun came out. We left at 11 A.M. and reached the coast about 3:30.

Found all hands aboard the ship where we unpacked
May 20.

I had hoped to take the boat out on the lake, but the weather was not favorable for boating. I had planned to go to the harbor area to take some pictures of the water and the sky, but the weather was not cooperating. I ended up staying in the harbor area, observing the water and the sky.

Very few people were out on the water.

May 21.

I continued to take pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 22.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 23.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 24.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 25.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 26.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 27.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 28.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 29.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.

May 30.

I took some pictures of the harbor area and the water. I noticed a group of people on the shore who were enjoying the view. I decided to take some pictures of them.

I found a small group of people who were taking some pictures of the harbor area.
our specimens and cleaned up. After supper we put up birds until 9 P.M.

Weather overcast but rain kept off all night.

May 27. This proved to be one of the worst days yet experienced here for weather—rain and easterly wind all day. At work developing photographs. Riddall ill with fever and Dr. Lambert nursing an island sore on his ankle. The vessel is crowded with natives clamoring to trade; they are a constant source of annoyance.

May 28. Weather broke favorable this morning so that we could take some more photographs which were subsequently developed.

Eyerdam ashore with three of the boat’s crew returning a number of specimens. These kept us busy until 9 P.M. Showers during the night.

May 29. Hoisted up at 4 A.M. and proceeded out of the bay under power setting course for western extremity of the island. We passed close in shore at Logugi where Dr. Deck anchored about 18 years ago. No natives were seen, a clump of coconuts being the only sign of habitation. Again, at the end of the island a few coconuts showed that natives had been using the place as a fishing camp. Two interpreters on board call this spot Mungghemua. From here we stood over to Mongiki (Bellona Is.) and arrived off the eastern end at 5 P.M. We coasted along to the SW end of the island to the reputed anchorage, letting go as soon as the bottom showed. The vessel swung around on her chain and
We spent an hour exploring the area and enjoying the scenery. After supper, we met up at the

After some preliminary planning, we decided to explore the surrounding areas by foot. We divided into small groups to cover a larger area. We came across a small stream just outside the campsite, and a few of us set out to cross it.

The stream was shallow and wide, and we waded across it without much difficulty. We then continued on our exploration, following a trail that led to a small waterfall. The waterfall was stunning, with cascading waterfalls and lush greenery.

As we continued, we stumbled upon a small cave, hidden behind some rocks. The cave was cool and dark, with stalactites hanging from the ceiling. We spent some time exploring the cave, marveling at the formations and the unique ecosystem that had formed within it.

Eventually, we made our way back to camp, tired but satisfied with our day's adventure. The fresh air and the beauty of nature had renewed our spirits, and we were eager to continue our exploration in the coming days.
bumped a coral razorback. We had a very narrow escape but lost the port anchor and eight fathoms of chain in getting away. Have to on a seaward tack for the night. Rain in squalls from the SE.

May 30. At dawn we found ourselves about two miles off the land. Started motor and proceeded to an anchorage in good light. One canoe with two excited occupants picked up on the way; we found the beach lined with people. Some came off in canoes, others swam, so that the decks were soon swarming with them. They look very much the same as the Rennellese but have different tattooing. Evidently their language is also different. Our interpreters have difficulty in conversing with them.

Collecting party landed immediately but we found very few birds. We visited numerous habitations which were located at the ends of paths that lead off straight central trails at right angles. The terrane is not as rough as Rennell; there is a great deal more area available for garden planting and a larger population on relative man-land ratio. I shot a few of the red-bellied fruit doves which are similar to those of Rennell. No small birds came to my calling. Coultas shot a fine Accipiter.

Dr. Lambert made a sketchy census and was informed by the local committee of importance that no doctors, nor medicine, nor white men of any description were wanted on the island. He found their general health good.

All on board by 5 P.M. Busy putting up specimens.
We pay a very high expense for your pocket money and your pocket book is not safe in getting your money home to co-operate with the freight. Day or night you can wait your turn for the night train to return from the BE.
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May 31. Hove away anchor at 4 A.M. setting a course for Rennell. Light ESE breeze. Close to the western end of the island we picked up a canoe with two natives, one a chief of this isolated community (Mungghenna). They conversed with the two interpreters. Apparently the population at this end of the island is very small. We entered the western end of Kolugu bay and at 3 P.M. A/C on leading marks to reach the best anchorage and came to in 10 fathoms.

We spent the rest of the day developing photographs but with very poor results. Weather fine and clear; wind fell toward evening.

June 1. Eyerdam and several collectors ashore nearly all day. The only bird known to be here on Rennell and as yet uncollected is an owl, evidently a Spiloglaux. Coultas taking photographs and myself busy preparing the engine for to-morrow's departure.

Hunters returned about 4 o'clock which gave us work until 8 P.M.

Stopped motor at 3:30 P.M. All hands have ESE wind off the land during the night clear and cool except for one rain squall.

June 2. Hove up at 7 A.M. after clearing the decks of all natives many of whom wanted to accompany us. Proceeded out of the bay making for eastern end of the island. We rounded the eastern cape at 2:30 P.M. and stopped the motor. All sails set with the wind from the E and ESE.
June 5. Having spent last night anchored at Aola on the Guadalcanal coast we arrived in Tulagi to-day at 2:30 P.M. and made fast alongside Carpenter's wharf to take in fresh water.

Landed Dr. Lambert's gear and got back to anchorage by 4:30. Showers at night.

June 6–15. During this period the vessel remained anchored in Tulagi harbor. Much business was done by Coultaus with the Government and Burns Philp to enable the "France" to get away to Samarai where she will be pulled up on a slip for repairs. Eyerdam spent a week in the hospital with very bad malaria. Three Solomon boys were signed on for a year's service, and deposit paid for their return. I put in a lot of time working on the motor and assisting in general work about the ship. No collecting was accomplished.

June 16. Obtained clearance and made adieu to Tulagi. Vessel away for Samarai at 2:15 P.M. All sails set with smart SE breeze. Stopped motor at 3:30 P.M. All hands have to stand two-man watches for four hours each with the exception of the captain and the cook.

The trip across proved uneventful but for two days of bad weather toward the last of it; only good fortune carried us through without mishap. We anchored the "France" in Samarai about noon on June 23rd.

June 24–July 17. During this period the vessel was pulled up on the slip of J.R. Clay & Company and her copper
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sheathing repaired. It was found that the outer stern-tube bearing was cracked and projecting out of its setting which necessitated the drawing of the shaft and the fitting of a new one. I assisted the engineer with this work. The vessel was on the ways from July 5 to 13. No worm or rot was found in the hull and about 50 sheets of copper were renewed, all the old ones oxidized to the thinness of paper. Additional work on the deck was carried on during my absence on a collecting trip to Misima Is.

Captain Burrell was finally dismissed and sent to Sydney on the SS"Morinda" which left Samarai on July 7th. I sent a radio to Captain T.R.Lang, former Captain of the "France" in effort to obtain replacement. Fortunately he proved available at the reasonable figure of 34 pounds a month; he will join the ship in about two weeks' time.

Permits were obtained to collect on Misima (St. Aignan Is.) for Mr. Riddall and myself from the Government Secretary at Port Moresby and we left Samarai on July 17th on the AV"Yela Gili" at 11:40 A.M. and anchored for the night at "Tubi Tubi", a small island in the Calvados Chain.

July 16. Hove up at 6:15 A.M. and vessel under weigh by 6:30 with course steering for Conflict Group punching into a choppy sea all the way which makes this little ship jump about. Sighted Panasesa Island about 10:30 A.M. Crossed Emerald Reef. Anchored in lee of Panasesa Island at 2:30 P.M.

Riddall, Charlie and I out collecting until dark.
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on a collection trip to Mission. We
captain party were finally returned and sent to
Aldasen, L. R. Mr. Highfield had arrived from the
Government station at Fort Mosby and we left 10am on July 17th
on the village train at 11:00.
M. A. and arrived for the
night at Tungi Airstrip a small R.A.F. in the Calabar Group.
July 18 we at 8:15. M. A. and arrived again.
and within 30 miles with some assistance from the"Tonga Group"
brought into a position at the west which were then
little ship and truck transport. A.R.C.F. landed south
of 10:00. M. A. Orosum Ministry Peel.. A.R.C.F. landed south.
Mission and I went to collect the party.
This land was previously worked in May, 1929. Additional species—Merops ornatus, two ospreys, Cinnyris. Mr. Hutchinson reports finches on uninhabited islands. Plenty of terns about—lesser sooties and small white sumatras. No shore birds this time of year. Atoll terrane typical. Putting up birds (15) until 10:30 P.M. Slept ashore with host.

Weather fine and clear for a change. Strong SE at night.


Slept on AV"Kiribi", after dining with Mr. Munt. Saw numerous noddy terns and white sumatras.

Weather fine and clear throughout. Wind from SE has been unusually strong during night for past few nights. Spots of rain but good sleeping.

July 20. Made ready with all gear embarked after a good breakfast. Left Nivani about 11 A.M. and crossed Deboyne Lagoon clearing East Passage by 12:20 and thence
April 10, 1925

Dear Mr. Smith,

The layout was prepared for the 1st of May, 1925. The map of New York City shows the location of the proposed building site.

The building will be located on the corner of 1st Avenue and 10th Street.

Kind regards,

[Signature]
through a heavy sea. The small cutter very wet and tossed about. Numerous noddies about, some apparently in immature plumage.

Arrived in Bwaga Bwaga Bay and ship tied up to bank. Landed our stuff and got settled in a rest house. Wrote letter to R.M.Sed at Bwagacioia and enclosed permits and GS letter. Mail leaves by VC for Government Station.

Weather fine and clear with fresh ESE wind. Some rain intermittently. No collecting done.

July 21. Riddall, myself and Charlie out hunting from 8 A.M. until 3:30 P.M. I first dispatched mail to R.M. at Bwagacioia. The terrane is a substratum of coraline limestone and broken porphyry which is washed down the gullies and stream beds. Eui-tau, the highland to the westward—3400 feet. Stanley called the top very old—primary formation, the island elevated by subsequent upheavals; these can be seen in bluff terraces along cliff front behind brief foreshore.

Saw few birds during forenoon on account of wind, rain and clouds. Cleared up after lunch. Altogether, we returned some dozen birds of six species. Bird population not large—something like Rossel Is. Busy putting them up until 10 P.M.

Weather continued fine from 12 A.M. This place has a reputation for daily rainfall.

July 22. Riddall and Charlie and one local policeman (VC) who accompanied me yesterday, took the
guns out today. I stayed in camp to prepare the remaining specimens and get the labels up to date. Finished by 10:30 A.M. Wrote notes. Purchased considerable food of excellent quality and some eggs.

Riddall, Charlie and the local VC returned about 2:30 with a half dozen birds, of which three are new to the collection. The policeman got only one bee-eater, badly mangled. Few of the natives show any aptitude for shooting. Put up the birds and had a hearty supper entirely of fresh food.

Weather fine until 3 P.M. when rain began to fall continuing intermittently throughout the night.

July 23. Rain kept us indoors until about 9:30 when it cleared somewhat. Riddall, Charlie and self out until 3 P.M. Shot a long-tailed dove and the first Myzomela. For this day 15 specimens put up including a flying fox. I collected land shells of three species for W.J.E. and several species of highly colored stick-insects. Experienced usual rough terrane.

At work putting up birds until 10 P.M. leaving several for tomorrow— one Corvus and the common hawk--Haliaster indus. No rain during afternoon but heavy downpour at night.

July 24. Three natives out shooting. Charlie, the boat's crew of "France" from Ysabel is the poorest hunter of all. Riddall and self worked on birds until 2 P.M. He skins them out for me to make up. Hunters returned at 4 P.M.
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with 15 birds, adding another specimen. A squad of women came across the island from Siaik Bay laden with provender for sale.

Continued work on birds until 9:30 P.M. Two specimens of small flying fox returned and a female Myzomela.

Weather fine and clear all day.

July 25. Three hunters out at 8:30 A.M. including Charlie of Ysabel. Riddall and self working on birds until noon when we had an interval to witness a pig-killing; eight bled and duly cooked. Obtained a few photographs.

A good half of the specimens are mangled and bloody in part so that more time is required in preparation. Several Myzomela negrita returned. We sat until 10 P.M. putting up.

Rain came down in torrents during the night. The day was fine throughout although overcast the first twelve hours of daylight.

Self suffering from pain in left lung, evidently a touch of neuritis.

July 26. Heavy rain throughout night and up til 11 A.M. We finished the birds and I went over check-list with the locals but can only discover four that we have not yet taken. There are others, certainly, including the white-eye (Zost. aignani) which has not been encountered as yet.

Sent off three hunters at noon when weather cleared. Pain in lung worse this morning due to wet weather, I suppose.
Rain commenced again at 2 P.M. and continued throughout the afternoon to evening only varying in intensity occasionally. No success in the field--only three common species shot, one cockatoo for locality.

Put them up and continued to listen to rainfall in bad humor. Rain all night.

July 27. Unable to go out due to heavy rains which continued all day.

AV Kiribi with Mr. Munt aboard arrived at 3 P.M. from Nivani. He departed for Bwagaoa at 3:30, due back on Tuesday evening.

Found large eel washed out of nearby river undoubtedly of wide distribution for I have seen the same in Solomon rivers about 3-1/2 feet long with two feelers or short outgrowths at nostrils, thick lips and serrated teeth in rows in both jaws, white belly, streaky, mottled olivaceous green and grey upperside and flanks; I know not how to skin it and preserve it.

Rain continued throughout night.

July 28. Three natives out with guns despite continued rain which let up about 2 P.M. Hunters returned late with only 12 birds all common. The land rail is only the common Porphyrio which is considered a pest by the natives as at Rennell and Bellona. Worked on them until about 9:30.

Wind fresh from ESE with tendency to clear weather
up a little. Rain intermittent during evening. Mission Ketch, J.R. Williams arrived from Salamo-Fergusson Is.

July 29. Three hunters out again. Weather cleared about 10 A.M. and sun came out. This is the second decent day since our arrival. Finished two birds left over and started packing for departure.

Hunters returned ten specimens by carrier at 1 P.M. and started us working. Several more came in later. Mr. Munt's AV Kiribi came in at 6 P.M. We went off and had dinner with him. Returned to finish birds which kept us until 10 P.M.

Weather clear with fresh SE wind throughout night. The usual small sumatras and noddies common about the lagoon.

July 30. Embarked all our gear on board the "Kiribi" and set out for Nivani at 9 A.M. Arrived and anchored at 12:30 and went ashore for lunch. Went across to Pani Pompom Isl. for an hour's collecting but was hampered by lack of big cartridges. Shot a few white-eyes and honey-suckers. Put them up on board the little ship which is our house while we are here.

Weather fine and clear with wind SE. One Squall during night.

July 31. Had an early breakfast and got over to Pani Pompom Is. by 9 A.M. for a little hunting. Shot some Pachyaphala and two good male Ptilincopus rivolii and the common flycatcher. The terrane is excellent for collecting,
To J. M. 

Weather seems very unsettled, I think, isn't it? 

I M. wrote to you a few days ago about the storm tonight. 

The most significant fact is that the weather seems to be improving. 

The forecast for tomorrow morning is that the rain will cease and the sky will clear. 

Additional note: I M. expects to arrive in town by 9 a.m. for a little basketball game some time this afternoon. 

Weather reports say two high waves Philippine Viadare and the common understanding. The forecast is excellent for sailing.
the ground being rocky and somewhat sparsely timbered. Returned to Nivani Is. by 11 A.M. and had a light lunch before embarking on AV "Matoma" which came to anchor shortly. The captain departed almost immediately for the Conflict Group where we anchored for the night in lee of an outlying island. Busy putting up birds all afternoon on board.

Numerous terns sighted; resting grounds undoubtedly in the vicinity.

Weather fine and clear throughout.

August 1. Vessel shifted to Panesesa Is., to load copra. Both Riddall and myself sent ashore to collect hoping to get another kingfisher but were unsuccessful, having no adequate ammunition. Took much needed baths at the manager's house and returned on board. Sailed for Samarai at 7 P.M. making slow progress during night due to counter current and heavy cargo load.

Weather fine throughout night. Wind SE and SSE.

August 2. Arrived and anchored in Samarai harbor at 10:30 A.M. Disembarked all gear and placed it in Clay's store. Met Coulta who came across in the slip launch. Had lunch at the hotel and returned per launch to Belesana. Here I met Capt. Lang who has been here since July 26th. All repair work has been finished to the satisfaction of Coulta and the
The warning points out that some events are impending near the 9th of January 1942 at 7:30 A.M. and may affect important operations. The committee requested immediate action to ensure the immediate evacuation of the affected areas. The situation was critical, and immediate action was necessary to prevent any further damage. The committee requested that all necessary measures be taken to ensure the safety of the affected areas.
vessel can proceed to Samarai anytime. Weather fine and clear throughout. Took birds over to ship and put them out for further drying. No collecting done.

August 3. Spent the day quietly over at the slip. Belesana. Weather fine and clear throughout.

Eyerdam has made a remarkable collection of corals and seashells. No birds collected in this locality on this occasion.

Worked on motor during afternoon making ready to take ship over to Samarai tomorrow.

August 4. Unable to get off until 10 A.M. when we hove up and proceeded out into straits. Anchored off the port at 10:40. SS Elveric of Glasgow in port loading for Singapore. Eyerdam intends to leave by this vessel on the 6th.

Ashore on business and retrieved material returned from Misima trip out of storage.

Worked on motor during afternoon, having blown out a safety air plate on charging line during run across. Overhauled and tuned up compressor set.

No collecting done. Weather fine and clear all day with numerous southerly squalls during night.

August 5. Anchored off Samarai Is. I worked on motor part of the day with Riddall to instruct him for his job of taking the driving over to Tulagi.

Enquired about passage to Sydney ashore and find I can leave by either Morinda on the 8th. or the Montoro
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No collective gone. Watch the line and clear all
\[

gay with immemorial contents evidently as if might
may be. Mention at Cameron I. E. I wonder
nothing of his parts or the gay with blanket to impart

for the job of making the preening care to ignorant

Klimpberg. Now passage to Sydney scarce any thing

I can leave an after writing on the slip of the envelopes

I
on the 14th.

Eyerdam embarked on board the SS Elveric in the evening after a little dinner at the hotel.

No collecting done. Weather fine and clear throughout. Fresh trades ESE.

August 6th to 8th. During this time, I finished up my work on the ship and imparted as much knowledge as possible to Riddall about the motor. I packed up all my miscellaneous belongings of three years on the "France" and having made my adieux ashore, departed per SS Morinda at 12 A.M. Friday, August 8th.
This page appears to be a continuation of a written document. The text is partially legible and seems to be discussing a topic related to work or study. However, due to the quality of the image and the legibility of the text, it is challenging to extract coherent sentences or paragraphs. The content includes terms like "work" and "motor," which are generally related to occupational or mechanical contexts. The document might be discussing a specific task, process, or project, but without clearer text, it's difficult to provide a more precise interpretation.
The only extensive level land is on Guadalcanal, hills of approximately 1000-1500 feet above sea level, around Special Harbor (12 points of the Island). These extend around the southern and southwestern edge of the land (about 80 miles of coastline) and 100 miles reaches inland from 10 to 20 miles. It is swampy in many places, especially southwestern from the high mountains (Palau & Ranai districts). Numerous small rivers drain the southern waterland of the Kaukonda River. The land is covered with dense secondary vegetation everywhere, interspersed with great tracts of several species; the smaller bush, generally thicker and more difficult to penetrate, is predominantly groves of small trees about 50 to 60 feet in height, brakes of wild cane along the river banks, and very grassland worthy of mention; native gardens in timber, the hilly and bush usually being cleared to yield the best soil—apparently the farther inland the more fertile.

All species taken during the visit to Saidwa represent this uniform habitat.

Note: The local patrol officer, a man of considerable experience, described a lake he had visited in the mountains, which are to be reached
Bougainville Is., South Coast - Buin District
July 20-27, 1929

The only extensive lowland littoral on Bougainville. Hills of approximately 1000-1500 feet close around Tonolai harbor (SE point of the island). Thence westward around the southern and southwestern edge of the land (about 50 miles of coastline)—low, flat country reaches inland from 15 to 20 miles. It is swampy in many places, especially southwestward from the high mountains (Siwai & Banoni districts). Numerous small rivers drain the southern watershed of the Kronprinzeh Gebirge. The land is covered with dense secondary vegetation everywhere, interspersed with great trees of several species; the smaller bush, generally thicker and more difficult to penetrate, is predominant; groves of small trees about 30 or 40 feet in height, brakes of wild cane along the river banks, and no grassland worthy of mention; native gardens in number, the heaviest bush usually being cleared to yield the best soil—apparently the farther inland the more fertile.

All species taken during the visit to Buin represent this uniform habitat.

Note: The local patrol officer, a man of considerable experience, described a lake he had visited up in the mountains, which can be reached
The only experience Known Prior to the Present one is that of being a member of the military, where I served in various capacities, including officer and non-commissioned officer. I have been involved in many assignments, including leadership roles and combat operations. My experience has led me to understand the importance of teamwork and the need for clear communication. I have also learned the value of adaptability and the ability to think on my feet.

The leadership and mentorship qualities that I possess are based on my experiences in the military, where I have had the opportunity to lead and follow in various situations. I have had the chance to work with a diverse group of individuals, which has allowed me to develop the skills necessary to work in a team environment.

I have also had the opportunity to travel extensively during my service, which has given me a unique perspective on different cultures and societies. This experience has further enhanced my leadership skills and my ability to adapt to new situations.

I am confident that my military experience and leadership skills will be valuable assets in any position in which I am placed.
from the Buin coast in two or three days. No natives living near it (or anywhere on Bougainville at this elevation) - about 3500 feet or more. The place is supposed to be the habitation of a tamburan (devil, hobgoblin, ogre, etc.,) and is regarded with superstition by the mountain natives. Mr. Ward estimated it to be about 7 miles long and one or two wide, regular in shape, and set in a sort of pocket formed by converging valleys and ravines. He viewed it from a commanding ridge; most of the sides were very steep to descend, rocky cliffs dropping sheer in some places around its marge. It looked to be heavily wooded to the waters edge on all sides; no reeds or grassy marshland was discernible. This report is verified by Rev. Father J. B. Poneolet of the Marist Mission who is the only other white man who has seen it.

(The expedition was unable to make a camp here.)

Systematic List of Species
(All names in parenthesis provisional by Dr. E. Mayr.)

1. Mino dumontii krefftii (?) --- 4
2. Aplonis cantoroides --- 4
3. Aplonis metallicus subsp. --- 4
4. (Aplonis giganteus) --- 13
5. Myzomela (fuscolivacea) --- 1
6. Cinnyris jugularis flavigastra --- 3
7. Dicaeum sp. subsp. --- 5
Excavation of Site of Specimen

AII names in parenthesis provisional, or not yet

4

I. Micro ammonite Keppler (?)

4

S. Apalone carteri

A

E. Apalone motttillinae lapar

5

I. Apalone tainta (tinctoides)

2

E. Mysteghes (procherson)

I

G. Oligontra irregularis

8

V. Pleurincus supercav.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Collectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Zosterops (chrysolema) subsp.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Monarcha (leucophthalmus)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Monarcha (arses)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Monarcha (menadensis)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rhipidura (albopunctata)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Rhipidura tricolor melaleuca</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Rhipidura rufifrons commoda</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Graucalus lineatus subsp.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Graucalus (nigrescens)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Graucalus papuensis subsp.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Edolisoma (schisticeps)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Pitta (meeki)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Collocalia rucipha ga vanikorensis</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Hemiproene mystacea woodfordiana</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Eurystomus orientalis subsp.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ninox sp. subsp.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Alcedo atthis subsp.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Alcyone (sibilans)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Alcedo (pallidus)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Halcyon (salomonensis)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Halcyon (kaloproktos)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chalcites malayanus subsp.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Chalcites lucidus plagosus</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Eudynamis scolopacea subsp. (scolopacea)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>(Eos sp.)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Cacatues sp. subsp.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Micropygia (parva)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Species</td>
<td>Subspecies</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td><em>Micropsitta</em> sp. subsp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td><em>Lorius pectoralis salomonensis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td><em>Geoffreyus</em> sp. subsp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td><em>Pandion haliaetus</em> subsp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td><em>Baza subscirrata</em> subsp. (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td><em>Accipiter hiogaster</em> subsp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td><em>Anas superciliosa pelewensis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td><em>Ptilinopus</em> (erythrothorax)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td><em>Ptilinopus</em> superbus superbus</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td><em>Ducula</em> (lobata)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td><em>Chalcocephalus stephani mortoni</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td><em>(Megacrex)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td><em>Porphyrio</em> sp. subsp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td><em>Megapodius</em> reinwardt subsp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Species seen but not collected:

- *Hirundo tahitica* - not taken
- *Rhyticeros plicatus mendanae* - taken on Boug'ville prev.
- *Halcyon sancta* - not taken
- *Gacomantlis malayanus* subsp. - taken on Boug'ville prev.
- *Trichoglossus haematodus* subsp. - taken
- *Halcyon albicilla saurophagus* - not taken
- *Ducula* (grisea) - taken
- *Tringa hypoleucos* - 
- *Sterna dougallii bangsi* - not taken
Bougainville I., Terr. of New Guinea
North coast - Soraken Plantation, August 19-20, 1929

September 11-13, 1929

Collection taken from lowland coconut plantation off salt water. Numerous species seen but not taken due to good representation in previous collections from Bougainville.

Systematic List of Species
(Names in parenthesis provisional by Dr. E. Mayr)

1. Charmosyna
   -- 21
2. Charmosynopsis (placens pallidus)
   -- 8
3. Trichoglossus haematotis massena
   -- 6
4. (Pseudeos)
   -- 2
5. Cacatoes sp.
   -- 1

Bougainville Strait (at sea)

September 5, 1929

1. Sterna dougalli subsp.
   -- 4
2. Sterna sumatrana subsp.
   -- 1
3. Sterna fuscata subsp.
   -- 1
Department of Agriculture

Note: The text is not legible due to the image quality. It appears to be a page from a document discussing agricultural matters, possibly related to the collection of data or reports. The text is not transcribed accurately due to the quality of the image.
Faisi - Shortland Group

September 11-13, 1929

Charadrius dominicus -- 2
Tringa flavipes (?) -- 4
Demiegretta sacra -- 1
Haliaster indus -- 1
Sterna bergii -- 4
Sterna sumatrana -- 1
Sterna dougalli bangsi -- 11

No land collecting done during this visit to Faisi (Shortland Is.).

Choiseul Is., Solomons

September 16, 1929-November 2, 1929

This large island has been well-described from notes of the previous visit by R. H. Beck (Nov. 18-29, 1929). My stay was a long one for two reasons—(a) Microgoura meeki Rothschild; (b) a disabled engine. Our efforts were concentrated as much as possible on the southern half of the island principally because it was suspected that the much-sought-for ground pigeon had been originally taken in that locality. My original scheme was to work from Bambatana (Sasamunga), the center of all information, southward around the southeastern end of the island and up the weather coast until we found what we were after. This was impossible without reliable motor
The Iroquois Iroquois have been well-corresponded.

From notes of the previous article of 'The Beek' (No. 1876), we find that a recent flood has affected the water level by approximately five feet. This has caused the marshy areas near the river to become more accessible to wildlife. The immediate consequence of this flood was to make the marshes more productive. Unfortunately, the marshes are now more accessible to wildlife, which may be a concern for the local ecosystem.
I learned that Choiseul I. is much larger, especially in length, than represented on the Admiralty chart. Over a hundred miles, although two big sections of land are divided from the main body of the island at the southern end by through channels. In width it measures from 16 to 18 to about 22 miles at the broadest part; the island lies approximately from SE x E to NW x W, is densely wooded throughout, possess numerous rivers and inland mountains 1000-2500 feet. The maximum elevation does not reach 3000. Near the coast, of course, the soil tends to become sandy; there is a considerable amount of coraline formation also. Inland the ground is composed of a typical red loam, which is found in large areas around the bigger rivers and in ravine bottoms; the forest soil on tops and sides of ridges is a dark brown-black, apparently very rich. It is the latter that the natives seek to plant. Serpentine rock stratification is quite common, noticeably around the reddish soil. The terrane may be considered under the following landscape habitats:

1. Coconuts (planted or native groves)
2. Secondary bush growth (big river flats, old native gardens or villages overgrown)
3. River flats (both forest and secondary bush)
4. Lowland forest (up to 1000 feet) includes "streams"
5. Mountain forest (above 1000 feet) (spec.)
6. Coastal (salt water beaches)
7. Native gardens (either planted or cleared for planting—signifies a bush clearing of good area).
   (Includes "edge of native gardens" spec.).

Now comes a list of collecting parties, given according to personnel and localities:
1. Choiseul Bay - (E. Mayr, W. F. C., W. J. E., Teora) 16 days
2. Senga (lowland) - (H. H., David, Charlie) 3 days
3. Senga (mountains) " " " 9 days
4. Sumbi (lowland) (Teora) 14 days
5. Wuralata R. and Mt. Maitembi (E. Mayr, W. F. C., Charlie) -- 12 days
6. Bambatana (lowland) - (H. H., W. J. E., David) 6 days
7. Kulambangra river " " " 3 days
8. Taoro - (H. H., W. J. E., David) -- 5 days
9. Taora and Kumburu - (David) 18 days
   (See drawing)

Systematic List of Collection
1. Corvus woodfordi subsp. - 19 - habitat: general
2. Mino dumontii kreftii - 5 - habitat: lowland forest, river flats, edge of native gardens.
3. Aplonis cantoroides - 3 - habitat: edge of native gardens, secondary growth, isolated trees in native gardens, river flats.
to generate (self-water-potential)

V. Negative geranium (after planting to germinate for plant-

ing) (particular to plantable or germinate for plant-

ing)

In the absence of native geranium "seed"

you come a list of collecting parties, given

according to their number and locality:

I. On the 1st of May, W. C. W. T. E. (Teas) 

19 years

S. Geranium (Tomland) - (H. W. T. E. Davy) 

2 years

2 years (Tomland) monograph

M. W. T. E. (Teasone) 2 years

2 years (Tomland) monograph M. W. T. E. 

2 years

15 years

8 years (Tomland) - (H. W. T. E. Davy) 

5 years (Tomland) monograph

V. N. M. T. (Teasone) - (H. W. T. E. Davy) 

3 years (Tomland) monograph - (H. W. T. E. Davy) 

See "geranium".
4. *Aplonis metallica nitida* -- 6
   Habitat: edge of native gardens, secondary growth, river flats.

5. *Aplonis grandis* -- 11
   Habitat: edge of native gardens, secondary growth, river flats, lowland forest.

6. *Myzomela lafargei* -- 21
   Habitat: secondary growth, lowland forest, mountain forest.

7. *Cinnyris jugularis flavigaster* -- 8
   Habitat: Coconuts, secondary growth, edge of native gardens.

8. *Dicaeum aeneum aeneum* -- 14
   Habitat: (Coconuts, secondary growth, edge of native gardens, -) general.

9. *Zosterops metcalfi metcalfi* -- 21
   Habitat: general

10. *Pachycephala (pectoralis) orioloides* -- 50
    Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.

11. *Monarcha (castaneoventris) subsp.* -- 12
    Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats, edge of native plantations, secondary growth.

12. *Monarcha (arses) subsp.* -- 17
    Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.
13. **Monarcha (menadensis) subsp.** -- 17
   Habitat: secondary growth, lowland forest, river flats, edge of native plantations (gardens).

14. **Monarcha (inornatus)** -- 3
   Habitat: small wooded islands off coast of mainland.

15. **Rhipidura (albopunctata) subsp.** -- 12
   Habitat: general (except coconuts).

16. **Rhipidura tricolor melaleuca** -- 2
   Habitat: coastal, river flats.

17. **Rhipidura rufifrons commoda** -- 9
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats, edge of native gardens, secondary growth.

18. **Grauculus lineatus subsp.** -- 3
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.

19. **Grauculus papuensis subsp.** -- 19
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.

20. **Edolisoma (schistiocephs)** -- 12
    Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.

21. **Edolisoma (pseudomontanum)** -- 3
    Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.
22. *Hirundo subfusca* -- 1

*Habitat:* river flats, coastal.

23. *Pitta anerythra* (subsp.?) -- 3

*Habitat:* lowland forest, mountain forest.

24. *Hemiprocnium mystacea woodfordiana* -- 7

*Habitat:* river flats, lowland rivers.

25. *Spiloglaux jacquinoti eichorni* -- 2

*Habitat:* lowland forest, mountain forest.

26. *Pseudoptynx solomonensis* -- 1

*Habitat:* lowland forest, mountain forest.

27. *Rhytiiseros plicatus mendanae* -- 4

*Habitat:* lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.

28. *Erythroma orientalis* subsp. -- 5

*Habitat:* secondary growth, native gardens.

29. *Alcedo atthis* subsp. -- 1

*Habitat:* lowland rivers, coastal.

30. *Alcyone (sibilans)* subsp. -- 4

*Habitat:* lowland rivers, coastal mangrove.

31. *Ceyx lepidus* subsp. -- 3

*Habitat:* mountain forest, streams, lowland forest.

32. *Halcyon chloris* subsp. -- 6

*Habitat:* lowland forest, river flats, mountain forest, edge and isolated trees of native gardens.
I -- 25. Seasonal Summary

2. Little Spring Deer (Eva)

3. 29. El/actions (Leroy)
33. *Halcyon sancta* (Migrant) -- 11
   Habitat: native gardens, secondary growth, coconuts, coastal, river flats.

34. *Halcyon kaloprotos* -- 12
   Habitat: lowland bush (forest), river flats, native gardens, mountain forest.

35. *Halcyon albigilla saurophagus* -- 5
   Habitat: coastal

36. *Chalcites malayanus* subsp. -- 1
   Habitat: lowland forest, river flats. (Migrant).

37. *Eudynamis scolopacea* subsp. -- 4
   Habitat: lowland forest (highest trees), high trees on edge of native gardens near coast, high mangrove trees on coast.

38. *Eos (?)* sp. -- 4
   Habitat: coconuts, lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.

39. *Trichoglossus haematodus massena* (subsp.?) -- 5
   Habitat: coconuts, lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.

40. *Kakatee* sp. subsp. -- 2
   Habitat: (coconuts, lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats) general.

41. *Micropsitta* sp. subsp. -- 7
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest.

42. *Lorius pectoralis salomonensis* -- 4
   Habitat: native gardens, lowland forest, river flats.
43. Geoffroyus sp. subsp. -- 6
   Habitat: river flats, secondary growth, edge of native gardens.

44. Aquila sp. -- 4
   Habitat: general; nests on small rocky islands or in high tree on coast.

45. Haliaster indus girrenera -- 5
   Habitat: coastal, coconuts, river flats, native gardens.

46. Milvus migrans affinis (?) -- 1
   Habitat: coastal, river flats, native gardens.

47. Aviceda subcristata gurneyi -- 7
   Habitat: lowland forest, river flats, native gardens. (type - Ugi).

48. Accipiter novaehollandia rufoschistaceus -- 11
   Habitat: (secondary growth, native gardens, river flats, coconuts, lowland forest, mountain forest, -) general.

49. Accipiter fasciatus subsp. (?) -- 2
   Habitat: lowland forest, edge of native gardens, river flats.

50. Accipiter eichhorni imitator -- 4
   Habitat: lowland forest, river flats, edge of native gardens.

51. Ardea sp. (?) -- 1
   Habitat: river flats, lowland forest.
52. Dupetor flavicollis (?) -- 1
   Habitat: river flats, coastal mangrove, lowland forest.
53. Nycticorax caledonicus -- 2
   Habitat: river flats, lowland mangrove.
54. Anas superciliosa pelewensis -- 3
   Habitat: lowland rivers.
55. Ptilinopus superbus superbus -- 7
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, lowland rivers.
56. Ptilinopus erythrothorax (?) -- 14
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.
57. Ducula rubricera -- 4
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, river flats.
58. Columba sp. -- 1
   Habitat: mountain forest, ground feeder and arboreal nesting.
59. Macropygia rufa rufocastanea -- 2
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, gardens and "edge of river flats." This is a small one.
60. Turcena oriosity (?) -- 5
   Habitat: mountain forest, tall trees of the vicinity of, on the river flats. Within the cleared area.
61. Chaloophaps stephani mortoni -- See habitat.
   Habitat: lowland forest, mountain forest, ground feeder and arboreal nesting. See habitat.
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62. Charatrius dominicus fulvus -- 2
   Habitat: coastal, native gardens (Migrant).

63. Tringa hypoleucaos -- 2
   Habitat: coastal, lowland rivers (Migrant).

64. Tringa flavipes subsp. (?) -- 1
   Habitat: coastal (Migrant).

65. Tringa sp. (?) -- 1
   Habitat: coastal.

66. Numenius sp. -- 1
   Habitat: coastal, lowland rivers.

67. Sterna bergii poliocerca (?) -- 3
   Habitat: coastal (seabird).

68. Sterna dougallii bangsi -- 1
   Habitat: coastal (seabird).

69. Porphyrho melanotus subsp. -- 2
   Habitat: swamps in coconuts and secondary growth, river flats.

70. Megapodius reinwardt subsp. -- 4
   Habitat: lowland forest, river flats.

Note: The distinction between "native gardens" and "edge of native gardens" is a small one. Specific designation is probably superfluous in view of the fact that "around native gardens," meaning in the vicinity of, on the edge of, or within the cleared area itself, is quite sufficient to explain the habitat. Certain species, however, do show a preference: Halcyon sancta and Aurystomus orientalis subsp., are usually
found sitting on some dead tree branch, papaya tree, or some other perch actually in the garden from which the surroundings can be surveyed with some degree of detachment and completeness. Other birds (Mino dumontii kreffii, Aplonis grandi, etc.) prefer the shady secondary growth and the big trees around the edge of the clearing. In speaking of "lowland forest" in contradiction to "mountain forest" there is no difference in terrane and very little in climatic and environmental conditions; because the maximum elevation of the island does not exceed 2500 feet—not enough to support a zonal variation in vertical distribution. But simply from observation, certain species seem to be more numerous above 1000 feet and others below 1000 feet.
For my estimate or some other plan, please free
of some other better estimate in the region from which
the materials can be obtained, with some degree of
Government and cooperation. Other prices (and quotations)
Kemp, to name a few, etc., (pl. the actual cost
in working and the price has any value to the
same clause.
Another in the region of "lowly forest" in contrast.
A situation to "water" forest "area to go different
condition and as little in climate and environment
condition; because the maximum elevation of the land
is not over 3000 feet. Net money to support a
southern nation in various situations, but simply
from appearance, certain species seem to do more
important above 1000 feet and after below 1000 feet.
Nissan is an isolated island of peculiar horseshoe shape with two openings on the Northwest side, both of which offer passage into an extensive lagoon. The southern portion is conveniently navigable for ships of good draft, and measure about six miles E X W and thirteen miles the other way from the heel to the tips of the "shoe." Some of the outside coast is fringed with reef; but the greater part is steep to close to shore. Pinipel or Green I. lies 4 miles to the no'ard and is included in the Nissan "Group."

There is abundant reef between the two. Both are of decided coraline formation and thickly wooded throughout. Pinipel is fairly regular in shape. Nissan is well elevated considering its atoll shape, reaching 200 feet in many places. Pinipel goes up 330 feet. The terrane is very rough and uneven and covered with good-sized forest and stunted undergrowth. The vegetation on coral islands is never as dense as on the richer land of large islands. Some parts of Nissan are low and swampy; and meager patches of soil are cultivated by the natives; bananas, some yams and corn, and a very poor kind of taro being eked with much labor. Fowls and especially pigs are plentiful. There are about 300 inhabitants, undoubtedly migrants; perhaps from New Ireland since the
Mineralize to new heights - Take a Step

Yield up-to-date information on the Northwest Side

The currently existing iron in the area is high-grade, and measures up to six miles

Nan to X Y X and the iron mine of the area can be seen from the peak

To the N and X to the "source" of the area. There is an unusual height between the two, both feet of 400-

These are prominent, iron ore pools, and spatially marked, prominent.

Pictorial of faults between the two, both feet of 400-

In many places, Pictorial iron ore, 600 feet. The formation on coal-

To very tough and uneven and covered with coal-along

The vegetation on coal-

Ledges in yellow as one can see on the ridge line of

Ledges fall near some parts of the mine are low and enemy.

Many weather patterns of both the surroundings of the mine

Penrose, some areas and above, and a very broad kind of exceed

Penrose area with many ledges. Many and especially places

The Pictorial. There are over 900 important -

Geographic features; below from new iron clay since the
language is quite different from Buka. A very productive coconut plantation is located on the northeast side of the lagoon.

All birds taken represent this uniform habitat. Finipel undoubtedly possesses the same avifauna.

### Systematic List of Specimens
(Names in parenthesis provisional by Dr. E. Mayr)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Aplonis longipennis</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Aplonis metallicus</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Zosterops eichhorni</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Trichoglossus sp. subsp.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>(Nesophaps) <em>Gallicolomba</em></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Pachycephala (pectoralis)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Monarcha (inornatus)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Halcyon anachorastert</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Ptilinopus rivolii</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Chalcites plagosus</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Ducula pacifica (?)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Macropygia (amboinensis)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Halcyon sancta</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Merops (ornatus)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Hirundo tahitica</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Collocalia esculenta</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Megapodius reinwardt subsp.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Caloenas nicobaricus</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Halcyon albicilla</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Strix alba</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table of Specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aftonite Forgepennites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aftonite metasillites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Aftonite sapphirite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Aftonite spinel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dr. E. Wyly
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21. Grauculus melanops</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Eudynemis taitensis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Ardea sp.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Sterna dougalli bangsi</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Species seen but not taken: nil
2296 Red-tailed Tropic Bird, East of Rapa, So. Pac.
March 2, 1922, x ½ E.H.O.

#2611 Red-footed Booby (Sula piscator)
Pucicc Island, South Pacific
March 27, 1922, x ½ E.H.O.
4. H.H
Oct 17, 1927

Kingfisher Sp # 27830
Ysabel I - Solomons
Aug 30, 1927

5. H.H
Oct 18, 1927

Kingfisher Sp # 20907
Kolombanga I - Solomons
Sept 26, 1927
H. H.
Nov. 6, 1927

Hawk 8. sp #29096
Bagga I, Solomons
Nov. 5, 1927

H. H.
Nov. 13, 1927

Thickhead 8. sp #29223
Vella Lovella I,
Solomons
Nov. 11, 1927.
Kingfisher & sp#29306
Vella Lavello I,
Solomons
Nov 18, 1927

Kingfisher & sp#29388
Choiseul I, Solomons
Nov 19th, 1927
White-eye sp #27086
Bagga I, Solomons
Nov. 5, 1927.

H. H.
Nov. 6, 1927.

White-eye (fresh specimen)
Choiseul I, Solomons
Nov. 19, 1927.

H. H
Nov. 20th, 1927.
Ground Pigeon $sp$ #273
Bougainville I, T.N.C.
Jan. 17, 1928

H. H.
Jan. 21, 1928

Haut $sp$ #140
Bougainville I, T.N.C.
Jan. 5, 1928

H. H.
Jan. 10, 1928
Thrush $^{+}$ sp. #229
Bougainville I., T.N.G.
Jan. 13, 1928

H. H.
Jan. 15, 1928

Pigeon $^{+}$ sp. #499
Bougainville I., T.N.G.
Jan. 23, 1928

H. H.
Jan. 24, 1928
"Kokorbi" (Ground Thrush - Pitta?)
& sp #511. Bougainville I, T.N.G.
Jan. 25, 1928

Kingfisher & sp #662
Bougainville I, T.N.G.
Feb. 3, 1928.
Crested Pigeon 870 # E33
Bougainville I., T.N.G.
Jan. 29, 1928.

Hawk 9 370 # 525
Bougainville I., T.N.G.
Jan. 25, 1928.

H. H.
Feb. 1, 1928

H. H.
Jan. 20, 1928
"Kekow" sp. #35106 &
Tetipari I, Solomons
Aug 7-1928

H.H.
Aug 10-1928

Dumpy Parrot &
sp. #33059
Bougainville I, T.N.G.
May 3-1928

H.H.
May 10-1928
Agnyc Brext B (cop sp #33054)

Bougainville I., T.N.G.
April-26-1928

H. H.
May-5-1928

Parrakeet B

Bougainville I., T.N.G.
May-11-1928

H. H.
May-12-1928
Pigeon 6
Sp. # 35743
Noodlark IIs.
Ter. of Papua
Oct. 20, 1928

Long-Tailed Dove 6
Goodenough I.
D'Entrecasteaux Gp.
Nov. 16, 1928

H.H.
Nov. 18, 1928
FOUR AND TWENTY HEADS

PROUDLY DISPLAYED IN COURT

TERREIBLE TRIBAL VENDETTA

WHOLE VILLAGE MASSACRED AT DAWN

Four and twenty headhunters, each carrying a human head in his hand, walked into the government station at Ambunti on the Sepik River in the Territory of New Guinea.

One native corporal and two native constables, as naked as themselves, had arrested them. The corporal proudly led the procession and the constables brought up the rear to see that none went back home.

There was no need for apprehension on this score. All members of the ghastly gang were in the best of humor and, after having been lined up, numbered off and registered, they placed their grim trophies where directed and walked into the calaboose.

News of a recent tribal vendetta in mandated New Guinea arrived by the steamer Montoro on Saturday.

Though terrible in its relentless fury, this massacre is not by any means an isolated happening in that country, where wrath is nursed to keep it warm for many years until, perhaps, a generation or two afterwards, it bursts forth and satiates its lust in blood and slaughter.

No administration cares to have it known that such things can happen in territory supposedly controlled by white law and order, but they do happen, and the administration can neither help it nor be blamed for it.

This massacre was enacted on the Sepik River, between a mission settlement and a government station, but neither had the slightest chance of preventing it.

Hatred, kept hot by oral traditions, lives longer in the primitive mind than in ours, where multifarious activities and transient emotions tend to diversify the concentration of our dislikes until, soon, we not only forgive, but forget, our enemies.

The untutored aborigine does not believe that our laws can adequately punish the perpetrators of tribal tortures; therefore he resorts to his own methods. There is no limitation of time for the redressing of wrongs in the ethics of the savage. His code of reparation is a head for a head, with unlimited interest, and the injuries done by another tribe are incorporated with the annals.

At regular intervals, almost nightly, they are recalled in the House Tambaran by the old men and handed down from father to son in the shape of Commandments. The young men become saturated with them and obsessed with the desire to avenge the wrongs of the clan. Sometimes, in their eagerness, they strike before they are thoroughly prepared, and meet further disaster. Sometimes, as in this case, they make a hideous success of it.

Here are the facts related on board ship and at Rabaul by prisoners and guards:

Many years ago the warriors of one village came down in the night and raided another village, killing everybody they could catch, and getting back with canoes full of heads and bodies. From that point of view the raid was an unmixed success, but the tactical mistake was made of not doing the job thoroughly.
Spears, Arrows, Skull Crackers

A number of the attacked villages got away into the bush, and later formed a new settlement and thrived. They were going on a big pig hunt, and fled away along the trail. Coming near the enemy camp they were unerringly recognized by their friends, and their enemies had been exterminated.

In olden times, at this point, an hiatus extending over many years would have intervened; but the victors had not taken into account the fact that they were in an area where the white man claimed control and had to maintain it by prompt action.

Several days after the massacre a party from another village came to the place of the deed on a friendly visit, and found what was left of the inhabitants. At once the news was hurried far and wide, and quickly reached the Government station at Ambunti, which is nearly 300 miles up the river from its mouth.

The natives at Ambunti heard the "garamuts" (drums) booming and told the news to the District Officer. He despatched a native police corporal and two native police boys to make inquiry as to the correctness of the amazing statement, as the village was right on the main Sepik River.

The corporal was absent several days, and, as the garamuts had been silent meanwhile, he was expected to return with information that the story was a fabrication.

Suddenly he appeared at Ambunti bearing a line of 24 head-hunters, each carrying the head he secured by him at the ill-fated village.

They were all excited, and tremendously proud, but perfectly harmless. They had exacted retribution due to their tribe, and were at peace with all mankind.

They had quite cheerfully accompanied the corporal, who told them the Government wanted them: that they must bring the heads and they would be published.

Willingly they obliged the Government, and unthinkingly they held up their trophies for inspection.

Next day the inquiry was commenced, and, on their own evidence, they were all charged with wilful murder.

Grisly Exhibits Under Lock and Key

Overnight the heads had all been placed in a heap on the floor, and kept under lock and key, with a guard over them.

While each head-hunter was being examined he was asked to pick out the head of his victim. This they all did unerringly; these were faces they would never forget, and they gazed at the dead features with looks of real happiness. Each head was then parcelled up and docketed with particulars as a court exhibit.

Later, after the court had remanded them to Rabaul for trial, they boastedingly told their friends that they were "big men," and that when the Government had impounded them for a few years they would return to their village, and be able to wear a flying fox skin ornamented with a tassel for each head they had secured.

Quite a number of old men swagger about the river villages and visit the Government stations wearing flying-fox skins with several tassels attached to them, won, in other raids.

They look on the gang brought in as "rookies" who have put "gore" over and made a name for themselves, but are rather too conceited about it.

Strangely enough, the corporal and two police boys who brought the murderers in, were from another district, but they had no trouble at all in accomplishing the remarkable feat. They just sat down and quietly discussed the matter with the villagers, who contended that they had "paid back" for the honor of their dead relations, as was the age-old custom of their race.

Rumor has it that natives of another village have built a wonderful and very large house Tambaran, and are badly in need of heads to enable them to give a big sing-sing to open it.
YOUTH, 24, LEADER OF SOUTH SEA HUNT

Hannibal Hamlin, Descendant of Lincoln's Vice President, Penetrates Jungle Wilds.

CLIMBS THE VOLCANO BALBI!

Yale Graduate Succeeded R. H. Beck in Whitney Expedition for the Museum of Natural History.

Hannibal Hamlin, a 24-year-old graduate of Yale and great-grandson of Abraham Lincoln's first Vice President, of the same name, has succeeded Rollo H. Beck, a naturalist of many years experience, as field commander of the Whitney South Sea expedition.

Moreover, as head of the expedition, Hamlin has penetrated hitherto unexplored country on the northwest coast of the Island of Bougainville, and has climbed to the summit of Balbi, an active volcano whose crater-rim has never been trod before by a white man. Word of the ascent of Balbi was received by the American Museum of Natural History yesterday.

"On the Balbi trip," Hamlin wrote, "we penetrated unpenetrated territory and climbed the 8,906-foot summit of the unclimbed volcano. The bushmen in that region had never seen white men before. I am preparing some notes on Bougainville Island, the pearl of the Pacific. The volcano is active, but in a dormant state at present, and was one of the largest unclimbed volcanoes in the world. I left a cigarette can at the topmost point."

New Species of Flying Fox.

The Museum authorities said Hamlin had left notes of the climb as well as a Latin quotation in the cigarette tin. On the trip through the unexplored region Hamlin's party captured many birds.

"We have been receiving reports of the expedition's captures from time to time," it was said at the museum, "but we haven't given them out because the birds weren't of any new species. In this last letter, however, Hamlin writes of capturing a new species of flying fox. It was jet black. He was much elated over it, and had planned to bring back its skin after the natives had eaten the meat. But before he knew it the natives had cooked it, skin and all, and eaten everything."

Hamlin joined the Whitney expedition after his graduation in 1927. He succeeded to the field leadership last May when Beck was taken ill. The museum authorities say they want him to retain charge of the expedition for a year, so well do they like his leadership. The primary object of the expedition—which was started under funds supplied by Harry Payne Whitney—is to seek for rare birds, but exploring and the search for rare animals are not beyond its charter rights.

The expedition has been operating from the France, a 75-ton power schooner that has been used by Beck in previous expeditions of the Museum's hunt for ornithological specimens. Recently the France has been cruising through the Solomon Islands. Hamlin was put ashore on the northwest coast of the island named after Antoine de Bougainville, the French navigator who first chanced upon it in 1768.

Journey Through Dense Jungle.

His journey to Balbi took him through twenty miles of dense jungle, most of it untraversed by white man. Accompanied by two members of the Polynesian crew of the France, Hamlin worked his way toward the volcano's crest. At the summit he made photographs of the mountain's interior.

The Museum authorities said that violent tropic rains interfered with the ascent of Balbi. The island of Bougainville is rumored to possess gold and silver deposits, and it has been said from time to time that cannibalism still exists in its interior.

When at Yale Hamlin was Chairman of the Reel, a humorous publication. He was a member of Scroll and Key and the Elizabethan Club, and took part in undergraduate theatricals. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Cyrus Hamlin of 180 Sullivan Place, Brooklyn. His father sailed last May to join him in the South Seas, and Mrs. Hamlin thinks her husband is with her son by this time. An uncle of the young explorer is President of the Maine Bar Association.
THE ISLAND OF BOUGAINVILLE

To the Editor of The New York Times:

With some amusement and not a little chagrin I read in The Times the reported penetration and ascent of the northwest region and mountain of Balit in the island of Bougainville, said to have been performed for the first time by the descendant of Lincoln’s first Vice President, Hannibal Hamlin.

Permit me to inform you that in 1924, in company with M. McLellan Stewart, known for years as the mystery man of New Guinea and one of the most able recruiters of labor in the islands, I traversed the length and breadth of the island of Bougainville, visiting every village and recruiting no less than 250 boys.

The island is some 250 miles from Rabaul, the seat of administration of the mandated territory of New Guinea, of which it is part, and is less than 1,000 square miles in area. It is well known on account of its fine type of natives, who invariably bring as much as $10 more a head than any other native of the hundreds of tribes scattered through the territory. They are not hostile except under provocation, but cannibalism was still in practice in certain villages in 1924. John Stower, famous blackbird and recruiter of New Guinea, had combed Bougainville as far back as 1911.

The natives take a childish delight in misleading one as to previous expeditions, often feigning terror at the sound of a discharged rifle, although they are quite familiar with it. On one occasion having penetrated forty days’ march into the interior of the mainland of the territory behind Vubufo we encountered 150 Malays in charge of two Ger-
ON STORM-SWEPT ISLES OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC: UNUSUAL BIRD PICTURES AND OTHER SCENES FROM THE ANTIPODES. (From the Auckland Weekly News, April 22, 1926).

1. A penguin "poses" for a photograph.

2. A wandering albatross and its nest.
3. A pair of penguins in a fresh suit of feathers.

4. The shelter with stores for shipwrecked sailors on the north-east side of the principal island. A Government steamer visits this spot twice a year.
5. A young sea elephant on the shore.

6. Pair of broadbilled whalebirds with their burrow opened.
7. An unusual sight: A whalebird on top of a rock instead of under it.
8. The wonderful sight at one of the penguin rookeries.

The Antipodes Islands form part of the territory of New Zealand, their position being 458 miles south-east from Port Chalmers. These interesting photographs were secured by Mr. R. H. Beck, leader of the Whitney Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History.